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FOREWORD

Policies fir higher education are under active consideration in
most OECD countries. A major issue in such polio s in the seventies
will be the setting up of structures adapted to a stage of development
which has either been or is at the point of being reached in most Member
countries, that of the transition to mass higher education.
To discuss a number of major issues related to policies for the
future development of higher education systems, the OECD organised,
in the framework of the programme of work of its Education Committee,
a Conference on Future Structures of Post-Secondary Education, which
took place in Paris, June 1973. High officials responsible for education
policy n OECD Member countries, including a number of ministers,
attended the Conference together with teachers, administrators and
participants from trade union and professional organisations.
The central concern of the Conference was to examine the advent
of mass higher education in its main patterns and characteristics and to
identify alternative policy measures for facilitating the overall structural
transformation of the system towards meeting its new objectives in the
context of social and economic development.
; first volume published under the title Policies for Higher Education prey ants the General Report of the Conference. The present publication contains a series of four background studies relating to one of the
major themes of the Conference "Structure of Studies and Place of Research in Mass Higher Education'', A third volu'ne: "Towards Mass
Higher Education: Trends, Issues and Dilemma3" groups together a
further series of supporting studies prepared for the Conference.
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I
THE PROBLEM

In planning the development of post-secondary education, what
should be done about research? There is no doubting the current importance of this problem or policy-makers' need for solutions, which
will remain viable over a reasonable period of time. This paper does
not seek to provi.k .,ny such comprehensive solutions, nor could it
peoperly so. Traditions, values and political pressures differ too substantially betwe r.ie country and another for any conceivable recommendations to have universal value or applicability. Our intention is
simply to point out some of the issues to which policy-makers should
address themselves, and some of the partial solutions adopted in one
country or another which may have a wider (if not universal) applicability.
It must be stated at once that we have opted for an educationalist's
perspective, in contrast to that of the science policy-maker. We have
not sought a consensus. There is no reason to suppose, and there may
be reason to doubt, that the two perspectives are necessarily congruent. (1)
The ed1.4..ationalist must be concerned above all (in the present context)
with the proper place of research in the higher education system; the
science policy. maker is likely to be concerned with maximizing the
contribution which that system can make to the nation's objectives in
research (see Table 1). In our view, science policy considerations have,
in :ecent years, been more forcefully articulated, and have carried very
much greater weight in many countries. What then, are the elements of
the educationalist's response? In this paper we shall describe the impact upon the academic system of developing science policies, and outline some partial attempts at coming to terms with these effects.

I. Policy tow. rds postgraduate education is most obviously the frequent result of unplanned
compromise e:ween educational and science-policy considerations. An earlier Secretariat report indicated the need f:ar some forum, within each country, in which the attempt could be maue to reach conensus
that "articular issue, See "Poquaduate Education: Structures
Policies'', or.i'D document,
Paris, 197'2.
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II
WHAT IS RESEARCH?

DEFINITION BY PRODUCT

In the measurement of research activity, the definitions given by
the OECD's "Frascati Manual" (1) have acquired a widespread currency.
It is therefore worthwhile taking them as a starting point for our discussions here:
"Research and experimental development may be defined as creative
work undertaken on a systematic basis to increase the stock of
scientific and technical knowledge and to use this stock of knowledge to devise new applications. "
Basic research is defined as follows:
"Basic research is original investigation undertaken in order to
gain new scientific knowledge and understanding. R is not primarily directed towards any specific practical aim or application. "
Thus "research" is defined as a sub-category of "creative work"
distinguished from other such work by its systematic basis and by the
fact that it must, at least in principle, be capable of contributing to the
stock of scientific knowledge. The results of basic research must be
acceptable in principle as a valid extension of scientific understanding.
Now, what sort of findings fulfil this criterion? On the nne hand the
findings must be capable of passing certain technical tests: falsifiability,
replicability, and so on. On the other hand, potentially acceptable findings must pass certain "social" tests, since the systematic, developmental nature of science derives very substantially from its communal
(or social) nature. (2) In other word8, the research findings must be
available for evaluation by the scientific community (they must be intended for publication), and they must be capable of passing the tests imposed
by the community. Among these tests originality figures prominently:
little value is placed upon the second solution to a problem, even if arrived at independently. (3) Secondly, as a consequence of the jealously1.
"The Measurement of Scientific and TeAnical Activities: Proposed Standard Practice for
surieys of Research and Experimental Development". (ECD document, 190:O. mimeo).
See j. Ziman. Public Knowledge. Cambridge university Press, 1968.
.
.3.
The sociologist Robert Merton bas emphasized the societal importance attache. to originality
in research. See hi; "Priorities in Scientific Discovery: A Chapta in the Sociology of Science". American Sociological Review ;!... '19571. pp. 635-59. ',he philosophers Popper and l.akatos go further, denying
that anything not strictly "creative" is science at all.
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guarded professionalism of science, the work must be dune by an "accredited' scientist. The scientific community will tend automatically to
rejec+ the contributions of amateurs, or of the practitioners of one discipline (unless of extreme eminence) seeking directly to contribute to
another. (1) Thirdly, problems to be st.ived, appropriate methods of
problem-solving, theories to be used in explanation: such matters are
largely to be determined by the internal "paradigm" of a scientific discipline or speciality. (2) Work on a problem not regarded as important
by the scientist's peer-group is unlikely to be regarded highly, however
correct the solution. This is a difficulty which scientists working in new
or "deviant" specialities (parapsychology would be an t.xtreme example
of such deviancy) are particularly faced with.
Thus the criterion with which we began - that the findings ought in
principle to represent a possible contribution to the advancement of
scientific Imow ledge - is in practice a very restrictive one. Because of
the orthodoxy, the protectionism o' the scientific community, it implies
originality, but constrained by choice of an acceptable problem and
methodology, and it implies a properly accredited scientist. This
characteriiation derives from a definition of basic research in the natural
sciences in an addendum to the "Frascati Manual" .Teramy
uses only slightly modified terms for a definition of research in the
social sciences and the humanities. (3) However rightly or wrongly
academic research is frequently equated with basic research.
Of course. not all research is of this kind - far from it. R alid 1)
statistics show that in money terms very much more effort is devoted
to applied research (directed towards a specific practical objective).
Vet, and in spite of the fact that in the USA much applied research is
carried out in the universities, base research is of particular significance in the present context. It is regarded as the principal research function of the university, and ie waive. :ity is regarded as the proper home
for most basic research. Also it his a particularly high status in the
scientific community.
The volume of basic research has increased very substantially in
post-war years. We may inquire into the reasons for this. Limiting ourselves to that carried out in universities, we may say that the volume of
research is the result of three resource-allocation procedures: by the
individual scientist: by the academic institution: by the nation (through
its governor -nt). What rational grounds fur su.:11 decisions may be identified? What daes each resource investor hope to obtain from his investment
Take the individual academic: first. We may say that he engages
itt research because in the course of his scientific training he has internali.ied the values of the scientific conununity: he has learnt to value the
esteem of his disciplinary peer-group, which is offered as a reward for
successful research. Many empirical studies in the sociology of science
have shown how the receipt of professional esteem, or recognition, dpends upon the quality and volume of a scientist's published research, ()
I,

l'hc +o- ailed
cliiso%sisy affair" is the best ex4iiiple of this. See A. de orazia (ed.),
\flair: lie 'Aar of Science and Scientism, New Vorl: l'iii%ersit Press. 1914:. More
.:e1'era:11.. see
"Resistance by Scientists to Scientific liiscovery", Science. I:1.1, 1:461.
Is.
se of the tern naradi!zoi, the proper meaning of which is
ly Controversia 1, derives in
0,11, komest f:.:n the work, of l'honus 1.iihn. See his file Strncture of Scient;fic Revolutions, Chicago
Pre,s,

;.

1

4;.2.

`.!e. 3st:re:win of Scientific and rechnical Actkities: Proposed Standard Practice for

ar,d Experimental lievelopinent", oueit., Addendum.
see rir exa:!!p!c
cole and s. Cole, "scientific outplit and Recoe.ilition:
t!:e operaio;:
t!:c : (Guar!! s%stein III Scic.ice'. American Soriolo,;ical
l ii;:,
,:eseart

.1.
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At the same time, the career of the academic scientist within the university depends very largely upon his research performance. (1) Whilst
many may criticize the unsuitability of such a uni-dimensional avenue
of advancement, and have stressed the need for promotion-based-onteaching, few would doubt the validity of this analysis of the current

situation.
Consider now the acadeihic institution. Why do newly-established
higher educational institutions -ttach 'Weil importance to obtaining provision for research? Why have Er) many of the better American liberal

arts colleges become increasingly involved in research? There are

two kinds of answers which may be given. One depends upon the wide.
spread academic belief (or myth) that "research benefits teaching".
Few academics would actively reject this view. To be sum., such empirical evidence as there is is contradictory, (2) and it may simply be
that the best teachers also happen to want to do research. Nevertheless,

by making the institution attractive to the research-minded, its directors
may hope thereby to attract the best teachers. (Even if there were
actually a null relationship between research ability and teaching ability,
this might be an adequate means of attracting candidates - provided it
entailed no disadvantages. ) There is a second reason for the importance
attached by academic institutions to research. Research has long been
an important determinant of institutional status in the academic community - perhaps all the more so as research funds became more readily
available.

Thus, for their various reasons, both academic scientists and
academic institutions have a deep and self-interested commitment to
research.
The commitment of governments to the support of research is
necessarily rather different. Many reasons are put forward: some truly
persuasive, others solely ex post facto rationalizations. A small measure of support is justified by a view of science as an aspect of culture
- by analogy with the arts. Governments may talk of "maintaining a
basic research capability", or seek international prestige from a radio
telescope or a programme of fusion research. Most frequently, they
are in search of some practical return - military, economic or social on their investment. The rapid rise in basic research expenditure between
1 945 and 1965 was justified in terms of the expected "pay off". It was
actually a consequence of government's persuasion by the scientific community on the one hand of the inseparability of research and teaching in
the university (and hence university expansion entailed research expansion), on the other, that basic research could indeed by expected to
yield substantial long-term dividends. The more recent decline, paralleling a decline in the influence of scientists in government, may be
attributed principally to a disenchantment with the practical benefit of
science.
We have sought to characterize scientific research by its products,
a notion which obviously enables us to d'stinguish between basic research
and applied research. But one may speak more broadly of the products
of bt.sic research: for the scientist professional recognition and career
advancement: for the institution status and (hopefully) good teaching: for
the nation prestige, and an increasingly uncertain profit. It is research
1.
I. caplow and R.1. MeLiee, The Academic Marketplace. Basic Books. New York. 195$
especially Chapter 4.
see f >r example
"Research. Teaching aad Faculty Fate", Science. 17'2. 107
pp.
- 2 4., and 1, Harry and N. s. Coldi cr. "The Null Relationship Between Teaching and Research .
Sociolosy of Education. 4.i.
pp. 47 -do.
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of this kind which is traditionally associated with the unhersity. In discussing the place of research in higher education, can we be content with
this characterization of research? "No" says the science policy-maker,
"because you have ignored the Lontribution which universities can, and
do, make to the nation's needs in applied research." Of course, this is
true, but the criticism still depends upon an evaluation of research in
terms of its product. The pedagogue may offer a rather different criticism.

DEFINITION BY PROCESS

The scientific community evaluates research in terms of the
magnitude of the contribution which its findings make to the advancement

of science. The quraty of the research is primariki the value of its
findings. The pro( ess by which the results are obtained is traditionally
idealized (made to appear logical, inductive) and may often be partially
concealed. Needing only to be replicable, it has little intrinsic interest
for the sc:entific community. Yet for the educator the benefit of reset rch
may irhere particularly in the process of exploration - it matters littic
what results are obtained. In fact, such a view is implicit in the notion
that '-research benefits teaching". Adherents would never suppose that
benefif3 are simply long term curricular
in th, light
of rc kmow.Ledge, but tnat they arc primarily a improvements
result of the stimulating
effect which doing .es,arch has upon a man's teaching. The same view
- research-asdoing - underlies the use of research as a wdagogic
device. We are speaking in particular here of the ust
exploratory
methods by the student to master material which hail previousl. ' ?en
learnt from textbooks or lectures. Such exploration - research - may
be either "pure or "applied" in product terms. Such methods can be
used to extend the academic curriculum by forcing it into contact with
the problems of the real world: for example, in encouraging the pre.
clinical medical student to deal directly with patients, For such a student
his contact with the patient is a kind of applied research, in which he
explores tne relationship between his academic knowledge and a situation Well to hint is both new and meaningful. Of course, to evaluate the
research in terms of the pedagogic effects of doing it is not to deny that
there may be valuable products, Hopefully, the student can help the
patient. Studen-s may tackle problem-situations which would not be of
staicient inter,..st to professional scientists, and useful solutions may
emerge.
Returning to research conducted by teachers, the view that the
stimulus to exciting teaching may come from the process rather than
the product of ver,earelt has important implicat ms for our current problem. In a number of countries a similar distincaon is increasingly made
between "frontier research" and what ay be called " teaching-linked
research" or "refic-ctive inquiry''. In their recent report to the Association of ::nivrsities and Colleges of Canada, (I) Louis-Philippe Bonneau
and J.
Corry elaborate on this distinction. "Frontier research", the
direct investigation .q phenomena, is largely empirical (and, the, right!y
point out, empirical research tends to receive particular encourag !meat):
N%

101115-Philippe liotinean and 1. A. con:, Vilest for the (Irwin:li Itesearch 1olicy in the l inwriiiiet of a .inada,
Ottaua, I.
espeei. Ily pp.:to et sey.
,

"But whether empirical or intellectual, whether one follows his nose
or is led by his mind
it is still exploration on the frontier of laio:edge, trying to gain new ground for the map of !mow ledge. ° "Reflective
inquiry" on the other limul is frequently the attempt at synthesis. °We
are not digging in spevialized depth oa the frontier; we are
reflecting on !clown knowledge, including the latest reports from the frontier. °
It is the latter, rarely the Cornier, ,v;iich is vital for good undergraduate
teachint. Yet it is the former which is of particular status today. To
quote nom 1301111e4U and Corry once more:

"Even in the universities, research usually conjures up visions of
equipment and a range of empirical experiments, observations,
and surveys rather than anxieties about the adequacy of libraries.
Partly for reasons of finance and prestige (and partly because the
achievements of reflective inquiry are harder to assess) most
universities have been induced to bias their policies on promotion and salary increases in favour of those members of the teaching staffs whose activities in frontier research win substantial
grants from external agencies, and pin tlucc published papers in
the learned journals. °
Few can doubt that this attitude is no longer confined to the natural
sciences. Robert Nisbet, in his critique of the modern American university, (1) rightly points out that it has been substantially catalyzed by
the growth of the °project" system of funding research, of which we shall
have more to say below.
The thesis underlying this paper may :1.us be roughly summarized
as follows.
a)
b)

c)

d)

The higher education system has over responded to the professional-scientific view of science-as-product, emphasized

in sci...nce policy.
The extent of the commitment which the education system can
make to frontier research must be determined in the light of
that system's principal role in education. To make decisions
of that kind requires an appreciation of the pressures brought
to bear on the system by the needs of scientists (for recognition) and of science.
Certain kinds of research do not belong in the academic system, either because they cannot, oven in principle, make any
contribution to its educational role (e. g. for reasons of secrecy)

or because, by virtue of their sponsorship or for other reasons
they stimulate active disruption of the academic community.
: \t the same time, research may make a more positive contribution to education than appears from any discussion simply of
research-as-product.

l'.21

isi%.;. I ;h ;)4:1:.idation of the At..nleinit. 11,1111a 114.3nonaiin. London. I f: I.
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PROJECT FUNDING AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

THE GROWTH OF PROJECT FUNDING

Academic research in European countries is characteristically
financed from two governmental sources which, together, provide for

most of the research effort. This dual-support system, as it works in
a number of countries, has been discussed in detail in a recent OECE
study, (1) We may therefore confine ourselves to a brief outline.
One channel of support is from funds typically provided by the
national or regional government for the general operating of the university or directly of its component institutes (which may or may not be
financed via the central university authority). The traditional view of
the professor's role as necessarily including both teaching and research
has meant that such funds always include an element of provision for
some research (Table 2). The second channel of support is from a pool
of money made available in almost all countries for the support of high
quality basic research. This pool is typically administered by a semiautonomous body which we may generically call a research council. (2)
Although funds are employed in ways which invevitaly differ from one
country to another the processes of utilization nevertheless have much
in common. It is important to note that the two sources typically allocate
funds on very different criteria. The first, using some sort of formulabasis, will take particular account of the size of the institution and the
number of its students. In some countries it is the case that an institution is allowed considerable latitude in the use it makes of such funds;
dividing them between its teaching, research and other functions as it
sees fit. In the United Kingdom these University Grants Committee
(UGC) funds may also be divided between departments as the university
itself prefers. Research council funds are allocated differently, generally in response to project application by a single scientist, upon the
evaluation of a committee of his peers. In general each of these committees of peers has been authorized to divide up the funds allotted to
its specific discipline between applicants largely on the basis of the
intrinsic scientific worth of their proposals.
The essential point we wish to make here is that in many OECD
countries (and especially in the larger ones) post-war years have seen
I. The Research System, Vol. - Germany, tnited Kingdom, France, OECD, Paris, 19'72 ;
Vol. 11 - Belgium, Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, Switzerland, OECD, Paris, 1973.
See Science Research Councils in Europe. The Working Group of the Science Research
councils. 6. Fribor,:, (ed.). Stockholm. 1973.
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an increase in the extent to which academic research has been financed
on this kind of "project" basis. Sonic illustrative figures are given in
Table 3.
In order to understand these developments it is necessary on the
one hand to take note of the reasons why governments chose to establish
research council-type organisations, and on the other of the rationale
behind their rapid budgetary growths.
Although in the IT tted Kingdom the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research ([SIR) (which amongst other functions awarded
research grants prior to the establishment of the Science Research
Council in 1964) was founded in 1919, in France the "Centre national de
la recherche scientifique" (CNRS) in 1939, and in Canada the National
Research Council in 1917, on the whole government agencies with a
principal commitment to the support of basic research are a relatively
new development. Many such bodies were established shortly after the
war: the German Research Council (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft)
(I)FG) in 1949, the American National Science Foundation (NSF) in 1951,
the Dutch ZW() (Netherlands Organisation for the Advancement of Pure
Research) in 1950, the Norwegian Research Council (Norges Almenvitenskaplige Forskningsrdd) (NAVF) in 1949, and the Swiss National Fund
in 1952. (In sonic of the smaller countries they are of still more recent
date: e. g. Denmark (1968), Finland (1961), etc.) Post-war developments of this kind were precipitated by the lesson of war. In this respect
the establishment of the National Science Foundation, which derived from
ideas in Bush's report to President Truman, Science, The Endless Frontier (1945), was typical. in fact political controversy delayed the establishment of the foundation till 1950 when, in an Act of the 81st Congress,
it was given the following functions (inter alia):
"The Foundation is authorized and directed
1. To develop and encourage the pursuit of a national policy for
the promotion of basic research and education in the sciences;
2. To initiate and support basic scientific research and programmes to strengthen scientific research potential in the
mathematical, physical, medical, biological, engineering,
and other sciences, by making contracts or other arrangements (including grants, loans, and other forms of assistance)
to support such scientific activities and to appraise the impact
of research upon industrial development and upon the general
welfare. "
The budget of the Foundation subsequently grew from $225,000 in
1951 to over $16 million in 1956 and to over $176 million by 1961. In
1969 the NSF provided $362 million for academic science. In Germany
the budget of the l)FG grew from DM. 10 million in 1930 to 25 million in
1955, to 50 million in 1960, 140 million in 1965, and 240 million in 1969.
We have already touched on some of the reasons why these basic
research funding agencies were able to obtain such rapid rates of growth.
Essentially it was because the scientists who argued on their behalf in
policy-making circles were able to deploy what seemed powerful argum.'nts in favour of a substantial national commitment to basic research.
Technological (and economic) development mere seen as dependent upon
a stock of basic discoveries in need of continuous replenishment. Academic research was required in order to provide the large numbers of
scientists who would be "needed" by an industrial system which was
increasingly research-based. The training function of academic research
cannot be ignored. Further, research was seen as an essential adjunct
of high quality teaching. In Britain the Council. for Scientific Policy in
its first (1966) report expressed the view that:
20

et
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"11e arc entirely at one with the (Robbins) Committee's insistence
that "it is of the utntost importance that the ablest (undergraduates),
who are capable of going forwards to original work, should be
infected at their first entry to higher education with a sense of the
potentialities of their studies
)
There is no border-line betw Pen teaching and research; they are complemental,' and overlapping
activities
)
"We consider that the volume of research conducted in universities
should keep pace with the growth in teaching functions.
Finally the notion of "sophistication" acquired a widespread cur -

rency - the increase in costs of research per scientist after correction
for inflation and salary increases - being supposed in some way to be a
measure of the need for increasingly costly facilities. (It has recently
become apparent that quantitative indices thus derived reflect largely
the growth in the availability of money for research, rather than any
intrinsic measure of the needs of science. ) Arguments such as these
carried great weight, and were usually employed with success by the

scientific community.
There was another relevant factor of which we should take note.
Beyond the activities of basic research agencies such as the NSF, many
mission-orientated government agencies were increasingly convinced
of the benefits to be had from contracting out substantial portions of

their own research programmes to universities. The most apparent
demonstration of this policy is to be found in the so-called Federal Contract Research Centres (e. g. the Radiation Laboratories at Berkeley,
the Lincoln Laboratory at Massachusetts Institute of Technology) established by the American Department of Defence, the Atomic Energy Commission, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
These were on the campuses of, and managed by universities. Many
scientists held joint appointments. Of course contractual work of a
smaller kind was widespread in many countries.
Later we shall suggest that many of these arguments have begun
to lose their cogency. In countries in which project funding of academic
research has become most widespread new reasons for the inevitable,
or desirable, movement of this most ad% weed research out of the uni-

versities are seen to have an increasing appeal. However, at this stage
we must make an important distinction between countries of that kind and
others in which academic research is still very largely financed from
traditional educational sources. In the Netherlands for example MO
amulet's onl about 10".. of academic research, and in Denmark only 7% is
financed by the research council. here, rapid growth rates in research
council budgets are probable, with an increase in the dependence of
university rest:welt upon project funding a specific objective of policy.
But the rationale is necessarily lifferent from that given elsewhere in
earlier years. Tin: intention is Less to expand the volume of academic
research pey se than to subject an increasing proportion of it to criteria
of professional evaluation. There is a feeling that the distribution of
research effort betweer disciplines should more accurately reflect national
priorities in se ienet., and be less a t onsequence simply of the relative' exleoisioni of study nt numbers in the various disciplines. Moreover, not
ever. one teaching in the tmiversity is equally competent in research:
Deer group evaivation (the project s)'stem) should ensure that a greater
shave of resources go to the more competent.
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THE EVOLUTION OF SCIENTIFIC POLICIES

We have suggested that the essential function of the research councils is to respond to the needs of individual research scientists as expressed in project-applications, bearing in mind principally the intrinsic
scientific merit of each proposal. In practice this simple characterization
is applicable only in the cases of those smaller countries in which research councils dispose of relatively slender resources. With a few exceptions the research councils in the Scandinavian countries, in Switzerland, Belgium and some other smaller OECD countries prefer to react
to the requirements of academic scientists. By contrast, their American,
British, French and German counterparts have been continuously evolving new working methods in the attempt to promulgate more formalized
policies. They have become increasingly active in determining for themselves priorities in the utilization of funds, rather than allowing priorities simply to reflect the pressure of applications.
In France the CNRS has traditionally acted on the one hand through
its own laboratories and research groups (127 laboratories, 98 research
groups in December 1970), on the other through contractual agreements
associating specific academic research groups with itself. Senior scientists in universities and other "grands etablisements" have long been
able to seek support for their work in this way on a 3 or 4 year renewable
basis. Such support would often include the finance of special researcl
posts. In 1966 a new method of support, "Recherche coop6rative sur
programme" (RCP) was introduced. RCP'. are intended to foster cooperation between research teams in one or mar;; laboratories which
may even be geographically scattered.
Each RCP' is steered by a "commission permanente" composed
of individuals with knowledge of the theme specific to each programme.
The commission is intended to advise the director of the RCP both on
scientific and administrative matters. In 1971, based largely upon the
highly successful "actions concertees" of the "D(.1i.gation gen6rale a la
recherche scientifique et technique" (DGRST), the CNRS initiated a programme of "actions th6matiques programm6es" (ATP's). Certain areas
of research will be selected by the CNRS as of special priority, and
scientists will be invited to seek support from funds allocated for this
purpose. This procedure is an attempt to orient academic research, at
least in part, towards areas of research felt to be particularly compatible
with national goals. At present about 5n of CNRS resources arc devoted
to the ATP programme, a figure which is not expected ever to rise
beyond 10n;,. However the CNRS hopes that funds spent in this way will
exert an influence far beyond their quantitative volume. The indication
of specific areas as being of particular importance, may serve to elicit
applications in the fields of declared ATPs, but outside the ATP programme. Beyond the initiation of such n mechanisms of support, there
is one other important way in which the i..NRS is seeking a more active
role. This is in its Increasing concern with regional aspects of its policy.
The remarkable degree of research concentration ir. the Paris region
(61°:, of researchers) is well !clown, and is of concern to the CNRS.
Current policy is devoted on the one hand to the selective development
of provincial universities which are already of high quality (. g.
noble, Strasbourg, Toulouse), on the other to the development of, aGre-
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more effective research capability in certain universities in the less
industrialized regions of France. (1)
In Germany, the IWG unlike the CNRS has no institutes of its own.
(However, similarly autonomous research institutions are operated,
often in close contact with universities, by the Max-Planck Society. )
The role of the DFG is largely confined to the support of ind.vidual
scientists. From its foundation this has been done principally ty supporting the best of the applications made to it, on their own initiative,
by individual scientists (whether from a university or some other institution). Support is generally offered for a limited and fixed period.
This is what we have been referring to as the traditional function of
research councils. But as early as 1952 a separate mode of finance,
the "Schwerpunkt" (priority) programme was introduced, partly in the
attempt to fill gaps in German science resulting from the war. Areas
of research are recommended for designation as "priority areas",
whether by academic scientists, officials of the DFG, representatives
of public organisations concerned with applied science, etc. Representatives of the academic disciplines concerned are consulted on the value
of such designation, upon the precise delineation of the area to be covered, and upon the names of scientists who may be especially competent
within it. When the programme, and the list of scientists, has been approved by the various relevant committees of the research council, the
scientists nominated are invited to apply for support under the specific
priority programme. Whilst it is important to note that initiation of
such programmes is not predominantly by the DFG itself, the priority
programme is a clear step away from passive response to the requests
of scientists. It is interesting to note the relative evolution of these
two schemes. Expendi'are on the normal or traditional programme rose
from DM. 10. 6 million in 1955 to 72 million in 1965 and 98 million in
1969. Expenditure on the priority programme rose from 13.9 million
in 1935 to 51 million in 1965 and 58 million in 1969. The priority pro-

gramme, which has not particularly increased its share of resources,
is also largely limited to the natural and engineering sciences.
In addition to the priority programme, a scheme of special research areas (Sonderforschwtgsbereiche) was introduced in 1967. As
early as .960 the Ge:ian Science Council (Wissenschaftsrat) had suggested that the needs of much modern research (in terms of scale of
resources, need for multidisciplinary co-operation, etc.) were incompatible with university structures. Much research was seen as requiring
large specialist research groups, with expertise crossing the traditional
institute boundaries. The necessary scale of such activities was such
that nt, university would be likely to allocate them to a single field, nor
could they properly be duplicated from one university to another. Specific new fields of research should be concentrated in one or another
university. It was also intented that the programme would on the one hand
facilitate closer co-operation between scientists from universities and
from other research institutes who might work together irrespective of
institution: and on the other to ensure a higher degree of co-ordination
of research between the research institutes of a given area, land, or
throughout the whole country. Universities may suggest research acids
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for inclusion in the list of special research areas. In doing so they are
required to give their reasons for making this suggestion, details of
the work proposed, and of the scientists and institutes who might be
involved. The agreement of the Land Education Ministry must 'le secured,
since the existence of such a programme is seen as a profound inauence
upon the future structure of the university. The German Research Co
tt.en evaluates the suggestion from a supra-regional point of view,
focussing less on the needs of the university than on those of German
science as a whole. If the detailed proposal is subsequently found scientifically satisfacto. y, support may then be made available by the Council. It is important to note that a programme for approval requires that
the host university commit itself to increased support from its own resources (in the form of buildings, appointments) even at the expense of
developments in other fields. Hitherto in selecting areas for inclusion,
special attention has been given to medicine, the natural sciences, and
technology: in 1970 DM. 64.5 million was spent on 77 special research
areas.

In the United Kingdom the 5 Research Councils all work in slightly
different ways, differing in particular in the extent to which their work
is conducted ur their own institutes independent of universities. However
all the Councils offer research grants in response to applications from
university scientists, for projects "of a special timeliness and promise".
We are concerned here with the developments in policy towards university research indicating modification of the tradl:ionally passive role.
Both the Agricultural and Medical Research Councils have long
operated their own research units in association with universities. The
Medical Research Council (NIRC) has about 75 such units, the Agricultural
Research Council (ARC) about 11. The intention in establishing such a
unit is to support a problem-orientated research activity not easily accommodated within ca._ ..tniversity structure. Units are explicitly formed
around a specific i idividual who may be a university professor or a
Council employee, who is usually giveli the university status of Honorary
Professor. The staffs of the units are employees of the Council not of the
university. Such units are on "indefinite tenure", but are also Nubject to
termination for various reasons including the retirement of the director.
In fact the percentage of all research council support to research in and
on the university which has been in this form has decreased substantially over the years, from about 50":. in 1957 to about 250:. in 1967.

In 1960

the \IRC introduced a new form of support, the research group, to be
distinguished from the units on the basis of their intended integration
into the university structure. The groups are established where it is
felt that the development of a given area of bio-medical research is in
the national interest and can best be achieved by the provision of a grant
to a particular university, to enable that university to expand the staff
and resources devoted to the line of research in question. The objective
of the scheme is to ensure the institutionalization of the research on a
greater scale (e. g. , as a new department of the university). The university is required to regard the development of this field as a major
priority in the allocation of its own resources, and to undertake to fund
the group from its own resources after a period of sonic years.
The Sciezwe Research Council (SRC) (the largest of all) does not
carry out research of its own, or operate its own units, other th:in the
national facilities drovided for the use of all university scientists. Recent
years have however seen important developments in SRC's eesearch
grant policy. Specific innovations in policy must be seen against the
background of the Council's "increasing concern to support work of economic and social value" :Ind in the light of its view that "the implementation of these policies
inevitably mean that SRC will exercise more
24

influence over university research". Two important innovations swat
out and widely publicized in 1970 are the policies of Selectivity and
Coreentration. The first may be defined as follows:
ft

Certain areas, within a discipline or embracing a number of disciplines, will be selected for more favourable than average support d....ring a given period, on the basis of a review of their special
potential for advancing basic science, or their economic or community value, or all three. Other important criteria will be the
economy of scarce manpower and the optimum utilization of unique
or expensive facilities in universities, national and international
laboratories and in industry."
In the selected fields (e.g. enzyme chemistry and technology,
polymer science, organo-metallie chemistry, antrol engineering) the
intention Is to tacilitcte the developir,,nt of research groups, and scientists have been invited to apply for funds specifically allocated to each of
these fields. : \t present about a quarter of the support given in the basic
science fields and one-third of that in engineering is given to the selected
fields: proportions which are not (...pecteil to rise greatly. The Concentration policy works in conjunction with the Selectivity policy: support
beiug concentrated in selected departments :.s well as in selected fields.
This Lone, '-'ation of resources is increasing. In 1 971, 46";, of all research
grants to universiVes and other post-secondary institutions (over 100 institutions) went to just 7 universities: the sante institutions 4 years previously
had received 41";. of resources. The extent of this concentration varies bet.-.-ecn disciplines, and it is important to note that whereas a few institutions
have obtained a substantial share in almost all fields (e. g. Cambridge,
Oxford, Imperial College, Lniversity College, Birmingham and Manchester
Unkersities), a number of others are favoured over a more limited range
(. g, , Sussex and Southampton ill Chemistry, Nottingham in Mechanical
Engineering, Leicester in Biological Sciences, rdinburgh in Computing and
Biological Sciences).
scion: group of 8 universities of this kind thus share
of resources, leaving 32": for the remaining 90 or so universities, universit colleges, polytechnics, and other institutions. ef course it must
LonstL-ntly be borne in mind that sa.-1 apparent inequalities must ref..ect not
nil the policy of the research council but the volume and quality of applica'ions forthcoming from the various institutions.
\\ lien we turn to the United States the situation is inevitabl3 more
complex, in part because the NSF' does not occupy the pre-eminent role
among ledera! agencies that tl.; Britisn research councils, CNIZS or
1)FC1 enjoy.

It %%e look at the provision of federal funds for all '.asie research through the 19511's and 60's, we 'in.1 that whereas the N: F' financed
a constant fraction (about 10:.) the share of funds deriving front the space
agency NASA rose from 8.5":. in 1956 to nearly 40":, in 1966. University
st ientists have always had access to those funds, and the pluralLy of
sk.orces or support for tutier!..:ity research has been a major source of
strength :or United States scienee. In the stipoort of university research
the ..ontribution of the NSF has always been greater, but still relatively
smail. In 1969 some 1 (i ":. of federal support for tutivesity research came
through the NSF. Clearly one could not therefore discuss the impact of
fedcr::: research funds upon \merican universities simply in terms of
the programmes and policies of the National Science Fotualation. In fact
he re 't t are e.nteerned rather to demonstrate the erosion of traditional
taiss. .'.tire pulieie5, uni to chart the s'anultane: us developnnnt .)f
more
Iventionist policies towards government support for university
research. -.',ice among United States federal i,.genk ies the NSF was
unique, by irtue of the fact that it alone had a traditional responsibility
to the suppur;. uf basic research for itself, it is :lore, if anywhere, that
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the laisser faire policy of "passive response" to the articulated wants
of academic scientists may be thought to have been located. (Indeed,
in 1966 a Congressional Committee complained that NSF policy had
more often been directed "toward the academic interests of the researchers titan towards the needs of national policy". ) So for the purPosus
thi section there is some value in a brief consideration of
changing NSI' policies.
Perhaps the principal deviation from the traditional policy towards
university research had been:
a) the initiation of institutional suppor. programmes: funds for
institutions rather than for projects or individuals: and
b) an increasing emphasis upon applied research, stimulated by
the Daddario Kennedy Act of 1968, which specifically authorized
the Foundation to support applied as well as basic research.
The institutional support programmes of the Foundation have been
of two kinds: the Institutional Grants Programme and the Science Development Prorvamme. The first was designed to overcome the intra-institutional strain resulting from the disproportionate development of certain
of the university's res.-arch activities: the second the inter-institutional
strain resulting front the very unequal distribution of resources between
universities. (1) The Institutional Grants Programme was introduced in
1 961 in order to provide some tree funds to institutions in which the receipt kr: large volumes of project support for some activities may have
been causing difficulties. The National Institute of Health (NIII) intro(General Research Support Grant) programme in 1962.
.dick.(1 a similarrekeiving
research grants from the Foundation were
eligible, a condition
was subsequent..y broadened so that institutions participating in (Ai er of the Foundation's science education programmes could aiso participate. The maxinuna subvention which an
institution could receike, on application, is based upon te amount of
projk et funds received under the research ;rant and science education
programmes, subject to a fairly modest maximum. Fund:; are used
dlrectlk to strength& a the institutions' scientific activities: the purchase
of equipment being the principal use to which they are put. The Science
Development Programme was latuw:
in 1 365, orrenponding to
Pre.
Joluison's call to federal agencies to bear in mind the importance of strengthening academic institutions and increasing the number
o: institutions capable of performing research of high quality" in awarding research grants. \ similar v:.em was emerging in the Congress, and
in fact at the san t. time the Department of Defence introduced its projck t Thentis a :tit slittilar intent, and the NIIE a comparable prcgramme
in Ma. The new -;theme was seen as a policy of in:estment: investInk
n inst:tutions potentially able to attain the status of "cemres of
excel!enci-. Grants of up to .45 million were be ma le available to a
few se:ectk d institutiolis over a period cf 3-5 years.
The seleeted institutions woe'd have to have substantial resources,
financia: and ,tkadenlie, as well as carefully formulated institutional
diaelopment p'.; its. Great latitude has been allowed in the uses to which
these funds
be put. In an early evaluath n of the programme it appeared that funds were being sought overwhelmingly for expansion in the
paysik sciences, and scarcely at all ill the social or biological fields. (2)
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Criticism followed, since many felt that it had been wrong to focus so
overwheltniEgly un the relatively well off, the A.elavively successful.
Chu first universities to receive grants uncle r the programme
all fairly well ValOWn, o. g. the University 01 Colorado, Duke were
University,
Rutgers University, the Carnegie Institute of Technology.) The
admitted its afficuity in using 1.'%e same criteria to judge betweenNSF
versities and tie liberal arts colleges. (1) Subsequently, towardsunithe
end of 1966, two new programmes were introduced: a College Science
Improvement Progranure (offering grants of up to 4.4100,000 for 3 years)
to accelerate development of the science capabilities of predominantly
whiergraduate institutions" and a Departmental Science Development
Programme to upgrade selected areas of science and engineering at
graduate institutions not already well 'clown nor receiving the more
general institutional grant.
Finally we must refer to the NSI:"s inert asing
with the
application of science: less in the search for economicconcern
growth than for
the solution to the pressing problems of American society. The RANN
programme is the most obvious aspect of this concern.
11 e may summari4e the arguments of this section as follows. We
referr«I previously to the emergence and often rapid expansion
of governmnt agencies with a principal function of financing academic research
a project basis. The appropias -less of devoting substantial volumes ofon
government fluids specifically to ., :ch research, to be allocated in accordance with purely scientific criteria, and on a basis of "passive respons" is being questioned in a number
of countries: particularly in
countries where such agencies have grown to a substantial
size. A number of themes departing from this traditional policy have been
guished. In France, CNRS policy has emphasized co-operationdistinbetween
research teams w ithin different sectors or institutions: the orientation
of academic research towards scientific arers felt to be particularly in
nee,' of development: the creation of centres of excellence
outside Paris:
ant the harmoni::ation of scientific and regional development
policies.
In .3ernmn DFG policy has recently been directed at increased
co-ordination of research in given scientific and geographical areas, and the
development of SelQtACtl fields of research not readily accommodated in traditional universit structures and requiring substantial resources. l'hc
development of post-graduate education (Graduietenforderung) has also
been a theme of fedi l...I policy. In the United Kingdom policy has been
aimed at the reductian of the share which post-graduate education
of
educational and research resources, and the increasing orientationhas
of
research council. support towards
areas of apparent economic
er social importance, The SRC inresearch
IN-rticular is directing an ;ncreasing
percentage of its funds towards pre-selcted areas of science
: towards
specific institutions selected for their general quality. In all :3ancountries
po:Icis have long hail as a principal objective the stimulation of the full
inst.itutionali..ation of aem areas of research, ultimately us new .iepartmilts or institutes.
rinal!y in the United States there was mounting criticism of a
leder:Li project-support s stem which concentrated
resources in so limited a IlUmber of universities ano in a relativel lituiteel
number of fic:ids
of science. bi the 1960's both
NSF and VIII initiated polieies designed,
oil tile ont hand to solve the problems faced by institutions frequently
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unbalanced by at high volume of project research, and on the other to
catalyze the emergence of centres of excellence outside the magic circle
(in different institutions, hopefully in different regions). A recent theme
of NSF policy (whether adopted willingly or by virtue of political pressure) has been a growing emphasis upon the utilization of scientific re:wareld in the search for solutions to national problems. Finally it goes
without saying that tide recent cut -back by such mission orientated agencies as NASA poses problems for academi institutions.
Not all countries have been forced, in part by the increasing political visibility of their growing research budgets, to depart from the
traditional laissez faire policy of "passive response". But it is reasonable to assume that sooner or later they, in their turn, may be forced
into reacting in similar ways to those described above.
In the following pages we turn specifically to the impact upon the
academic system, first of the growth of project-funds, second of the
dicpartures from a laisser faire policy chronicled above.

INIPACT ON Tin,: UNIVERSITY

:\ principal objective of peoject funding in its various forms has
been the liberation of Ldademic research from the restrictions imposed
by the eraditional university structure. Such restrictions may be of scale:
universities may be unable to allocate the large resources needled for an
individual project. Or, more ftuulandentally, they may be restrictions
imposed by the stru;:ture of the university itself. The rigidity of traditional structures in Europe has been discussed too often to require space
here. . \s, fur example, the German Science Council has pointed out,
innovation has often been inhibited by the chair!institute system which
makes the development Ali new interdisciplinary research areas extremeI. difficult. The priority programme of the German I)FG has provided
the impetus fur the establklunent of new chairs or departments in many
fields not adequutel represent.d by the traditional Institutes (e. g. crystallogaphy, anal.tical chemistry, automatic control technolou). Similarly,
a principal criterion of the CNRS in establishing a new laboratory in a
given field is that Vie field should be insufficiently developed in the universities :dud must require a special structure. or considerable financial
support. En the United Kingdom the Medical Research Council, in establishing it, research groups, has been particularly concerned to stimulate
tide dt1up1lItllt )1 lu s1 Ull iVt I'S ity dupartIlICIltS devoted to fields regarded
:is of national importanee. Commitment of the. university to such a devel-

opment over a long period has been a pre-requisite of the creation of such
groups.

summari.o., a major objective of Research Councils - particularly in departing frond laissez faine policies in thy direction of more active
support - Data been the stimulation of innovation in the universities. And,
in retrospect, it is indeed the case that such funds have almost always
been involved in the institutionalization of innovations in higher education. [f one looks at tne process of institutionalization of new sciences
in the university (e. g. molecular biology, oceanography, radio astronomy)
the importance of these external funds is apparent.
Project funds have also exercised a substantial effect upon the rapid
development of postgraduate education - particularly at the Ph. D. and
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corresponding levels. (1) In countries in which research students are
supported to a significant extent as research assistants, (see T-tble 4)
the development of post-graduate work has been, in some measure, an
unplanned consequence of the growing availability of funds. In times of
serious scientific unemployment this may be a problem for individual
students and for governments, rather than for academic institutions
themselves. Nevertheless, whilst they must surely take note of these
wider responsibilities, they must be aware of the consequences for
themselves of any growing commitment to post-graduate work.
If one were able to categorize the innovations which have in fact
resulted from the activities of these funding bodies, one would be focussed
upon growth points in the body of scientific knowledge, whose development
seemed to be in the interests of scientific advance or of national policy.
Most would offer a reasonable chance of success. A certain conservatism,
even in innovation, may follow from the fact that evaluations of "the
interests of scientific advance" or of "national policy" are performed
by relatively homogeneous groups. These groups arc representative of
the scientific elite rather than the scientific community, and of government rather than society.
A second line of criticism might run as follows. Innovation is rarely accomplished without disruption and innovation of this kind is no exception. Both the growing scale of project finance and the innovations deriving
from more active policies recently adopted have had a number of possibly
adverse effects.
The process of project funding is most developed in the United States,
and even though American universities are by their very nature most open
to innovation, and hence less easily disrupted, it is in that country that
the problems have become most apparent. Moreover, because American
academics have been more "self-conscious" than their European counter-

parts, analysis of the problem has been carried much further. Harold
Or lans has attempted to assess the impact of federal funds (principally
research funds) upon American institutions of higher education. Ile attributed the following tlfeets directly or indirectly to the research funds:(2)
"Federal Funds ha," probably accentuated the problems of the poorer
institutions in hir Ag staff.
The availability of large volumes of research money had effectively
changed the nature of the academic scientiit's job. Even though
many institutions still wanted scientists to devote themselves wholly
to teaching, fewer and fewer were prepared to do this. It has become less respectable to be a fall-time teacher.
There had already been a tendency to increase the si-ze of undergraduat classes in the interests of economy and reduced teaching
loads. Fedeal Funds had enhanced this trend, which had tended to
poitaae...ite rth.t.ation: tri.cture, and Policies".op.cit.. the sources of growth in postwsre s..-:..:s:Sted to he:

tr, 511.de:it derlanJ :whether thr,nigh a positive attraction or the layb of appeal of jobs
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reduce personal staff-student contacts.
t the same time undergraduato teaching had become devalued at the great tutiversities,
There was an inverse relationship, in vver major field and in
each type of institution, between involvennlt in research and time
spent on un lergraduate teaching.
Aloreover, the more able graduate students tended to prefer to
support themselves w ith fellowships or research assistantships
on federal grants. It is therefore the less able who inherit the
teaching load of the absent professors, with an obvious impact on
teaching quality. At the same time, and for various reasons, postdoctoral research associates tended to be little used in teaching.
The very different availability of funds between the sciences, the
social sciences, and the humanities (reflected in salaries, teaching
loads, numbers of post-graduate students, prestige, etc, ) had
created substantial strain in some institutions. Aloreover, even
within specific areas of rencarch the emphasis of funding agencies
on safe and on empirical work at the expense of more theeretical
approaches (true also of the social sciences) tended to unbalance
the research activities of departments. Problems of this kind were
less acute in the liberal arts colleges, with little federal money,
and in the really great, and often private, universities with enormous endowments and prestige. They were worst of all at the ambitious second-rank institutions which tended indiscriminately to
accept project funds available in order to grow, and to attract top
faculty.
Because policy towards the payment of indirect or overhead costs
varied substantially from one federal agency to another, many
academic institutions found themselves subsidizing the best supported areas of research at the expense of other less well-endowed
areas.
Virally, because it was, or appeared to be, easier to obtain large
research grants than small ones (and certainly the administration
of large applications is easier) there was a tendency to inflate demand for funds beyond the requirements of the problem, and to
'empire building',
Hobert Nisbet (1) points out other, and in his view, disastrous effects of tin. gmmth of project funding. "I firmly believe'', he writes,
'that direct grants from government and foundations to individual members
of university faculties, or to small company-like groups of faculty members, for the purposes of creating institutes, centres, bureaux, and other
essentially capitalistic enterprises within the academic community to be
the single most powerful agent of change that we can find in the uniVersities'
long history". To the growth of this funding lie ascribes a number of
pathological symptoms: the growth of sophisticated systems of financial
management and cadres of professional administrators: the re-orientation of academies from a commitment to and involvement in their institution to n higher degree of discipline-orientation: and a reduction in the
powe of the teaching departments with their traditional systems of checks
and balances. The man who can easily lay his hands on hundreds of
thousands of dollars of research money goes where he will - where, for
monpie, he need have negligible teaching commitments. Such entrepreneurs need have little concern IA ith the traditionally laborious decision
making structures of the academic community. Power and authority of
Nishet. ,:.c
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the academic decision making structure are reduced, and the capacity
of the institution to make coherent policy - involving links between re.3earch and teaching - is also reduced. 1lie spread of the
system
from the physical sciences to the social science and evenproject
the
humanities,
Nisbet ascribes to the corruption of affluence: "A veritable faculty jet
set came into being, to excite envy - and emulation".
Outside the United States project funding has not developed to the
same extent, research funds have been in no way as plentiful.
has not been so downgraded as an aspect of the academic role Teaching
as in some
of the large American universities. What then is the
relevance
critique of the project system for the European universities? of this
Our initial reaction must be that such symptoms as the American
university system demonstrates are unlikcl to find their
way to Europe.
We may cite the following reasons for this view.
a) The scale of project funding has been nowhere
so great as in
the United States, and in some European countries
small
indeed. This has a number of implications, In thevery
first
place
the extent of development of a vast cadre of research
associates
has been inhibited. In the second piace the extent of conspicuous
consumption (the academic "jet set" syndrome) has not been so
great in the physical sciences.
b) General budgets of
universities have made
provision fur
research- everyone has had access to somesonic
research funds.
Differences between institutions in the availability research
funds has thus been less. Special developments in of
research
can, at least in principle, be funded through increases
in
normal institutional operating funds.
c) Project funds have conic largely
through Research
rather than through IlliSS ion-orientated governmentCouncils
agencies.
The role of the NSF in the totality of project funds which
been available for United States institutions ha:,, " -1 veryhave
much smaller than the roles of the 13rit1sh Reseal ch Councils,
the French CNRS, the German DFO, et.% This has important
implications. Bodies of this kind are n it unconcerned with the
effects of their activities upon the universities. They have
been very largely concerned with the health of university
science, and even in their now more activity phase, they are
scarcely seeking to use the university for some wholly extrinsic purpose. Moreover, their activities almost everywhere span not only the natural sciences, but the social
sciences and the humanities as well, even if, as in some
countries these are the responsibilities of different research
councils. Various discrepancies
between the funds available
for science on the one hand, and social
science on the other,
are unlikely to attain the size of the discrepancies
in American
universities. Policies, whether impLeit or explicit, are
likely
to reduce any such divergencies.
(I)
urorean universities are not so competitive, one w itli another,
as American ones. There arc less inducements to be
offereii
(in the way of salary differentials, reduction of teaching
loads,
etc. \\ Mich may serve to deprive the
poorer
institutions
of
most valued staff. (1)

I.
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It is probably true in most European universities that academics are fairly evenly balanced in their commitments to
research on the one hand, and teaching on the other. In
British universities, though there are many who owe their
principal loyalty to research, these are not in the majority.
indeed, in Oxford and Cambridge (with their overwhelming
status in the British system) teaching is regarded as of very
great importance. While this is so it is not meaningful to

talk of any devaluation of teaching.
Can we then conclude that, while European universities may be

much less innovative, much less effective as research-performers,
than American universities, it seems to follow that they are immune to
the diseases to which American universities have apparently been prone?
In order to comment upon their future immunity, one must start by reexamining some of the relevant trends in scientific policy.
In many countries the rate of growth in research funds (from which
project finance must come) has been falling. In relation to the likely
numbers of university teachers in the coming years this reduction is
especially obvious. However, against this must be set two other tendencies. The first is a pressure to which Research Councils (the NSF included) are responding: they increasingly emphasize areas of research
pre-selected for their social and economic rather than scientific importance. The Research Councils' service to the academic system is being
gradually eroded by a tendency to use them as instruments of broader
governmental policy. The second trend, in the larger countries, is
towards the concentration of resources in a limited number of centres
(even if, as in France, this may represent a devolution from the status
quo).

If carried to any lengths, such policies might have two major results. The first would be a clearer academic stratification system, with
more pronounced differences between institutions. This is not a process
of increaser differentiation (in objectives as in structures) but an increase in stratification based simply upon affluence-deprivation. An
increase in inter- institutional strain would inevitably follow. Stratification of this kind is rendered the more disadvantageous when one bears
the likely strains which would result within the favoured instituin
tions, Concentration of resources is much more likely in the relatively
expensi,,e areas of physical and biological sciences than in the social
sciences or humanities. It is therefore probable that in the institutions
chosen as centres of research in the expensive fields, disparities between the affluence of these fields and the relative deprivation of the
social sciences and humanities w ill be most apparent. Unless these
universities are able to secure funds with which to maintain some balance
between disciplines, it is possible that they will suffer from substantial
disequilibrium. This must be avoided at the institutional level as at the
national level,
Any complacency as to the continuing "integrity" or "communality"
of the European university may be dig-wiled on the one hand by Halsey
and Trow's conclusion that the status of the research component of the
aeadeni ic role in Britain is slowly rising vis-a-vis teaching, (1) on the
other by the havoc which the student unrest of 1968 wrought within the

university. An integrated social system is not so readily nor so overwhelmingly disturbed.

I,

.1, If, I ialsey and M, Truw. The :;ritish Academics, raler and rdber. London. 11171.
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If there is one fundamental conclusion which follows from all this
it is the need for the university to secure or retain the ability itself to
formulate policy for its own development. Such formulations must be
made in the light of academic considerations but without the inhibitions
of traditional inflexibility. The wealmess, as well as the strength of
American universities, has derived from their immediate response to
policies formulated elsewhere, and in response to a variety of needs.
Thus the ultimate result of the project system, in the most extreme
cases, has been a loss of the university's power to plan its own development, or even to attempt to maintain any sort of equilibrium. Of
course it must be noted that in sonic countries universities have never
had this power. In some instances this may have been due to the subordination of the institution to regional or central government (much more
true of non-university post-secondary institutions), in others to the
complete autonomy of the individual institutes. Recent reforms in
France for example ought to have, as one of their results, the effect of
increasing the power of universities themselves to initiate and implement comprehensive plans. Proposals for reform in Japan, too, have
been aimed on the one hand at increasing the autonomy of the universities,
on the other at decreasing the power of the traditional chair-holders.
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IV
MASS INSTITUTIONS: NEW APPROACHES TO RESEARCH

Much of the recent thinking in the higher education field has been
,:evoted to a consideration of the appropriateness of existing educational
structures. In most OECD countries post-secondary education has been
provided by two kinds of institutions: the traditional, elitist, largely nonocational universities on the one hand, the new vocational institutions
established to cater for the more technical manpower needs of the economy on the other. The former tended to offer long courses, the latter
much shorter ones. The former tended to be characterized by restricted
channels of access: largely through specific types of academic secondary
schools. Education in the former is very much more expensive, thanks
both to better staffing ratios, and the provision which is always made
for the research activities of staff. Mobility, both of staff and of students,
between the 2 kinds of institution (the sometimes termed "noble" and the
"less noble") has been very limited.
An OECD report (1) criticized the appropriateness of this traditional structural map on a number of grounds:
a) Lack of diversity: the existing systems offered small numbers
of access-routes; a very limited number of patterns of study
(duration, methods of attendance, types of qualification),
limited numbers of fields of study;
b) Inefficient utilization of resources;
c) Inability to innovate. The rate of diffusion of innovations introduced in one institution through the system has been exceedingly slow. Innovations introduced by the "less noble" institutions have tended to be ignored by the "noble" ones. Indeed,
many innovations of the former have been directed towards
imitation of the more prestigeous universities, and there has
been relatively little attempt at creating separate identity.
It is not difficult to find in almost all countries a hierarchy of
prestige among academic institutions, very apparent to those involved:
in the United Kindom, Oxford and Cambridge, in France certain of the
"Grandes 6coles' , in Japan, Tokyo and Kyoto Universities, in the United
States some 20 or so universities largely on the East and West coasts,
and so on. The prestige of these "top institutions" may be based on tradition, location (e. g. Paris), or on other factors: frequently it is at least
highly correlated with the amount of graduate work and research carried
out, although the "Grandes 6coles" are an exception. In the United States,
t,

"I

arils Neu Strt.ctures of Post-Secondary Education". ilECP document, Paris,
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for example, Consolatio found linear relationships between three important contibutants to academic prestige: general income, research income
from Vederal sources, and the number of doctoral degrees awarded in
science and tecluiology, (1) This conclusion is supported by the National
Science Board's study of graduate education, That study also found that
the same indivs also correlated well with undergraduate quality (liberal
arts colleges e %eluded), defined in various ways. (2)
lice:Luse of these
r!.ationships, the initiation :nu! expansion Of post-graduate amI research
work has been an important means of institutional advancement up this
one-dinicasionial hierarchy. Institutions officially denied research
facilities for post-graduate students have frequently resented what ap-

peared to be unjust curbs on their legitimate aspirations.
New thinking in higher education is thus very substantially chaaeteri..ol by the attempt to replace institutional hierarchy by institutional
diyer_sit, to replace differences Of quality by differences of function
and approach, This is one of the objectives of the restructuring of Japanese
higher education proposed by the Central Council. for I:due:Ilion. The
Commission on Post -Secondary Education in Ontario (Canada) which
recently reported, based its recommendations on principles of increasng diversity of institutions, increasing flexibility, and increasing ease
of transferability. How should research, the traditional prerogative of
the tuliversit, he acommodated in the new structures? l'his section
of tile paper m ill describe policies being adopted and implemented in four

countries, referring particularly to:

the rationale behind new institutions being established principalhl
c)

ly to cope %%Rh student vxpansion;

new ,,pproachcs to the institutional role of research, largely
to be found in these new institutions:
the way in which research activity may therefore be divided
between traditional universities :old the other institutions.

Ni A% SI'lllICTURES r 1)1:N \JAHR

(Integrated ('ompeh..-sive University Nloolel)(3)
In I 9(:1-64 it becalm. clear that the xinuision of Copenhagen and
rhuis Unicrsitivs would be inadoliuntt to cope with the probable expansiani in student numbes. (Remembeing that Danish universities do
not have restricted admission policies, ) It was therefore decided to
stal): ish a medical faculty ill the town of Odense. \\ hen it subsequently
became o !ea that other faculties would also be needed, the proposal was
made that a third 'Ink ersity should
founded, not necessarily. 1/II the
tradit baud model. In
the uccessar law was passed, ;Ind a st)-caned

ity Centro- was established at Odense w ith faculties of medicine
and humanities. ft was decided that integration with other sorts of postscondar% education in the area should be initiated. Development has
Un

shm, but mate integrationi with the College of Commerce, w ith
scilow of social ..ok, and in the training of physical vcittcation tvarhus,
has l ono. about.
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In II/70 the decision to found further university centres at Roskilde
and .1alborg was taken, with the possibilit of a further centre being
founded later. Aalborg and Roskilde were to prove somewhat different
from Odense. In the latter the university had become pre-eminent, and
the problem was securing the integration into it of the existing non-university educational institutions. In Aalborg there were well-established
technical teacher training, social work, music and engineering colleges
already in existence. At Roskilde there was previously no institution
of higher education: this made the formation of a new type of comprehensive institution somewhat easier. The education offered is of a
problem-orientated kind, with little formal lecturing. An important
aspect of Roskilde philosophy is the integration of research and teaching:
all this is discussed further below.
The basic University Centre concept is founded upon the integration of academic and non-academic post-secondary studies. The main
reason why this was thought desirable was the previously extremely high
drop-out rate front universities (about 50";,). Some of these students
found their way into other faculties of the university, others into nununiversity institutions such as teacher training colleges. Since these
other institutions tended to have restricted entry, it was possible that a
high proportion of their new students were university drop-outs. But
the exact figures were tuilalown. It was therefore intended that transith,..s between these different types of study should be facilitated by the
restructuring of higher education, and should not entail a possibly warted
one or two years. 1111ilst cost considerations were certainly relevant to
the new structures proposed, these were not principally based upon economic arguments.
It is interesting to look into the reasons for this high drop-out rate.
It is not principally due to examination failure (for example the Technical
University has a very high failure rate in examinations, but a low dropout rates. It is in fact a positive decision on the part of students that
vocatiwial education would be more useful to them. The pressure of
demand for shorter post - secondary education courses has been increasing rapidl., notably in the teaching, social work, librarianship and
Medical auxiliary professions. interestingly this is not likely to be an
expansion of female demand for higher education, since these are not
predominantly female professions in Denmark. ) The possibility that a
surplus of university graduates may be in course of production may have
affected the changing pattern of demand for higher education. Until now
the career chances for graduates have been extremely good, a very high
proportion of university graduates (with the exception of lawyers and
economists) ha% mg gone into the public sector. Degrees have hitherto
commanded very high salaries and very high status. But future expan;,ion of the public sector is likely to be at a reduced rate, since the
government 446 a general policy of reducing expenditure.
The first attempt to draw up an integrated long term plan for all
post-ste4nUlary education has recently been made. It was tutlikely that
the traditional universities would expand much over the coming years.
The antiipato expansion would he accommodated principally in shorteye le post -sceondur education, both insid and outside the new Centres.
University academics were quite hap iy w ith this development, and have
indeed been pressing for limits on uiversity expansion. (They may
have been MUM are that

static tra ivc vs ity system could i*.ply staff
reductions, and little scope for innovation. )
in this section we shall describe certain aspects of the University
Centre at Odense, referring particularly to the problems of integration,
:um.! file nature and role of research. Time eXperintent .it Roskilde raises
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somewhat different issues, and from the point of this paper is more
usefully described in section V below.
bitegration of the previously non-university institutions into the
Odense Centre has proceeded slowly. There are a number of reasons
for this. First, these various institutions were directly responsible to
a variety of ministries (e. it. tie le i:11 Affairs, Ilea lth, Culture) or to
various 1w:undies of the Education Ministry. The whole process was
necessarily extremely bureaucratic. Second, many of the institutions
were fearful of losing their traditional identity and had begun to obstruct
tile implementation of the integration policy, Third, there were substantial differences Of conditions of work, salaries, between the university
and nun- university sectors, Fourth, the views of the relevant professional
bodies were equivocal. IXhat would be the relative standing of supposedly
equal professional practitioners, some of whom bout had a university
education, and others of whom (from non-integrated schools) hail not?
Given the hitherto slight integration, and these difficult problems,
it is perhaps not surprising that there has been little expansion of research into the fields of study newly incorporated into the university
centre. This of course is what we might expect to be the ultimate result
of the unification process: the gradual equalization of the roles of teachers
in what had previously been university and non-university segments of
the Centre. In fact little thought seems to have
been given to this problem so far, and there have been no planned attempts at establishing the
education in the more professional areas on a more research-intensive
basis. Research in the traditionally university areas is acknowledged
to be in no way different from traditional university research. There
have been ample funds for research, but no research policy. 11 irk has
been of an individualistic kind, with no particular attempt to relate it
to local needs.
It is necessary finally to say a little about the views of the Reseach Councils. In
first place, the Research Advisory Council
feels that the balance of rsearch cannot be allowed to develop solely
as a result of the expLuisa n of teacher numbers, but that it should refleet explicit national priorities. Research proposals should be more
generally scrutinized by i.xpet committees of scientific peers, which
you'd best be done if a very much higher percentage of university eseach were financed a project basis. The staff of imiversities should
automatically receive ;units only for that research deemed necessary for
their teaching. The'*.! is little doubt that this proposal has had a mixed,
though not wholly ar.cagonistic, reception among the scientific: community.
So far as the deveiopment of research in the new centres is concerned,
tt,e Research Advisery Council had not been involved in the planning of
the centres, nor hail they formulated any specific polie towards research
in them, or the encouragement of research un the lower level institutions
now anialgamated into the centres.
I III: -cv.s.rrruTs
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Higher education in France is traditionally charactrited by the
division Letween university- faculties and the large range of "Grandes
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{''colts'', of widely varying standards and directed by many of the central
ministries. Entry to these schools (which range from the great Paris
institutions such as the "Et:tile polytechnique" and the "Eco le normale sup6rieure to a with. range of provincial engineering schools) is highly competitive, on the basis of an entrance exam taken after the baccalaureate
and 1
years in a preparatory class. Essentially, whilst the university
faculties were responsible for the education and training of teachers and
researchers, the schools trained specialists to meet the specific needs
of industry. and commerce. The defacto elitism, edueitional and social,
of the "Grandes coles" is well {clown. On the whole research in these
schools has been very restricted: few have substantial research programmes.
The reforms of 1966, which did not affect the "Grandes 'toles ",
were in part designed to give further emphasis to the vocational function
of university studies. Into the arts and science faculties they introduced
the concept of "cycles" of study: the 2 year first cycle leading respectively to the diplomas DUEL (arts) or DUES (sciences). This could then be
followed by a one year second cycle leading to a "licence" (an essentially
professional degree qualifying the holder to teach in secondary schools)
or a 2 year second cycle leading to the degree of "mattrise" (intended
for those considering a career in research). Valuable though those innovations were, they did not profoundly affect the structure of the French
universities. (1) The reforms of 1960 also led to the establishment of
a new type of institution: the "Institut universitaire de technologic" (TUT).
These were set up as institutes of the university, with the intention of
diversifying the kinds of higher education available and specifically with
the function of providing a type of training intermediate between the technical baccalaureate and the courses of the university and the "Grandes
.-Ndmission is essentially by possession of the "bac" although
students without it may be admitted after passing an entrance examination. Unlike the majority of faculties, the IUT's operate a strict numerug
clausus. NT's are divided into departments (e. g. , the various branches
of engineering, chemistry, data processing, business management) and
students study for two years before taking an examination leading to the
"DiplOnic universitaire de technologic" (DUT) in the special field chosen.
It is then possible to seek transfer to another university faculty: the I)UT
being counted as equivalent to the first 2 year cycle of study there, It is
also possible, in some places, to transfer after DUES for a one year
course in the IUT leading to the DUT. (2)
Before going on to say something more about the IUT's, we must
say a little about the effects of the 1 968 "Loi d'orientation", unclear though
these may as yet be. A major objective of the 1968 reforms was the aboliI

fee was issued u. '.'arch I:. t introdist mg important reforms in the first cycle of
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tion of the Old faculties, and the creation of "Unit 68 o'enseignement et
de recherche" (Unt's). The faculties were said to have had too much
independent power and their educatio.ial outlook was criticized on the
grounds that it was compartmentalized and conservative. The new
organisation of Vie universities was intended to strengthen their position
as a corporate unit capable of developing a comprehensive policy. It is
as yet unloar to what extent UER's are simply departments renamed,
and to what extent they may represent wholly new approaches to structuring the university.
Under the old system the IUT's were university institutes, but the
universities at that time were no more than an administrative framework,
offering no guidelines of policy to largely autonomous faculties and institutes. In the light of the reforms, the [UT's were reconstituted as
UER's of the universities, but with a larger measure of direct state

control over their establishment, structure, courses, than is otherwise
the case, Unlike the budgets of other Mt's, which arc determined by
the university in the light of its total allocation, IUT budgets are determined centrally by the ministry. They also differ from other UER's in
the strict numerus clausus which each operates: no IUT department may
recruit a cohort of more than 150 students, Finally they differ from
other UER's in the recruitment of teachers, and in the lack of provision
for research. Teachers are appointed to IUT's in a different way from
other university teachers, and many of them are appointed on a parttime basis from indcstry. They may feel, and be regarded, as second
class citizens in universities, partly because it is not intended that any
research be curried out in the [UT's. (This specific policy may be
contrasted to the lack of policy with regard to research in vocational
institutions integrated into the Danish university centres. )
There were two main reasons for this policy. The first was
financial. At the time of establishment of IUT's there had not been
.ought money simultaneously to construct the necessary buildings,
introduce all the new posts necessary, and make provision for research,
The second reason was the intention that IUT faculty have wide outside
links. Certainl they could participate in the research of other UER's

(in which they could also teach), But mot:t [UT's had been established
in towns with sonic local industry. It was intended that IUT faculty
would be interested in the problems of this local industry, and hence
that their interests in research would als,) be relevant to the industrial
problems. They were therefore to be encluraged to seek to carry out
their research in the laboratories of local firms or of nearby govern-

ment research establishments.
Ilimever well known its rationale among French scientists, this
policy of excluding research from IUT's seems to have worried many.
For the staff to have to carry out their research in another, !Ind perhaps distant, place seemed wasteful of time. Scientists liked to be able
to visit their laboratories briefly at any odd moment. Moreover it was
the [UT's which were growir.g most rapidly (though less so than iLtended). (1)
Nlany were worieti that the example might be followed ire other
places, and that soon there might be many UER's with no provision for
research. According to some opinion in the French scientific community, "the professor who doesn't want to do research shouldn't be in the
university, but in the lyct:.". Many French universities are Nor fill lest
ate
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the traditional view that university teaching can only be carried out in
eonjunction with research be gradually displaced. There is of course
an alternative %icy. Others argue that it cannot be assumed either that
professors are by definition good researchers, or that by educating
20-41/": of an age group in an intellectually stimulating research-intensive
environment the needs both of individual student., and of society would

b.. met.
So far as the needs of research were concerned, one could not
expect the same individuals both to solve the fundamental problems of
stteiety , and at the same time to teach the most elementary science.
There were too immy "pseudo foyers de recherche". According to this
opinion, the teacher in higher education had to be able to offer his students
both a period in which to reflect, and a diploma securing access to a profession. To do this he had to be kept fresh, (and sonic sabbatical time

for research could be part of such refreshment), in touch with the problems of the young, and kept from becoming a "grand patron". Ile loSO
needed some understanding of the economic system in which academic
diplomas had their value. The teacher should be judged by the appeal
of his teaching for students and by their success, rather than by his research papers. It is doubted by sonic whether the teacher's role, thus
conceived, is compatible with a real conunitment to research. Some
therefore argue for a much greater separation of undergraduate teaching
1111 the one hand, post-graduate work and research on the other. This
might be in two entirely separate structures, Alternatively. in place of
the LTER's there might be separate sub-structures for education on the
one hand, research on the other, within the university, with intlivithial
members of staff rece:ving joint appointments within this dual structure.
NIA% STRUCTURES c 1:N131.AND AND %%ALES

(Binary Nlotiel) (1)

Post-set:out:a.- education in ratgland and N% ales has traditionally
been imsed :n three kinds of institution: the imiversities, teacher training
colleges, ;Anil further education colleges. Development of university level work in the fither education colleges was stimulated by a government %% bite Paper of 1956 listing 24 colleges as particularly appropriate
for such work. Subsequently the government announced that degree-level
ttoult: be
concentrated ut only 9 institutions - !mown thence,rth as Colleges of Advanced Technology (CAT's), (2) These were to
:.:!ied their :otter - level work and (largely) their facilities for part-time
work, :aid to concentrate on full-time degree studies. The remaining
15 coiltes, initially designated, were to be Regional Institutions (rather

than nat:onal or purely local), with a totitillitilltsilt to a mixture of degree
:et t
otOtT work, and to both full-time and part-time studies. (3) A

Natio,!.i:
for 'rectum logical \ %%arils etas set up to Inspect and
,:upervise ,!eL;rc..-ic% el v.ork in the colleges, to establish syli.lbuses, a.11
tlik degrve-t. i!.iivatent qualification of Dip. Tech. This was
rep:.!e.:
the Council for National Aez.dentic Awards i 'NAM in 19G4,
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on the advice of the Robbins Committee, with the right to award full
degrees - U. , 11, Sc. , etc, It was also as a result of the Committee's
recommendations that the nine C.NT's we..re., ultimately given university
status and autonomy, The other colleges, including the 15 Regional
Colleges, were left under the jurisdiction of local authorities.
In 1965 the view that post-seeondary education should continue to
be' provided on a "binary" basis ( "private)' universities and "public" colleges) was Oven specific ministerial backing, Then, in 1966, a government %%bite Paper was published proposing the incorporation of some 60
colleges (of teclutology, of art, of commerce, etc, ) into :1() new "polytecluncs", AI: the 11 regional colleges were included in what was to be
the elite segment of non-university post-secondary education. In contrast
to the earlier designation of the ('. \T's the polytechnics were to retain
part of their non-degree level work with their provision for part-time
sunk, :Ohl tht 11 ere not intended so exclusively to concentrate on technologic:II fields. In these ways, and in others (lack of autonomy, control
bt local authorities, inability to award their own degrees) the polytechnics were intended to differ from the universities. Students in the polytelutis would increasingly work for the degrees m the CNAA which, by
its ortfu: suveikance, ensured the quality of staff and facilities, tool

:h integration and planning of the sy I Iabi, In considering the past and
future de%clopment of the various poly teehnics two important factors
must be home in mind: the enormously different positions from which
thee began, .uol the vary jug autonomy granted them by the local authorities to which they are responsible,
The 1972 \\ h:tt l'aper uu 1:ducation suggests that future postsec. )11t!:tr% I'XI);(11s
collet'lltrati'd ill the non-university institulions, and part:cid:al,, in the polytechnics. Ily 1981-82 the universities
are expect,d to expand front 2:16,001) to :175,000 students, the non-uniesit. settor (full-time and "sandwich" work) from 227,000 to :175,000.

ith:n this latter total the pol.teehnics are expeted to expand front

;a;,001) to 1::0, 000 (ol from
to 2
of the' total).
e turn now G, :t con:-!ideridion of research in these polyteelmies:
I

.

the current scow of their activities and the plans which they are making
AcconicauLoing r.-a.arch in their future development.
In I91 ;7 Lilt then ,Ii.crt.tory of State for I:ducation and Science set
oat 7.1a .2;owrinnent's y:el,t.s on the performance of research in polytech"The ntaat esponsibil.ty of the l'olytechnies will be as teaching
:ristitutions, but it w ill be necessary to make the provision for
research %..Itich is essential to the proper fulfilment of their teaching
functions and the maintenance and development of close links with
Itillustm, particularly local industry-, so as to promote the rapid
app:ication of results to its problems. "
Ill
research was to ht.'
titit tall', ill so far as it contr.....)ute.! either to teoching or to the needs of induitry (and particularly
:oe

:ndu-;117.).

The

on following page. gives some indication of the scope of

rese...rh tiy!t,. at pr.ient.
Thus about hal: of the staffs of most poly-lchnis are teelmically
e.iaLppcd. to
k nit rt'Sl'Zi VOL lit practice it is l'ari to find note than
ott tit:t. I atualk invoived, The provision made for such work in terms of
01

:114

II.% Fo.till t frolt1 leillr:11 flint's; or rrolll contracts), relief from teacheta ,

,

varies enormously, Research budgets ran,: fro,a less

titan f..i.n,0110 per annum in some of the smaller institutioas to around
A
1:2111), 11(11) .n some of the larger ones, Some departments, particularly in
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the social sciences, have no past tradition of research whatever. Many
of the oltler staff members have never done any research, and the
research by younger ones is directed towards attainment of a higher
degree. 13y contrast, In some polytechnics it is not difficult to find
departments (especially in the physical and engineering sciences)
which differ scarcely at all from sonic university departments in the
scope of their research activities. Thus, in many polytechnics research is concentrated in a limited number of departments. In extreme cases there may be a single department which, by virtue of
its traditions, has world-wide connections, substantial 11 and 1) and
consultancy activity, and an over-subscribed post-graduate course - in
a small and mediocre institution. Such situations may cause substantial
internal strain.
All the polytechnics seem anxious that the expansion of post-graduate work should figure prominently in their future development. They
differ substantially, however, in how they feel this should be done, and
in ti: extent to which they see their activities as clearly different from
those of universities. But the point we wish to emphasize here is this:
the polytechnics are thinking seriously about the role which research
should play in the spectrum of their activities. Many arc seeking to
(Ivelop specific policies towards research, whether at the level of the
imlividual department or of the whole institution, and many are anxious
to avoid simply responding to opportunities as they arise. There are a
number of relevant themes widespread in the thinking of those planning
polytechnic development,

ileearch is necessary to attract good staff, but it also has a more
import:uit relation to teaching. There is a need to broaden the outlook
and nul.ntain the fresluiess of staff: research has to be seen as one aspct of v. comprehensive staff-development programme. Sonic, provision
for research, not necessarily of an expensive kind, must be included
in such a ,wogramine:
Inc' t time and expenses to attend conferences,

study-leave: librar. facilities, etc.
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Rescareh projects should not be dcterir fined solely by the individual
interests of academics, but should reflect departmental or institutional
priorities. There should be mudh more association of staff in group
research projects, particularly of a multi-disciplinary kind, This reflects the group planning of courses which CN:\:\ surveillance requires,
ond is again ill diStilleti011 to the universities traditionally individualistic
Cieln.fretheit") approach,
Research projeets should be geared to the solution of "real" probles: not only of industry, but of the community, Research in the
social fields, as well as the teclup)logical ones, should be applicationuriented. " \etion-researcht' wou!.1 fit in very well. This of course
requires that the staff set :timid selling their services to potential users.
There are, bout.% er, differences in the extent to which it is felt activities slunthl be directed specifically at the problems of local industry.
Another issue being debated is the relative benefit of concentrating research resources in departments which are already doing good
research as compared to attempting to develop it in all departments.
Further, should research activity and advanced study perhaps be conntrated ill a single institute, covering all disciplines, and to which
members of staff might be sent for period of time?
There is little doubt that in implententbig ideas of these kinds the
l'oltecluties fact. substantial difficulties, Their systems of government
are frequntl,. restrictive, 'eating their directors with little authority
y'is-:1- is local officials, and it with rigid internal hierarchies denying
ally voice to junior staff. Some local edueation authorities are as yet
little aware of the reai differences between the new polyteclutie and what

was to the, f, so nm\ ears, the local teelmical college. Staff may

t
.th
industry or local sueial.!c:onmtunity organisations.
itillistrialists may often prefer to take their problem to a more
prest:geous universit departIlleat, even if it may lack any real commitment to applied rest.
Ther ma he a real conflict between the
need to be ntreprtneuria! (to build up a substantial volume of applied
researeil), and the desire closel. to link research projects with teaching,
\ie. attempt to formulate institutional research policies, let alone to
co-rdatott e ea centrali.oe research, ina be obstructed by heads of
depaetment e.lio see it as an ineringement of their authority,
It
'Ant c".11111
will be prepar\NU:It t\t..11t
i1C;t1
t( II) subordinate their tMll interests to the institution's needs and priorities ill rese:orli. \I;111 of the Mort* radical Social seientists (who may
}lave Oveli attac:ed l) the polytehnic:8'
philosophy) stein to
rSellt tat; fle et! to dD l'eSeacil commissioned l,v local soeial service
geth les tthost ideology the may dislike. Vinally a number of polytechnic tt .icht.ps consider that the Research t..unells, and above all the
ciellec !lest eh 'I ,tthk .1 ape biased against them. The SI{C's "centre
if t\%,-;leilet' police, for them, seems desiglld largely to inhibit the
de\ e1opment of thei infant research ambitions, Research Council comleAtees ha\ . been critici.t.d by pol}technie facult., for their emphasis
upon st :uti. academic" criteria in evaluating research proposals from
poiytechnics. The (ouncils have been concerned to establish whether °taut such applications should be judged by the same committees, and in
the smile w , as appiivatiolis from university scientists. 1.1t)th the

lock I."
inds v.!.

I.

:,11c! the Ni)eia! '+ knee IN:Search toalleil have set Up study groups

vithine this issue.
Perhaps a heijor reason for the relatively smalf number of applica:Ants nla u , and ..or their ratlat high failure rate, has been it lack of
\Oe:"..se l stall Matters \\ Rhin pol technics: expertise relating simply
to the :'.;i-;
carryatg out and organising large projects, of formulto e

Atin:: propos;i1s, and so on.
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In our view the job of these Councils is largely to support what
may be called basic research, and for reasons discussed earlier it
could have serious repercussions if considerations of external benefit
were to weigh over-heavily in their evaluations. If the polytechnics are
to concentrate their efforts in the applied research areas it is to potential
users that they should largely turn for research funds. The role of
SRC and SSRC in funding their research should be much more limited
than is the case with university research.

RECONT DEVELOPNIENTS IN NORWAY

Prior to the late 1960's higher education in Norway was characterized by a sharp differentiation between the university sector (offering a
long academic education in traditional faculties), and a variety of shortcycle colleges specializing in the usual vocational areas. There was
little mobility, either of staff or of.students, between the two sectors,
and studies in the colleges could not be credited towards a university
degree. The technical colleges were mostly.very small, centrally administered, and lacking in autonomy. In 1970 the universities of Oslo,
Bergen, and Trondheim had enrolled 30,000 students: by contrast, there
were 10,000 students in about 50 short-cycle colleges (which operated a
strict numerus clausus). Moreover, there was little flexibility of access
to either part of the system.
A Royal Commission on Higher Education (the Ottosen Committee),
appointed in 1965, collected data which demonstrated the increasing
popularity of the short-cycle colleges with secondary school graduates.
In 1963, 60'14 of those entering post-secondary education went to universities and 40°% to other post-secondary institutions: in 1969 these figures
were 50":, and 50o:), even though the acceptance rate for the non-university
sector fell substantially. (1) There was thus clear evidence that the
university faculties increasingly represented a second choice for secondary school graduates. It has been suggested that the short multi-disciplinary vocational courses were seen as more valuable: particularly by
working class students. The very real differences between urban and
rural Ncrway must also be recognized. The universities, situated in
the largest urban centres, may be seen as relevant principally to the
urban situation - by virtue both of geographic accessibility and of their
activities both in teaching and research. SOriteim has written:(?)
".1 criticism that seems well-founded is that the research activities
in universities have been predominantly urban-oriented. Social
research has shown very little interest in the serious problems of
the small rural communities, where rapid decrease in the primary
activities of the sector (due to technological change and other factors) is threatening the communities w itli emigration and eventually
a total collapse."
stimuli to reform were also provided by an appreciation of the
very substantial potential for growth in post-secondary education (es-
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peially if equal opportunity was to be offered to students from the rural
areas), and of the lack of ',mute ity for innovation in the small tun! isolated short-eyele institutions,
To cope with these problems two initiatives were taken in tilt. midlate 1.960's. First, it was decided to establish a new university in the
very north of the country (at -Tromso), Second, a network of new institutions (regional colleges) was to be established,
The principal reason behind the establishment of Tronts, the
most northerly university in the world, was the attempt to assist the
development of thy region. In all its policies and activities the new
cosmopoliuniversity seeks a balance between regional needs
tanism necessary in a national (university) institution. Thus, in the light
of the region's acute shortage of medical persomel, it was in the area of
clinical medicine that the university began its work (1968). The first
330 under-graduate students :orrived in August 1972: a figure which is
expected to rise to 3,5(1(1-4,000 by 1980, This expansion has bevli
planned not only in the attempt rapidly to produce as many additional
university places aS possible, but also in the light of the anticipated absorption capacity of the area, It was seen as essential to preserve the

social and industrial infrastructure, and to seek to create a regional
demand for graduates, Moreover, the spending of the university would
have a signific:mt effect upon the regional economy, especially as there
is a deliberate policy of spending in the north where possible, Of the

1972 enrolment about 80":, of students are from the north of Norway
(equivalent to some 50":. of all northeen students attending university).
Recent forecasts have, however, led to the vier- that it will eventually
be necessary to recruit some 40":, of students from the south if planned
expansion is to take place,
It is interesting to inquire into the reasons for which staff, Largely
young and idealistic, have been attracted to Tronissile certainly there has
been no problem in rec:ruitmnt. There are perhaps three reasons,
Some have been drawn by their own regional roots (such ties cm be very
strong in Norway): some felt that the chalices of an eventual Chair were

rather greater than elsewhere: others were attracted k, the possibilities
of aademie innovation, restricted elsewhere, Certainly the university
has sought to depart from traditional lines, It has departments in the
place of traditional institutes, Studies are designed to be flexible, blending practical experience with academie study where possible: in medicine,
fur example, the traditional distinction between theoretical and clinical
work has been blurped, turd students deal with patients from the beginning,
Turning now to the research plans of the university, we find that
there are three major themes: an emphasis upon planned group research:
the attempt to bal:ince regional relevance against scientific respectability:
and a democratic :-pproael to prohlctu-coicv.
Rescarch is to be largely organiscii in groups - which will. 1w renewed or iv-aranged as projects are completed. New staff will be
expected to fit into one Of their department's cUrrcla interests - ii contrast to Ha' usual lack of any such obligation. Groups work upon issues
chosen both for their scientific interest and for their local eelevance:
colidition of Which most applicants fur jobs are aware, since it has been
tt idol% puhliti. ed. Thus, whilst the interests of scientists are highly
relevant, other factors are also taken into) consideration, ;mot proposed
)ects a. t. widely discussed by academic staff (and in sonic cases by
students and no-acaolemic staff also) in the department. In physics,
for example, each research group formulates its proposals, and subsequently the w hole academic department determines priorities in the allocation of resources. 11hilst in that field local relevance is :1 Less readily applicable criterion than in the social or biological disciplies,
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nevertheless many Tromso physicists mould like to st the establishment
of a local electronics industry with which they would work. They are not
unaware of their local obligations,
In spite of its regional commitment, Troms0 is very definitely a
university: with a large range of subjects, professors, and a clear commitment to research, It has good relations w ith, and representation on
the Norwegian Research Council (NAVF), which was, moreover, prepared to make special travel allowances so that research personnel would
not be financially dissuaded from going to the north.
The situation in Norway's new Regional Colleges is somewhat different. These were created, as we have already indicated, to cope with
the increasing demand for relatively short post. secondary education,
yet within an innovative organisational framework. For two reasons,
the new Colleges were established do novo, rather than by amalgation
of existing colleges. On the one hand the Ottosen Committee had been
concerned by the rigidity and authoritarianism of the vocational colleges.
On the other, it was felt that innovation could proceed more rapidly
without the need to overcome any opposition mu to resolve problems of
staff differentials. Political commitments required rapid progress. We
should point out that the inadequacies of the older structures (of scale,
structure, etc. ) are widely recognized, and future integration with the
new Regional Colleges is under discussion.
The first Regional Colleges were established in Norway's fifth and
sixth largest towns (Stavanger and Kristiansand), on the assumption that
these would provide adequate pools of potential students. But subsequently the opinion that future Colleges should be located outside the urban
centres gathered momentum. Gradually they came to be seen as a potential instrument of regional development. Thus, the second two Colleges were placed in under-populated areas: these soon established
themselves as focal points for students from rural Norway. There are
now 7 Colleges: another 7 are planned.
In what significant ways do the Colleges differ from pre-existing
university and non-university institutions? First, their courses of
study are rather different. Most last for two years and most of the Colleges offer both broad, rather academic courses, which could lead on
to university education as well as more specialist vocational courses.
(Thus, for example, the Nord land Regional College at Bodc5 offers academic courses in languages, physics, mathematics and chemistry:
specialist courses in regional economics, marketing, quantitative methods systems analysts and data processing, and accountancy. ) Professional studies tend to be broader than in the older, smaller, institutions,
and most include 15-25".. of "allmenfag" - courses designed to set the
professional studies in a broader context. Frequently new approaches
to specific areas of study have been designed: in pedagogics, for example,
the College at Lillehammer focusses upon social aspects of education
rather taan (as is more usual) upon its psychological aspects. Methods
of study ma. also differ.
Thus at Lillehammer again, the students have no reading lists of
set books - only lists of critical problems, upon which they ina inform
themselves in and way they prefer. Practical work is usually an integral
part of the studios, and a dissertation (often upon a problem of local importance) is frequent! -equired. The Colleges have other important
characteristics. 'Thc re required to devote some 25":, of their resources
to providing short refresher courses for adults, Emphasis is given
to the
admission of a certain percentage of students without formal examination
qualifications. There is widespread use of part-time teachers from local
industr and service organisations, The regional issue is of considerable importance: reflected both in the courses of study offered, composi-T7
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tion of governing boards, and the energetic attompts the Colleges are
making to "sell' themselves and their products to their local communities,
There is no doubting their attractiveness to students. In 1969,
150 students were admitted from 200 applicants: by 1 972 these figures
had risen to 1,350 and 3,650 respectively. It is nevertheless a fact
that some of them have had difficulties in recruiting suitable staff - who
must be not only as well-qualified as university teachers, but must
possess also an orientation to practical problems.
We turn now to the place of research in the Regional Colleges,
bearing in mind the fact that they have necessarily been pre-occupied
V int teaching-development hitherto. It is the Ministry of Education's
view that the Colleges should carry out research, but not that requiring
the provision of expensive equipment. Moreover the research should
develop in the light of the Colleges' essentially educational and service
functions. Risearch has to be seen as one aspect of staff development
and as an aspect of their service to the local community. There is
substantial interest in building up consultancy on behalf of local organisations, with which students could often be associated. It is left to incliviual institutions to determine the number of man-hours of staff time to
be devoted to research, and how these should be distributed. Staff of the
Colleges may seek outside research funds. Telemark College at Bib, for
example, has a research contract from the Environment Ministry. As far
as the Research Councils are concerned, NAVT made no grants for research to the Colleges in 1972. It is important to note that this was not
the result of any policy-decision: there is as yet no specific policy, and
the question of whether different criteria should be used in evaluating proposals from the Colleges has not been raised. It is possible, however,
that in the future the Council may seek actively to encourage the participation of staff in research, perhaps by association with university research
projects or university teachers, or by making funds available so that staff
can be allowed time off to do research within a university.

CONCLUSIONS

The Norwegian Regional Colleges and the British Polytechnics are
rather similar attempts at dealing with certain problems outside the university. These problems include the expanding demand for post - secondary
education: the need to provide increasingly diverse kinds of such education and channels of access to it: and the traditionally non-innovative
nature of non-university institutions. Each of the structural innovations
wt' have described is likely to be the fastest growing segment of postsecondary education in its particular country: partly as a result of government policy and partly as a result of the apparently increasing attraction
of shorter and more vocational courses to students. (1)
All the institutions described (except Trom4) offer these shorter
and more vocational courses, although the Polytelmics and the Univers it Centres also offer straightforward academic degree courses as well,

:.r1,;:,

It:cre is recent cideoce .M decreasitig i tercst in taitversity edt.cattor ota the part of cli.tiNt!
altho.,h it as not set clear whether this is a suitt; towards Polytechnics.
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They are of particular interest here because of their increasingly important place in the general plan of post-secondary education; because
their activities and plans represent specific attempts at assessing the
proper place of research in their activities; and because it will ultimately be of considerable interest to determine the effect of teaching vocational subjects in an increasingly research-intensive milieu.
Three themes in the actual and planned research activities of
these institutions stand out: the formulation of institutional plans, priorities, and policies in research; the role of research as one aspect of
star: development; and research as one aspect of the service function of
the aistitutions. -Excluding the University Centre at Odense (but including
that at Roskilde and some Polytechnics) there is little overt commitment
to pure research for its own sake. This is widely regarded, and proper1y so, as an activity which should be restricted to traditional universities.
The formulation of institutional policies towards research, even if
largely a consequence only of limited funds, is a precedent to which the
universities should pay close attention. Of course, the objection that
this is less feas",le if staff are to be allowed a grez .er autonomy in their
research (as in universities), and if research is likely to be principally
of a basic kind, is certain to arise. Yet, as we have discussed earlier,
universities in many countries are likely to be subject to increasing
pressures to re-direct their research down pre-selected channels. If
research funds are freely available, then the intro- and inter-institutional strains found in the American system are a likely problem. If
the funds are tightly restricted (and universities may be facing increasing competition front the non-university sector) then universities must
themselves decide upon the areas of their work in which they will seek
to attain "..xcellenee". In such decisions regional considerations may
feature prominently.
Institutional policies must focus upon the development (or nondevelopment) of post-graduate work as well as of research. Governments will undoubtedly adopt different policies with regard to the encouragement of post-graduate work in a large, or small, number of academic
institutions. In our view there are important economies of scale attached
to the provision of advanced, taught course-work, if not of research
education, and this must result in a need to avoid duplication of such
courses where possible. (It is doubtful if the same argument applies to
post-graduate research work. ) Academic institutions must be particularly conscious of their social responsibilities in considering their
policy towards post-graduate work, post-graduate research included,
not only bccause of its requirements in resources and expertise, but
because of the career-expectations which it arouses in individuals.
The assumed contribution of research to teaching has given rise
to the view that research can usefully be regarded as one aspect of staffdevelopment. Provision for research should be made in such a way, and
to such ;in extent, that the freshness of teaching staff is maintained. This
does not require the provision of expensive facilities in the institutions
-mcerned. It could be achieved by encouraging staff to accumulate their
research time into longer sabbatical periods. These periods might then
be spent in a university, government, or other institution, or in an institutional Institute of Advanced Studies (such as has been created at Manchester Polytechnic). Alternatively, the teaching staff could simply carry out their day-to-day research in another department or institution as
the staff of French IUT's may do.
Research of this kind is unlikely to require substantial "project"
support from Research Councils. Nevertheless, these bodies might
usefully consider the way in which they can best facilitate research intended to a:d teaching in this way. They might, for example, he advised

it
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to establish -small grants" committees in which the frequent bias towards hie:, quantitative, data-gathering research is replaced by a bias
in favour of small reflective studies in which funds might be used for
travel, purchase Of books or documents, etc, Such committees might
aiso make institutional grants to allow successful applicants sabbatical
terms in which to do their work. (it need hardly be said that university
teachers in ail discipline's could very appropriately also be allowed to
apple to these committees, ) But, finally, we must reiterate that research is to be seen as but one aspect of staff development for teachers
from :nstitutions (and even subject-areas) with a tradition of non-innovativeness. Facilities for attendance at conferences, visits to academic
entres, increased library provision, creation of consultancy centres

- all are copleentary to these research activities,
Finall, there is an emphasis upon applied research research
voissioned by, :end useful to, local industry op service organisations.

New institutions have to learn to sell themselves, and indeed to sell the
practical contribution which thei expertise clui make to problem-solving.
This may be particularly difficult, and particularly important, when new
institutions have been sited in relatively under-developed areas as an
aspect of regional policy. The small-scale intlustry and unsophisticated
local organisations in such areas may lack any past contact with "science".
They have to be educated into an appreciation of the help which they can
receive.. This process of education will have both an informal component (via social contacts, etc. ) and a formal component (via the provision

of short courses, seminars, etc. for local employers). Teachers in
institutions of this kind must he encouraged to turn to customer organisations, not the Research Councils, in seeking to finance their research.
It is unfortunately the case that the "selling" of research to custom-

ers and its integration w ith teaching, may not always be compatible objectives. The first nia involve a prtparetbleSg to solve any problem
requiring expertise, however trivial - at least in the early stages of
customer education". The second May re(ftlil't a greater degree of disevintination.
hilst we do not believe that such incompatibility will
often be apparent, institutions might be well-advised to establish Research Committees which, as part of their research policy, would re.o -w new research proposals in the light of both these criteria, What
Va.11t
11 it he to the cinnIntildt. (social and ucononti? Can students
usefully be associated w ith it, and will it contribute to their education?
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V
STUDENT-INITIATED RESEARCH

INTRODUCTION

In the proceeding chapter we discussed the way in which universities
(particularly in the United States) had been affected by research policies
formulated elsewhere, and in the light of criteria among which their own
well-being played little part. Subsequently we indicated the value of institutional research policies, formulated by and for the academic institutions themselves. Institutional research priorities must increasingly be
employed in order to balance the pressures upon higher education to respond to the scientific priorities of research- funding agencies. As part
of such a policy, we suggested, institutions
with a specific commitment
to the integration of research and teaching might assess possible research
projects in the light of their apparent educational value. Such assessments
would form part of the work of research committees charged with formulating institutional research policies. The last section of Chapter IV ended
with a question which might be posed by such committees: "Can students
usefully be associated with the research, and will it contribute to their
education" " To involve students in the research is to take the integration
of research and teaching a stage further than simply to assess staff research in terms of its likely educational benefits.
In this chapter we propose to take up the question of research by
students, but from a somewhat different perspective. We shall be concerned not so much with the participation of students in faculty research,
but with their involvement in projects initiated by the students themselves. Actual experiments of these kinds raise many questions, of
which the pedagogic value of project work is but one. (On that point, we
might anticipate that the educational benefits cf the heuristic method
would be fertilized by a much higher degree of student-motivation. )
flow, in what ways, and with what effect, can student-initiated research
be incorporated into the academic system? Might it, for example, represent a stimulus to acad "mic innovation no less valuable than the
stimulus provided by the project-funding of research? Three sorts of
experimental activity will be discussed, different in objectives, and
representing different relationships between
and tl,L. "official" higher education system. student-initiated-research
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NUN-E\sTrruTRYNALizEI) snip' NT it rsEmicit:
A BRITISH EXANIPLE

The institutional base for much of the work we shall describe has
been not the formal university, but the student union: penetration of the
formal curriculum and faculty activity has been slight. Yet the kind of
:tenon research!' projects which students have initiated have contributed
substantially to the debate among students on the purpose of higher education. They have resulted in a change in emphasis from a concern with
the process of government of universities (and the cry for student partic ipation) to a concern with the curriculum. (1) We shall first describe
a few of the projects, and subsequently point out the rationale behind
the students' activities. (2)
In 1969 students in Birmingham held a Community Action Week.
The majority of the 30 or so projects, in which about one third of all
students participated, were concerned with renovating and decorating
old peoples' homes, hostels for vagrants, community centres, etc.
But one project was of a very different kind. One group of students
carried out a survey of the incidence of hypothermia (a killing disease
due to persistently low body temperature among old people) in an area
of the city. It was believed that many more people could be dying from
this disease than official statistics indicated. The students sought expert
advice from university staff on medical, statistical and survey problems
in order to ensure their own ability to do the study: they were well briefed.
In their survey of 1/16 dwellings they discovered that many old people
existed in situations of extreme loneliness and deprivation. Many living
in new apartments with central heating did not use it - because they thought
it would be too expensive or because they did not know how it worked. In
the light of their findings students sought meetings with relevant organisations, including the Electricity Board, in order to press for changes
- some of which they secured. The project therefore had a two-fold
effect: political and educational. It motivated the students to political
activity, and provided them with information on which they could base
their case. \t the same time it greatly increased their experience and
understanding: for many it was their first encounter with the loneliness
and isolation of the old. In 1970 medical students at Birmingham UM.versit carried out a survey of sanitation, housing, and the incidence of
III-health in one slum street. The medical curriculum at Birmingham
has been more affected than most by this sort of communit -consciousness, anti the conclusion of the authors of the health-study is important:
"If the doctor sees the living conditions of his patients adversely affecting their health, he should be the first to shout about it."
A somewhat different initiative has been taken in Cardiff, where
students from the various higher educational institutions established
Cardiff Student Conummity Action in 1970, with the following objectives:
-.1%) relate the diverse resources within the university and colleges
of Cardiff to dealing with individual and community problems on a
Iong-torm basis, tl...ough education, research, information, community action projects, and the development of student studies
related to the needs of the people of Cardiff."
.
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The Cardiff group have established a children's play group, and
a youth club. Alongside the youth club in conjwiction ith a local primary school, they have established a '`teaching unit" in which a number
of student teachers from the education faculty participate in an experiment in compensatory education" with some of the young children from
this deprived neighbourhood. %% MI the aid of funds from charitable trusts,
%%WI which to employ professionals, the Cardiff SC:\ is establishing a
neighbourhood advice and information centre in the same area. It is

hoped that for students of law and social administration in particular,
participation in the work of the centre w ill become an integral part of
course-work.
These are the kinds of "action research's projects at which many
student groups are aiming. They differ from traditional project work,
an integral part Of many academ'.c courses, in two essential respects;
their "action orientation and their purpose. (1) The explicit objectives
of students are essentially in the first place to stimulate curriculum reform (to make the experience of community problems an integral part of
curricula) and, ultimately, social reform. The clear link between the
two lies in the socializ.ation of students into the professional roles which
they w ill ultimately occupy: doctors, teachers, lawyers, engineers, and
so on. Students must be forced to reassess the relationships between
their future professional roles, and the community. Barr w rites "a
major intention of involving students in situations of deprivation has been
to demonstrate the repressive and exploitive nature of numy of the roles
for wh:eii they are being educated". This, surely, is the most fundamental
purpose of these actin Ries. It is really any less appropriate th:m the attempt to re-orient post-graduate research towards industrial problems
so that, as scientists, graduates will be ultimately more suitable for
010UStr ?

S1 : \11-c\sTrctrrioN \Liz.1:1)sTuni:NT
1.1\ .V.111:111C.1.1\

Deere is little doubt that in the vast and diversified American higher
education system man experiments such as those described above are to
be found. e prefer, however, to describe a rather different approach to
student-research: different in terms of objectives, scale, and backing.
hereas the initial idea for the programme did come from a group of
students, it was subsequently taken up by a government agency and is
current: feuded by that agency,
e call it semi-institutionalized'' becuse even w ith the backing it has the activity has not etpcnetrated the
formal carricuiuni to the extent its supporters ultimately seek.

The National scienev Voundation introduced its Student Originated
Studies (tic S) programme in 1 970, as the result essentially of a proposal
made by a group of Calteeh students a year previously, Under the scheme,

groups of undergraduate students are encouraged to seek funds to enable
them tt, spend 10-1 uninterrupted weeks on a research project, Initially
at least, such projects %%ere to be multi-disciplinary, zunl focussed upon
.
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a problem of the physical, biological, or social environment. Projects
have to be student-originated, student-planned, and student-directed:
a m:nimal faculty commitment being discharged by a project advisor.
The project director is a student. The :Irogrzimme proved highly competitive with only about 20":, of applications receiving support. Proposals
were evaluated by the NSF on the basis of scientific merit (including
scientific an societal significance of the problems proposed, feasibility,
the design of the study, possible usefulness of results and the*scholarly
potential of participants) as well as cirrvinisational strength (organisation and selection of st .:ent group, plans for direction and co-ordination of the work, etc. ). In 1971 there were 102 projects with a total
funding of
5 million: in 1972, 13-1 projects shared about it2 million.
Sonic of the titles give an idea of the range of SOS projects: "Pesticide
Distribution in a Typical South Eastern Region" (University of Alabama);
fir Pollution and its Relation to Lung Disorders" (California State College, Bakersfield); "Criminal Activity and Allocation of Police Manpower in Santa Barbara" (University of California at Santa Barbara):
'Movement of Cadmium through Air and Water" (Purdue.): "An Examination of Urban Legal Problems" (MIT): "Effects of Tet:ahydrocannabinol
on Behaviour and Brain Function" (University of Vermont).
What have been the objectives of the National Science Foundation
in running the SOS scheme' fwo objectives were clearly stated from
the outset:
"to encourage college students to express in productive ways their
concern for the well-being of the United Sti.tes by applying their
scientific and technological expertise to the study of significant
social problems:
"to provide support for college or university students who can demonstrate their readiness to assume increased responsibility for
their own educational development."
The scheme is in one sense elitist, being intended for students
who can demonstrate their readiness
" (although it is clearly not
elitist in the sense of any institutional bias). The first objective indicates
that an extra-educational pay-off is expected. "Ideally", the NSF say,
'the answers will be of potential utility to local officials who are responsible for regional planning and!or action programmes". But action research in the strict sense is ruled out: "In no event will the Foundation
support political action programmes of any sort: SOS projects must be
limited to the kind of objective analysis that is the proper precursor to
governmental or community action".
The Foundation has now established a third objective which will be
of increasing relevance in the evaluation of proposals. Evaluctions will
increasingly take account of the potential of the project to stimulate
faculty interest in curricular change. Thought is being given to the
formation of interdisciplinary faculty committees at the various institutions, to review the studntsifintlings and to study the operation of the
projects.
Earlier, we posed the question of whether or not student initiated
research might be as meaningful a stimulus to academic innovation as
is project- funded faculty research. The NSF clearly thinks that it is,
or can he. It also seems persuaded of the educational
value of such activities, at least for the most able students. But should
ork be
limited to the most able, or should it form a larger part of the general
curriculum?
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W HOLLY I1:STITUT1O AL17. ED STUDENT RESEARCH:
'1 DANISH EXAMPLE

We conclude with an eutmple in which student research has indeed
very largely displaced mon_ traditional approaches to the curriculum.
The teaching methods employed in Roskilde University Centre, Denmark,
represent the complete institutionalization of student-research: the institution is built around such activity. Students' efforts to secure the adoption of a similar approach in other, more traditional, institutions have
stImulated a keen (even rancourous) debate on the value of the approach.
At the conceptual level those responsible for the creation and
planning of Roskilde were stimulated by three beliefs. The first was
the belief that short and long cycle post-secondary education should not
be given in separate institutions. As we have already mentioned, the
University Centres are intended to enhance mobility and reduce wastage.
The second stimulus was the belief that traditional higher education is
too specialized (in terms both of educational experience and of implications for subsequent employment). The third was a belief that in an increasingly egalitarian system the traditional emphasis on competitiveness, on se'vetion and re-selection, is wrong. The value of co-operation
should be strengthened. Economic considerations were also relevant,
and there were hopes (in rather different quarters) that a more economical education eglald be devised.
Education at Roskilde begins with two years of what is called "basic
education" which rna:. be in philology, in the social sciences, or in the
natural sciences. This basic education is founded upon a problem- sciving
approach in which groups of students (co-operatively) themsrlves select
problems for study. (1) Formal lecturing is kept to a minimum, a,isei the
essential functio i of the staff is as consultant-4 to the problem-oriented
groups. Becatn e of the ideological commitments of the students (shared
by the majority of staff) an additional aspect of the teacher's role must
surely be to persuade the students to reject problem-solutions based
solely upun the superficial application of ideology. This would seem a
very real danger: it remains to be seen if it can be avoided. There is
nu doubt either of the high degree of motivation of both staff and students,
which mould appear to be given added momentum by the projec,-approach.
: \n additional argument for the basic education is that it accurately prepares students for the kind of tasks which they will be expected to perform
in employment. (2)

The University Centre is very new, but it is intended that the two
years' basic education t. ill be followed by further modules, selected by
each student from a wide range of options. These may be built up into
either short or long cycle education (e. g. , a primary school teacher
would require a further one and half year study, a secondary school
teacher longer).
The internal debate over faculty research indicates to what extent
Roskilde is as much an experiment in tutiversity organisation as in pcdrigogies. The basic philosophy requires that faculty research derive substantially front student projects. In practici, it is intended that a member
.1 similar approach is used in the new t;ettnan t LIVet Sit!. at Itrehien. The terman term is
74e I t,e Inte:ratton of I earnin: and Research in Mass iiIgher Education: Towards a
Trotentitt.dit:!::
t oi.Lept
:ctet.ce",
of the Nesent puhltcation.
Aitt.o:.:.n, as as pvrceptively pointed ot.t, the at.tonont a .lowed is alsul to the role of the
I-ash :esea:, her and omits
,ucial :call!) of beim: subject to ordtrs and strategies developed else...here'.
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of staff requirIng pubstantial time or resources for research would
apply to a university research committee, which might grant him his
requirements from institutional resources, or might agree to support
an application to a national research council. But in general the use
of outside rusearch funds 1$ a controversial issue, since many members
of the ti alts object to tmy support from institutions to whose values
they are opposed.
hilst some are prepared to saerifice their autonomy
in research to the interests of the "victims" of the system (e. g. , disadvantaged groul.$), they are not prepared to work directly for its
masters. Any research proposed from outside would be widely discussed
within the university: certainly they are anxious to avoid being driven into projects which might disturb the internal balance of work within the
institution, or which might alienate segments of the academie community.
(Both of these ..re points which we have tried to support in this study. )
To the outside observer, two of the most interesting non-pedagogic
aspects of the lioskild xperiment are these: the attempt to re-establish
tin' "communal" nature of the academic' institution (the integration of res...arch and teaching: co-operation between students and staff): and the
radicalism of the faculty (reflected in the debate over externally funded
researc) :), The results of an attempt at evaluating the work of the institution (being carried out on behalf of the Ministry of Education by two
outsiders) will be of very great value both inside and outside Denmark.
C.V.\ STI'DENT-NITIATED Ill:SEARCH

OEN

\ \e have d(scribeti three wither different approaches to studentinitiated-r.search: different in terms of their relationships to formal
eduation, different in objectiYes, and different in ideology. In spite
of these substantial differences, the three experiments can be seen as
having two common implications. In the first place each represents an
attempt at curriculum reform. Each is an attempt at bringing students
to :e -to -twee w itll the tstohierIts of the real world, and with the difficulty
of relating their 'stn I.::arning to these problems. But only in the British
example has tie ye been any conscious attempt to substitute the com!nullity's own tiofinitions of, and priorities among, these problems for
definition by the student (who in his own life is divorced from them). In
the second plater each may be seen as an attempt to build innovativeness
into the academic system, .\ majo, benefit of project-funding of faculty
research was just this: a means of overcoming in-built rigidities by
parr.% replacing institutiona! (' local") priorities by professional ("cosmopolitan) ones. Research Council policy was implicitly aimed at
orienting acadtnlic scientists to% aids these 'cosmopolitan' criteria. (1)
stuthnt-initiates; -research may be seen as a similar, and complementary,
attempt, and iii this sense at least is to be welcomed. (2) (It would be
st:11 more valuab4. if the cull munity 's own definitions, experiences, and
priorities were more accurately. veflected. )
But how far is it re:e:onable to go? To what extent should the aademi system be base.: upon such an approach" Danish students press
f,)' its windesale ad,,ption. The American NSF considers that its SOS
.:s t,
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programme is suitable only for the most scholastically capable, the
most highly motivated. British students argue that it is in relation to
the socialisation of students into professional roles (teachers,
doctors,
social workers, etc.) that the approach is of greatest value. Of
to sonic extent these differences reflect ultimate values, ultimatecourse,
notions
of the relations L.A.% een education and society. But there is a common
fundamental issue which must determine the extent of applicability of
the student-research approach.
.\ subsidiary aspect of the lioskil:le phi-osophy is its dedication to
the needs of the student, the intention
of helping him understand his
place in society as an intlividunl. To the
extent that this is
it is
surely open to Hubert Nisbet's criticism ui much of the b ,tso,
liberal
arts
teaching in America: its middle-class orientation. Nisbt quotes from
a student at the Santa Cruz campus of the University of California: "This
place is so good to us there are times we suspect it's a subtly disguised
insane asylym for freaks. Nobody hassles you - everybody listens.
Alan, that's therapy, not education." It is the middle-class student,
above all, who "is accustomed to being listened to", WI.o wants this
therapy. Only the middle-class student can afford a therapy -based
education in place of a vocation-based one. Evidence is provided by
the fart that not all available places in ltoskilde's
first year were taken
up. :\ high degree of dependence
on
this
approach
may conflict with the
need to democrati,:e :iigher education. Hass institutions
with a commitment to the needs of the (hopefully working class) majority
cannot
far in seeking to integrate their research and tt...r teaching,
if
the alienation of working class students is an inevitabl.. result.
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VI
CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have not set out directly to answer the question "What should
be the place and role of research in a mass system of post-secondary
education? ", since it is doubtful whether any universally valid answer
is possible. We have attempted the more limited task of setting
some of the hypotheses, some of the experiences, upon which theout
educationalist may base his policy. It has been taken as axiomatic that
the
higher education system has tended to over-respond to the strongly
expressed science-policy view of the university-as-a-resource, of
science-as-product. An alternative perspective is politically necessary,
based primarily upon the educational role of the post-secondary system;
upon the need to maintain (or attain) its integrity; and upon an alternative,
pedagogic, view of science-as-process. An essential pre-determinant
of this perspective is an analysis of the pressures
which
of scientific policy have brought to bear upon the system: considerations
both the valuable
(stimulus to innovation), and the less valuable (e. g. stimulus
to interand intra-institutional strain). An essential axiom of this perspective
is the need for institutional research policies in which the institution's
own objectives, and priorities, in carrying out research are clearly
articulated.
Beyond this, emphasis will differ from place to place, although it
is likely that the attempt V) make research
serve teaching will be widespread. This may involve the use of limited
provision as an
aspect of staff development; the assessment ofresearch
proposed
research projects in terms of potential educational benefit; or an explicit
upon what we called "reflective inquiry". Research Councilsemphasis
be
advised to establish special "small grants committees" to fundmay
such
work in appropriate ways, avoiding the general bias against
studies. Ultimately, the integration of research and teachingnon-empirical
may be
pursued via student-initiated research, although like project funding this
approach has extra-pedagogic implications. On the positive side, it too
nciy be a valuable stimulus to innovation; on the negative side it could
have a deterrent effect upon working-class students. It must be for
individual academic institutions, communally, to decide upon the way in
which their research must relate to their teaching, as part
of their own
indivic;ual
Implicit in the paper has been the view that whereas mass institutions w ill not all have the research-resources
hitherto common in elite
uniersit:es, yet they must not be deprived of what benefits there may be
in contact
the research process. It is therefore essential that such
research, of whatever kind, that they do carry out is so organised as to
yield its maximum benefit. Such a flexible perspective is to be preferred
to any clear a priori demarcation between institutions which shall, and
shall not, carr out research (defined in traditional " product" terms).
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CONTRIBUTION OF TIIE HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM

TO THE PERFORMANCE OF FUNDAMENTAL AND
FUNDAMENTAL AND APPLIED RESEARCH
FUNDAMENTAL

FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH

Austria

Belgium

Expenditure in higher education system
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APPLIED RESEARCH

Expenditure in higher education system
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24.6
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1967
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22.
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"International Survey of Resources devoted to R and I) in 1969 by OECD Member countries - Statistical Tables and Notes: Higher Education
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CHANGING SOURCES OF SUPPuRT FOR ACADEMIC RESEARCH (SELECTED COUNTRIES ONLY)

CANADA: Percentage of all university research financed by the National Research Council
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I
LNTRODUCTION

In many respects I consider the remarks that follow to be a direct
supplement to Martin Trow's excellent statement in "Problems in the
Transition from Elite to Mass Higher Education", prepared for this
Conference, (1) as well as to some of his other work. I regard his account of the main lines of change in higher education in the past decades
as, by and large, correct. Yet, by design, he says little in that paper
about the dynamic interplay between academic research and the dramatic
demographic and structural changes that have affected and will continue
to affect higher education.
I must state at the outset that my remarks will inevitably be myopic.
cannot pretend to be a student of comparative higher education and
virtually all of my research experience has dealt with American higher
education. Furthermore, most if not all, of my generalizations about the
research function in higher education, as well as its future prospects,
devolve front the American experience. Clearly it would be erroneous
to regard the United States as a "model" which has experienced certain
trends in higher education and research, and to regard various other
countries as simply following the historical path dictated by that "model".
Each advanced industrial society will coral' to terms with the relation between higher education and research in its unique way, because each will
experience a distinctive pattern of growth, because each has a distinctive
cultural and social heritage within which this growth will occur, and because each will have a distinctive philosophy and mode of executing public
policies relating to higher education and research.
Nevertheless, a review of some of the basic characteristics of the
American experience, relating to the growth of research and its place in
higher education in general, may be of sonic value. In the first place
there arc sonic major resemblances between the American experience
and what promises to be the general experience of advanced industrial
countries. For example, America has moved strongly toward the pattern
of mass (or even "universal") higher education, which many other advanced
industrial countries promise to emulate in the coming decades. (2) Furthermore, though many countries may never reach the stage of "big" science
already attained by the United States - largely due to resource limitations
in these smaller countries - there is neverthele 3 pressure for research,
especially scientific research, to continue its substantial growth in the
coming decades. While American policies governing the relations between
See Part One of Policies for Higher Education, OM), Paris. 'forthcoming).
see the projections for ilEel) Member countries - and the reasons for i a projections revelortent of iii,Ltter Edixation L 131J- 1'j6': Analytical Report. OECD. Paris. l' I. pi.. ut:i-.217.
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research and higher education cannot be expected to be repeated, the
American experience
its future prospects raise a number of general
policy issues, if not particular policy solutions, that might well command the attention of those who will be responsible for guiding the pattern of future growth in other countries.
Nly emphasis will be on the future of research in higher education.
Yet it is impossible to estimate the impact of future changes on research
cc ithout at the same time 10-towing something about the legacy and the

present status of research. To put it differently, in order to assess
imr)act, it is also necessary to blow something of the nature of the target. Accordingly, I shall begin the paper with a characterization of the
institutional context of the research enterprise. Next I shall ask in what
directions research in higher education has been moving in recent years,
for, again, its course of direction in the future depends in part on how
and wiwr: it has been travelling in the recent past. In the latter part of
the paper I shall examine some of the on-going trends in higher education
anti in the societies that harbour higher education, and estimate the probable impPcations of these trends - if they continue into the future - for
the fate o' research in higher education. And if I may be permitted to
reveal the general conclusion of my speculations, I should say that it is
a pessimistic one, in that every probable future trend poi its in the same
direction - that research in higher education faces a long season of downgrading and possibly serious deterioration unless deliberate efforts are
made to preserve its status.
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II

RESEARCH AND ITS SOCIAL ORGANISATION

Academic research (which I am using as a rough synonym for
basic research) involves the generation of knowledge, which is assessed - and rewarded - in the first instance by reference to the criteria of
cognitive rationality. (1) By that I mean assessment in terms of the
canons of logical adequacy and empirical validity of knowledge, and in
terms of "creativity", or the generation of new insights. The criteria
of cognitive rationality differ from discipline to discipline. The canons
for excellence in mathematics, for example, tend to define as excellent
that which is logically adequate, novel and 'elegant "; the same criteria
would apply to many of the physical sciences, but criteria of empirical
adequacy, as defined by rigorous canons of experimentation and other
methods, also apply. Many of the social sciences also stress theoretical and empirical criteria for excellence, although the theoretical canons
and the guides for adequate research in these disciplines often differ
considerably from those in the natural sciences. Historical research
stresses painstaking and thorough scholarship, attention to the authenticity of historical data and imagination in reconstructing historical process
in the most consistent or plausible manner. Finally, many humanistic
"'dies - such as literary analysis - are rewarded most for extracting
the most consistent and original meaning of cultural products. Yet
whatever the precise character of the canons of cognitive rationality.
these canons must be regarded as primary in the assessment of academic
research. Furthermore, research problems ',subjects for investigation,
questions asked) tend to be generated internally - i, e. within the discipline's intellectual framework - and research results are assessed, in
the first instance, in terms of their impact on that framework.
Cognitive rationality, however, provides only one of several sets
of criteria by which knowledge is assessed, In fact, what is called "applied research" involves the assessment of knowledge in terms of its
payoff in some non-cognitive context. Knowledge may be assessed in
terms of its usefulness in preventing people from becoming ill, in solving technological problems, in ameliorating social problems, in fomenting
or guiding social change, and so on. Indeed, one of the "applications"
of knowledge involves its effectiveness as a means of educating, that is,
The term. -cognitive rationality ', is taken from Ta Inuit Parsons and herald Platt. who
develop it extensively as the cultural basis for the institutionalization of higher education. See Talcott
Parsons and Gerald Platt with the collaboration of Nell I. Snicker). The American l'uiverslty. Harvard
l'inversit:. Press. Cambridge. Mass.. 111:3.
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expanding alit! improving the critical abilities of students exposed to it.
In applied research, furthermore, 'problems" tend to be generated by
a sense of uncertainty or dissatisfaction with the effectiveness of some
kind of purposeful social or political activity, :ltd a sense that this uneetaintN or dissatisfaction can be overcome by generating or using
know ledge as a resource.

It is possible, then, to assess the cultural products of research

internally, in terms of the intellectual framework within Which they are
generated, or extevnall, un ttr1118 of the kind of use to which they may
be put. In practice, however, this distinction turns Out to be a continuum,
since most research in the acatk.mic disciplines is generated from a
01.xture of peeoccupations with "internal" disciplinary relevance and
xternal' practical utility of some sort (consider, for example, the
ra:xcd intelleetual and policy considerations that spawned Keynesian
economic thought). Also, the relationship between basic aid aPPlicti
considerations is a dynamic one, since a multiplicity of applications
often becom. available on the basis of findings generated iIt a basic context - such as a new mathematical system - and an attempt to solve practical problems often leads to the creation of generaliLed knowledge relevant
to an academic discipline. Finally, the different academic fields can be
ranged roughly in terms of the degree to which "internal" or "external"
voneerns tend to generate problems, with disciplines like mathematics,
philosophy and literar. criticism occupying one extreme, with fields like
law, medicine and ergineering occupying the other, and with the various
scientific or empiric:a disciplines occupying intermediate positions.
Historically, most of the basic research and much of the applied
reseach in societies with developed systems of higher education have
been concentrated in universities or research academies. Many of the
institutional features of these social settings, moreover, can be understood as a social effort desibmed to maximize the probabilities that coontivel. and empirically valid knowledge will be produced. Ont of the institutional characteristics of universitien and research acudentits, for
example, has been their relative insulation front the immediate social
.01d political demands of the society in which thy are harboured, (I
underline the word relative" because by :my absolute standards this
insulation ItaS often been violated by interventions on religious, political
and inoral grutuids. ) This relative insulation is a soil, of institutional
encouragement or even guarantee that those engaged in research will enjoy the freedom to generate their research problems internally, that is,
ith respect to directions generated w ithin their own intellectual frameworks, w ithout particular regard for more or less iminediate applications.
Consider also the system of institutional expectations surrounding
the desired pattern of recruitment, training, motivation and rewads
for t!tose engaged in academic research. It is expected that a principal
motivational component in the makeup of a research academic is a sense
of dedication so strong that it will spur hitn to relentless, tireless, scrupulous and Obsessional pursuit of cognitively valid knowledge, (I ) In the

recruitment for research roles, furthermore, the principle of meritocracy has been institutionalized in pehaps its most extrem fOII, w ith
elaborate efforts to recruit the labours of the most intellectually talented,
and w ith equally elaborate (though not alwas completely successful) efforts to exclude extraneous criteria such as kinship ties, olitial
:ind
denomination as bases for sueli rerui'ment. In addition
.1-
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to attempt:nit to 'I cure thY Most dydiatd and thy most talented prsonnel, tilt' researeit enterprise has institutionali.!ed a prolonged period of
..tpprentlecsitip for tlioAl %%Ito
that enterprise, involving years of
tuteiae 1)% acopiislied senior research personnel, along with inervasigl. responsible involvement in the work of the enterprise itself.
as if inutivatitsn, ability, socialization :uld training were not enough,
the research enterprise has also institutionalized an elaborate system
of rewards 1114-14.'1):. tliOrit. %%114) SUCul'il art' catapulted to heights of pes-

ti.te, esteem and nonour, leaving the less successful behind to admire
enitiiate their accomplislunents The research enterprise, in
short, II;ts alt overdeterIllined" eliaracte, in the sense that most of its
fe:Ittires can
tuidestood as a means to recruit, train anti reward the

them

yreativt

ht 1.0111iti. \ that emerges from tlit institutionalization of these
paticu!a c%pt.w.ations man:lusts the principle of equality in a variety

tli %%:,s.

hl particular it is egalitarian in its principles of recruitment,

insofar 1,5 institutionli..ed e:Yorts are made to guarantee a unreel. open
to taltilt, itlt tiptiVY ellaractYristics other than talent
rtthyynory, the tvsyntelt enterprise - as part of the academic enteprise genera! ?'. - ni sts
on tine minimization of formal inequality

among col!agus fir pyyrs.

itt example, ayopding to the principle

of eolleaguesii, :1ceoloplislied research personnel seldom have formal

autlilivity over 'alit r accomplished research personnel, anti seldom have
forma: p,mei to guide their research. (I) (This principle, too, might
he rtgadyd
part of 'Ate institutional vfl'ort to litaxind/a the insulation
oat

:'vetiont of thst Yllgaged ill tysyavelt, yvvit front the formal inter\t the sant time*, the r searell coplex also

,:yrylit-Y .)1' thy y ityyps. )

nlaliiftsts \trtIilt

Systvill of apprenticeship in centres

of graduate taaling ioks a long period of subordination of trainees
In.ftoi tli t:In tvit rl.,1.
!wet's,
a luny,. rculatkahle tnnifestat -at or iyill1:1:itv
th ultadativy concentration of lithe best' research
psonnei
few centre -; Ut c\celblice in each societ, and the curr,.-pondin:!, ntit:y.,Con or thy r l.::-rds of prestige and honour in these
eentres.
niversaiistic :Ind valitaian ill its !-:earcli for talent to
1...e
it, !he
..ittrprise chic ts a5 all \((ptionall:.
institUt:on :1: tYr111:ts 11:tint:ay t ont-niyation of talynt and rtlt tds.
t.satell oiply%,
I have described ill ideal-tplea:
trnis, !s oaten nut iiistitutionali.ed in (.01111)10.e isolation from the rest
of 11,14111.1.
111(1"(i, 1.111.11 harboured in universities it is intimate,

,\
w:tli a number
other ftuictions associated with higher education.
\iuong these other ftuictions ore:
education, ur the attempt to develop an acquaintance with
and a critical abiiity toward the student's cultural and social
r:tage:
lirvidng syttilig nn.:,
In. an ..c.spul'inttnt:01.
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is on prestige or social ranking: it has a "mobility" aspect in
so far as the university or coll:ge serves as a channel for upward movement: it also has .x "barrier" aspect in so far as the
skill-differentials betty .n educated and uneducated adults are
the product of so many y ears' education that it becomes difficult to overcome that differential outside the educational system;
- Providing service, particularly in the form of generating knowledge and expertise that is useful for the ins:rumental activity
of other institutional complexes (e. g. medical, business, governmental, military).
It is with respect to this fusion of functions that the major difference
between the university and the research academy rests: the latter is
typically more specific, functionally, than the university in that it does
nut combine research w ith these other functions. As we shall see,
furthermore, many aspects of the fate of research - both in the recent
past and probably in the future - are conditioned by the fact that research
has been institutionalized in multi-functional universities.
Most of my discussion of research and its social organisation best
characteri...es the institutionalization of basic research. Historically,
however, uu
"applied" research has also been housed in universities
(especially in departments and schools of agriculture, medicine, engineering and education): furthermore, this more applied research has many of
the same institutional features described in connection with basic research.
In genera!, though, more applied research than basic research tend:i to
be housed outside the universities in other kinds of organisations, fur
%:on pit: in government agencies, business firms, market research
:IgenHes, advertising agencies, etc. (A modieum of basic research is
11(R:sell
;hose kinds of organisations as well.) In these non-academic
stt:le,;s reszweli teni1:4 to deviate from the ideal-type university mt.del
eh:Iv:lett ri.'ed above, and to move more in the direction of bureaucratic
org:alisation.
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III
RESEARCH TRENDS Lti HIGHER EDUCATION
IN PAST DECADES

So much for the legacy of institutionalization of academic research
that has accumulated over several centuries of development. I regard
that legacy as a kind of "target" upon which future changes in higher
education and in society at large will have their impact. Before turning
to those projected changes, however, I should like to review a number
of the recent trends which have accentuated certain features of that target
and which have done much to set the stage or its future fortunes. As
before, I shall characterize these trends it very general terms, acknowledging that they have proceeded at varying .ates in different parts of
the research enterprise and in different countries.
First, research has tended to produce knowledge that is increasingly technical and disciplined. This is most noticeable in the continuing
advance of the physical sciences; but n the social sciences as well the
thrust toward developing sophisticated paradigms, techniques and research methods has continued unabated, though with varying degrees of
success. Even in history and the humanities, new and more technical
modes of thought alit! research are emerging as history begins to take
over the outlooks and techniques of the social sciences, and as literary
and artistic criticism
to depend on new and highly technical canons
of assessment.
socond, and as a concomitant of the first, research has tended to
produce knowledge that is increasingly specialized. Academic disciplines
continue to spawn sub-disciplines and these spawn further sub-disciplines.
In so far as each of these specialities tends to produce a burgeoning research literature of its own, research personnel are inclined, in their
effort to remain proficient in their own speciality, to grow correspondingly more ignorant of other specialities. Furthermore, in so far as
Imo ledge has come to be both more technical and more specialized, it
bcc:mies further removed from the =specialized layman.
Third, the research enterprise has grown dramaticaily in several
respects. Since World War II research has
grown, in absolute magnitude, at rates faster than the system of higher education in which it is
primarily housed. (1) Most of this growth has beo financed extra-murally,
In the deride between
and ; n;t.., for example. federal obligations for research in Amer ft, c: a .;ratid total of $!,- T.. millions to S'),4 :4; millions, a five-fold Increase. Cf. Behavioral
an.: Jcial Scc.:ves Staten t uttintittee. the Behavioral and social Sciences: Outlook and Needs. National
Acaitem:. of
p. 2.21.:. During the period 1..65-li1 -V. the total higher education en:olment
i'.e I niteJ states crew front .2, t;-:,t;..::1 to
or slightly more than doubled.
I 1. Development of Iii6her EducAttol.. 1..5067,
oxen.. re.:,.3.
R.a
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tilaini. 11% foundations and the natilnial government, Research in different

aratletai areas has been supported in very different ntagnitudes, with
the natural and lift sciences receiving the lion's share, the social and
belta%ioura: sciences receiving proportilmatel.t.- much less but nonuthe-

less e\peeiviteing a vt rapid growth, and history and the humanities
inert asing tint% modestly. (1) 'Illigness" has also come to he stressed
ith respect to the research installation giant physit:al science
laboratories, the surt e research centres and so on. With these have

tt

come not only physical plant but also the proliferation of any ii 1

til'a
pit*S1111110
:Is s is talltS C lvrical assistants, progranmlrs,
-tc. 1, a more bureaucratic organisation of the research enterprise and

the t :se of a teiatI cI small but energetic class of research entrepreneurs" c' ho keep their installations supplied with research grants.
['mirth, the research enterprise has become even more centrali.ed titan In
Part of the thrust toward etmvali,.ation of talent and
.1!%anvigt l;es, :is I have Unheated, in thy institutionalized pattern of
reerttitment and rewarlIs associated with research in general. In addition, with the great burst of c\tra-tiiral spending of the past feu decades,
the resources flowed disproportionately into those institutions that were
centrt.s of concentrated talent, even though considerable funds
were Ilk "Led to the periphery and some new research centres were
stabi:s'oed. The grot%th of research, in sinirt, meant disproportionate
grm th at Vie tip of an aim ally unequal distril)utilin of advantage in favour
research WI: rti it it.s. () I.'runt the standpoint of origin of
resources, C.
!,%ertnit

: y t ettly.i: Hit
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facilities led uni%.ersities to stress these functions, as well as the uservic" functions to professional a.adentic disciplines and to national
governments, and to d(mngrade general education ftmctions as well as
local servicing functions. Correspondingly, the role of the faculty
member beeame, to a greater degree, "functionally overloaded" with
greater portions of his time and energy going to research, researchmanagement, contribution to his professional association and consultation, and less time to traditional teaching activities, even thought he
retained formal control over them,
Thu increasing inequality associated %ith the dramatic growth of
the research enterprise took a number of forms, 11 ithin the researchcentred tunversit, for example, widely available research oppotunities for entrepreneurs created a centrifugal force in academic teaching
units such as the department. Some faculty members were able to cut
down their teaching responsibilities considerably, making a research
institute or peoject their intellectual. home, tin eby le:wing the less
successful to carry on u ith the less prestigious business Of departmental
teaching :uld administration. .Nlso within the university, research oppotunities were differentially distributed, ith the humanities receiving
almost no increase in research funds. This pattern of support exaggerated the inequalities beta evil various kinols of scientists on the one side
and :an6ruage teachers, philosophers, nutsieologists :tryl historians on
the other. Vinall, the research bomutza teraled to exaggerate the ineatalities betmeen senior :old jUllio faculty. The majority of research
opportunities vault. to "lotown" scholars %% all established reputations,
since the i.;ranting agencies cf.nz-thlered Went the best "bets". Thus

senior faculty members Here likely to receive more released time for

research grant:-: and to teaeli less, Inequalities between research-eentred
tuthersities on the one side and non-elite, teaching oriented universities
and colleges on the other were also increased, by virtue of the fact that
research funds - and the prestige that accompanied research auticity
%.as grov....n;; ,!:sproport ioinitel at the top and ii.peaed to be consolidating
not .Atending the In, jor LU1 ivies
It t. :ttivantagts. 1)uring
the -milt .!eades, how tsVl r, student enrolments in the entire system of
eucatn y ere (..%panding rapidiy, 14)1110 td
was
abs.P11)1.!

rt'SV:leeltiniviitc(1 institutions, hut the existing

Lill

,::eges and universities, as well

as new l% -established ones,

more apldly. Thus the two-and-a-hall decades after 1\ orld
II
fferent:al rates of growth in the system of higher e,:ocation
- 1!r
tilt ti) %kith rt:-:pyt to et search, N ith a steel.,,.eening hold on
the aoant:,4. S act:mine, .-1 suce-ssfu! research,
:It tilt- bottom W ith
rt,-;;),,..
unroinwrit, \kith iourtzising ('.oms Inn the pub' it vcsouvuus :\.:1:::.tb! to bight 1
ge...eral and :1 stronger politieal
1..ise to press those claims. 1,et me ...tress again that 1 have sketched
r.:%. the 4..nera: pature and that
4)f these trends developed further
an! f.tstr fn some quarters t'inin others.
gr.

i::scw:icre (11 I
:whiled that these multiple onseuences of
irregular growl!. ...iterated feelings of dissatisfaction :mil relative deprivation in a r.amber
academic estates - including junior favult,
graduate t.icillng assIstants, under-graduate students, faculty and ad-

ministotors :11 nn-lfte institutions: feelings that contributed to their
e
tla po!itiat turmoil on .\nirican campuses in
-;tt t11.11'5.
do not wish to press that argument, but only

disposition to
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to point out that one or the themes of that multi-faceted period of conflict
was the expression of deep hostility toward the emphasis on research
in the leading universities - hostility based on the conviction that research
symbolLed the collaborative relationsh_d between the universities and a
corrupt political establishment and the conviction that research undermines the teaching enterprise of those institutions. That hostility constitutes part of the legacy of the academic research tradition as it moves
into the 1970's.
So melt for the salient aspects of the ancient and recent legacies
Ut the academic research enterprise. It remains the most prestigious
and elitist component of an extraordinarily complex system of higher
educatton, but in the past few years it has come under criticism from
many sides and has already begun to experience a period of drought after
its years of plenty. What of the future? What trends arc most likely to
continue and &it velop? What will be the interaction between these future
trends and the legacy of research as it is institutionalized in higher education at the present time?
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IV
A CONTINUING PRESSURE TO GROW
AND A CONTINUING EMPHASIS ON EGALITARIAN VALUES

From a demographic standpoint the pressure on institutions to
increase their enrolments may have reached its peak. Future projections call for a slowing of the rate of growth of the 18-24 age group, and
a flattening of the growth curve toward the end of the century. The
growth in numbers of youth, however, is only part of the source of enrolment pressure on institutions of higher education. Advanced industrial countries are experiencing a multitude of egalitarian
social movements whereas previously disadvantaged groups are pressing relentlessly for equality of various sorts. Since institutions of higher education
have become, in modern times, the major vehicles for training people
to enter rewarding occupations, and the major vehicles for shuttling
individuals into their future niche in the stratification system, this
thrust towards equality has fallen directly on these institutions. These
demands take the form of a call for open and universal access to institutions of higher education, the establishment of special programmes for
the many varieties of disadvantaged groups, the extension of the educational experience beyond youthful age groups into a lifelong experience
and so on. Many institutions have already modified their admissions and
instructional practices in the face of such demands and new institutions
geared to these demands have been created. Furthermore, the demands
show little sign of subsiding in the foreseeable future. To put the substance of these dfnnands more abstractly, they mark a call for a functional shift in the activities of higher education
in the direction of providing more general education, and stressing more their function of
providing a channel for placement in the society's occupational and stratification systems for groups previously disadvantaged in those systems.
The thrust toward egalitarianism affects the system of higher
education in yet another way. One of its manifestations is to press for
the extension and equalization of various kinds of social benefits which
are usually financed from the same public purse as higher education.
These benefits include extension of welfare, medical care, care for the
aged, improvement in the treatment of prisoners and the mentally ill,
etc. As long as political pressure of this kind continues to grow - and
it also shows no sign of relenting - the political competition for public
funds will become stiffer, and the prospects for generous financing of
higher education will become correspondingly less 1),iqht.

%Vhat are the implications of these probable tr:11'; 3 for research?
Traditionally those students from relatively disadvantoged backgrounds
- e. g. , loner income families - who have attended institutions of higher
education have tended to adopt a relatively "instrumentalist" attitude
towards their education; that is, to regard it as a training station along
the way to incumbency in a more desirable occupational role and a position of higher social prestige than they had previously tolown. It seems
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to me that the continuing pressure to extend the educational experience
to groups previously disadvantaged, with respect to their access to
higher education - lower class groups, Nvonwn, older persons - will
serve to make the composition of the student bodies of edueational institutions more diverse. Furthermore, because of the nature of the contact of tlwse groups with these institutions, their orientation toward
the institutions is more likely to be an "instrumentalist" one - to aoluire
specific skills for specific advancement. This orientation, moreover,
is likely to be associated with an indifference towards the ideals and
goals of research, which will probably appear remote to the heteogeneous and more specific service aims of future students.
Nlore generally, institutions of higher education are likely to
continue to find thignselves caught in the whip -saw of a clientele demanding specific edurational services and a public purse rendered ungenerous because of the multiplicity of competing demar.ds on it. This
squee.,e, when combined with the legacy of attitudes (from the 1960's) of
scepticism or hostility towards research - from both the political right
and the political left - bodes ill for the support of basic research in higher
education. In that kind of squev.:c research scents the least politically
costly candidate for sacrifice. We may expect, then, continued pressure
to reduce funds for research and continued pressure on faculties to devote
more time' , ill sonic important and measurable ways, to activities asso:qattal with the evneal educational and social-justice functions of higher

education, and Riess tire'' to research activities,
Another source of egalitarian pressure on the research function

in the system of higher education will probably emanate from within that
As we have seen, systems of higher education invariably be-

emu( stratified, with those specialing and attaining excellence in research occupying the positions of higher status. As we have also seen,
trends associated with the "golden age'' )f research between World War II
and the late 1990's and the quantitative expansion of higher education tilted this stratification s.vstem in important ways, consolidating the pestig of leading universities and increasing the relative size and political
base of the non-elit colleges and universities. \1e have witnessed the
intensity of competition for public resources between these sectors,
most notably in the United States and Great Britahi, That competition
shims no signs of abating. I'urthermore, the pattern of competition
that has developed is for the non-folite institutions to strive continuously
fur pa Vit.% w ith the various kinds of privileges associated in part with

the conduct of research - research funds, research libraries, sabbatical
leaves, lowered teaching assignments and the right to grant advanced
for the traditional centres of excellence to assume
research degrees the posture of a conservative elite striving to maintain exclusive command of such privileges.
(liven the shape of the higher-educational pyramid, with a few

e;:te, resarch-centred institutions at the top and a mass of non-elite
aisc.tutions at the bottom, it appears implausibh. that the system w ill
-lek el upward", 1:t11 the wm-elite institutions gaining with a research
emphas:s. Particularly in a period of financial stingenc and Ileac%

tiro:mnt demands, it appears an extraordinary luxu. to afford those

institutions servicing most of the students pr'ivilege's such as reduced
te:ahing :',ads and sablheical leaves. The more liktI.% outcom of the
eon:pet:tire s,.rugg . is a -levelling down-, that is, equalizing the different L.:asses of .astitat.on he dihpersing research funds au:!. from the
rtd:t
ut117.1(?-;
t \ckIlclIck ;Old by nibbling away at their t:.aditional
privileges. Cet.lini this would seem the more likely response of public
zaUllOritilS mho feel political pressure to equalize but lack the economic
rest
alt
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V
THE POSSIBILITY OF STAGNATtNG
OR DECLINING ENROLMENT

The estimations in the preceding section were based on n.n assumption of continuing and growing student demand on institutions of higher
education. In the past two years there has been some indication of a
falling-off of enrolment in various countries, though it is difficult to
estimate how long-term this trend may be. Let us suppose it should
continue. What would be the probable implications for research if there
was a substantial lessening of the demand on higher education which took
the form of levelling or even declining enrolments?
In asking this question it is important to note three peculiar features
of the higher education system:
a) Higher education, unlike almost all other industries, is a selfsupplying industry. If there is an increase in demand for general collegiate education, the industry of higher education itself
supplies the manpower to meet that demand, mainly through
the training of graduate students. In this way the industry of
higher education differs from other industries such as the legal
industry, which, when faced with an increased demand for legal
services in the population, must rely on another industry (law
schools in higher educational institutions) to supply them with
the manpower to meet that demand.
b) The research function in higher education is intimately linked
in many ways with the graduate-training function. It is the
research-centred universities that train the majority of graduate students and grant the majority of graduate degrees. And,
within the universities, the magnitude of research conducted
depends in part on the numbers of graduate students, who invariably are directly involved in the research as a part of
c)

their training and as paid assistants.
As of the late 1960's, despite the greatly increased demand
for college teachers, the research-graduate training bonanza

of the two preceding decades began to show signs of having
produced a surplus of advanced-degree holders, both among
those destined to find ultimate employment outside higher education (e. g. , physicists and engineers) and among those destined
for academic carvers (especially natural scientists, humanists
and historians). Also as of this period, the research-graduate
training subsector of higher education began to resemble an
investment industry at the end of an upswing of a business cycle
- having produced sufficient investmet goods (degree holders)
to sustain a considerable level of growth of the industry it sup-
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plies (collegiate teaching) and to constitute a substantial excess capacity in the case of stagnation or decline of that industry.
Because of the peculiar historical situation of the research-graduate
training complex inherited from the late 1960's, that complex promises to
be downplayed both under conditiLns of continued growth and under conditions of non-growth. Assuming enrolment increases stemming from increased numbers and increased egalitarian demands, there will be a
tendency to divert resources away from further research-and-graduatetraining activities, both because of the instrumentalist pressures on
institutions of higher education, and because the surplus of trained degree-holders can sustain the increased demand for collegiate teaching.
Assuming stagnating or declining enrolment, the pressures to downgrade
graduate training (and its concomitant, research) will be even more
intense, due to the great surplus of those qualified to offer collegiate
instruction. Again, like an investment industry, the research-andgraduate-training component of higher education finds itself in a position of having to endure much more extreme ups and downs than the
"consumer" industry it supplies.
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VI
GROWTH, BUREAUCRATIZATION. STANDARDIZATION
AND RESEARCH

In discussing the pattern of growth of higher education and research
thus far, I have used as indices mainly the
numbers of students
and the level of financial outlay. Quantitative growth of this sortenrolled
invnriably creates pressures for some kind of structural change, even thot
gh
the patterns of structural change that accompany quantitative growth are
seldom uniform. (1) The typical structural changes in American higher
education in the past 10 to 15 years have been an increase in the size of
existing educational institutions and, perhaps more notable, the multiplication of numbers of institutions and their incorporation into existing
jurisdictions (usually states). American higher education thus produced
a pattern of multi-campus state systems, encompassing numbers of different types of institutions. Even with these changes, American higher
education remained quite decentralized by comparative standards; the
anticipated pattern of structural change in most other advanced industrial societies would be the proliferation of different kinds of institutions
within a single, centralized system of finance and administrative direction. Nevertheless, relatively speaking, the American pattern of structural change produced a shift in the direction
of centralization of the
locus of allocation of resources to member institutions, more standardized means of accounting for use of resources, and - because the centre
grows relatively distant from the periphery - a likely tendency for the
allocation of resources based more
on administrative or organisational
rationality, than on standards of educational or research rationality.
In the past decade or so, the tendency towards relative
tion and standardization of some aspects of co-ordination and centralizaauthority
coincided with three other trends. The first is the increasing cost
squeeze experienced by higher education in general, occasioned by rising costs within the educational sector and increasing demands on the
public purse by other sectors. The second is the increasing pressure
on policy-makers for parity of teaching load, salary, research facilities
and the like, from non-elite institutions. The third is the residue of
public hostility towards faculty staff in higher education, based - realistically or not - on the assumption that staff were somehow responsible
for some of the student turmoil of the late 1960's by not devoting enough
1.

For a classification of the viriou3 structural responses that are available to systems of higher
education when confronted wim the pressure to ow, as well as those particular responses that were relied
upon b. California higher education 'luring its period of remarkable growth, see "Urowth. structural
chan4e and :onflic t tu California Puhlic Higbee Education 1.,60-197n". op. cite
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of their energies to the educational needs of students. These tendencies
have converged to produce n discernible movement in u number of states:
a movement which includes some effort to impose a standardized "workload formula" - or number of hours spent in class - on staff in different
types of institution, to impose regulations relating to minimum size of
classes, to strengthen teaching as a criterion for promotion, and even
to question the legitimacy Of traditions such as academic tenure.
To assess the impact of this political-administrative movement
it is essen'al to remember the fundamental structural link between the
organisatioe )f research and the organisation of higher education in
America. Because these are typically conjoined in the smile institution,
any policies affecting the allocation of staff energies and resources regarding teaching will directly affect the research enterprise as well. In
particular, policies such as workload formulae emanating from a central
state apparatus tend to be applied in an across-the-boad manner, affecting all institutions within a system uniformly, including those with
henvy research-graduate training complexes as well as those engaged
primarily in undergraduate teaching. In so far as the former types of
institutions have evolved patterns of fneult activity involving lower
formal teaching loads, (1) such formulae, if enforced, would have a
relatively greater impact on these institutions because of their relatively
greater inroads on research. Furthermore, such formulae tend to a
greate degree to be irrelevant to such institutions, since so much activity in those institutions takes place in unscheduled interaction with graduate students arid colleagues on the research site rather than in classes
that meet regulal, whieh is the undergraduate norm. Finally, in so
far as time-counting systems come to be applied to research as well as
teaching, administrative and other components of the faculty role (counting of research time is difficult to avoid when time-counting of :my sort
begins in earmst) this practice will invariably mark a reduction in the
traditions of individual freedom, flexibility and control over the disposal
of time that has been accorded research personnel.
Out' consequence of this tendency towards bureaucratization is to
place faculties in an increasingly defensive position :Ind to strengthen
their disposition to organise into trad-union-lik organisations. The
main thrust of such associations at non-elite institutions, where the
movement towards organisation has pr'ogresse'd further, are both defowive :and offensive - defensive in the sense that they are designed to resist
administrative intervention in the conditions of work, and offensive in
that they are designed to gain improvements in working conditions that
will bring them to a point of parity with elite institutions. In elite institutions the thrust of organisation - such as it has developed - has been priaimed at safeguarding the traditional academic privileges that
lime been ;;ranted in these institutions. Ilut whatever the motive forces
behind faculty organisations, they invariably lead in the direction of estab-

lishing procedures (such is eilletiv bargaining) that result in written,
standadi.!ed agreements that further encumber the avatlmic structure
with mays, regulations and bureaucratic "protections" of staff. Thus,
with respect to bureaucratization, the formation and effective functioning
of faculty organisations are very likely, first, to exaggerate the very
cond:tions (standardization, external definition of standards of work,
starbeirili...efl reward systems, etc. ) that the were formed, in part, to
enoanger the principles of -the calling", collegialresist and,
, irldiV
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VII
TI11:: CONTINUING DEMAND

FOR PUBLIC-POLICY "RELEVANCE" OF RESEARCH

So far almost every possible trend I have identified - increasing
egalitarian pressure, flattening of growth curve of enrolment, increased
complexity and bureaucratization, increase ti competition between elite
and non-elite institutions - carries some definite threat to downgrade
the emphasis on the research enterprise in higher education. Another
set of trends must now be identified, trends which work in the opposite
direction. I refer to the continuing accumulation of both technological
and social problems that may be expected to intensify as the pace of
socio-economic change in advanced industrial societies continues throughout the century.
In the past, much of the research gene..atmd in the university - particularly that generated in science and engineering departments soul in
schools of medicine and agriculture - has proved to be an enormously
potent input in the technological advances and economic growth of the
industrialized societies. (1) Sometimes this input has resulted from extensions of discoveries made in the context of basic research: sometimes
it has emerged from research projects that have been commissioned to
solve certain applied problems. The power of applying kmowledge generated by research is most evident in the physical and life sciences. In
recent years, however, agencies that arc responsible for stimulating
research - mainly the federal government anu the large foundations in the
United States - have moved to encourage social research that is more
directly relevant to some area of current policy concern. In my on field
of sociology in the past two decades, for example, I have seen waves of
public and private research funds diverted to support research in areas
such as economic and social development, medical sociology, the sociology of poverty, crime and delinquency and the sociology of education
- each of which has risen at some point to a level of pressing public
concern.
Certainly ye mast expect such preoccupation w 'tit the generation
of knowledge relevant to public policy concerns to continue in the future.
Continued economic growth will rest in part on continued technological
innovations. So, indeed, will the solution of ecologi,:al problems - such
as pollution, overcrowding and the like - that are it part by-products of
the centuries of economic advance in industrial societies. The social
problems associated with rapid change, such as
location through migration, deviance and structural imemplike went, continue to feature
i!tdier
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prominently upon the agenda of political and community leaders. Invariably an interest in the knowledge available to attack these kinds of problems will ge generated. What are the implications of this for the future
of research?
The first tendency will be a pressure to encourage research to
move in an applied direction. Several forces press in this direction.
First, with continuing competition from other quarters for funds that
might be earmarked for research, agencies dispensing such funds to
research personnel will be increasingly forced to justify the use of those
funds for research rather than other purposes. This pressure typically
takes the form of demanding evidence that research funds have had some
kind of tangible payoff in some policy-relevant sense - in reducing the
crime rate, in facilitating the integration of racial and ethnic groups,
in promoting effective planning, etc. These kinds of demands on granting
agencies from legislators and executives "upstairs" tend to be passed on
to research personnel receiving the grants as requests to demonstrate
the public-policy "relevance" of their research, of guaranteeing some
"evaluation" of its effectiveness; and of subjecting it to increasingly detailed monitoring by granting agencies. Ther=efore the future promises

a continuing political pressure to promote applied research, probably
at the expense of basic research.
Several considerations suggest that the flow of funds toward research relevant to social and economic problems will be of a sporadic
or irregular charactnr. First, these kinds of problems do not always
appear as constants on the social scene, but often tend to force themselves more or less dramatically on the public's attention, demanding
immediate action, only to recede in the public consciousness after a time.
Second, for any given problem area, granting agencies tend to go through
cycles of enthusiasm accompanied by generous financial support followed
by disillusionment because of the lack of perceived payoff from the research that has been supported. For those receiving research funds
such cycles take the form of a period of forced feeding of a certain line
of research, followed by a period of relative starvation. And finally,
since the financing of research it= becoming increasingly centralized in
national governmental budgets, annual research allocations are likely to
be subjected to the general fluctuations of afruence and stringency experienced by national governments. In so far as these fluctuations in research support also inve!ve fluctuations in the support for training graduate students in specific areas - e. g. urban planning, certain types of
ecological planning - the phenomenon of generating highly-skilled personnel only to find them subsequently unemployable may be exacerbated.
Finally, in so far as research personnel in institutions of higher
education resist the pressure to move in more applied directions, two
further trends may develop. The first is to move much research from
universities into private, concession-operated research agencies or into
"in- house" governmental research agencies where resistances to applied
research are considerably lower than in the universities. The second is
to establish new professional schools devoted to the various demands for
relevance - e. g, in health sciences, public policy and community work. (1)
The kinds of research that are conducted in such professional schools
are typically more applied than elsewhere in the university,
:. Note the proposal for the formation of graduate schools of applied behavioural science ventur
es: by the behavioral and .'ocial Sciences Survey Committee In Behavioral and Nodal Sciences, op, cit..
chapter I..% The move to establish more 'applied- types of graduate training centres is already in evidence in many .American universities.

.4.
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VIII
CONCLUSION: SOME AREAS OF POLICY SENSITIVITY

As I indicated at the beginning, my conclusion is inescapably a
pessimistic one as far as the future of the American scene is concerned.
Every anticipated trend appears to be.working in the direction of a shift
away from a basic research emphasis and a very likely serious deterioration. In the decades leading up to the late 1960's, higher education in
America experienced a shift in the research direction, with the emphasis
on the system's cultural functions (generating knowledge) given priority
at the expense of some of the other functions of education (especially
undergraduate education). Now the promise is that heavy demand for
some of the other functions of education - meeting the demands of continuing growth at the collegiate level, assuring social justice and providing
relevant political and social services - is so salient that the basic research function will experierce a serious decline unless direct intervention is made on its behalf.
What are the implications of the American experience for other
advanced industrial societies, as they continue to expand their educational establishments toward mass systems and continue to move in the direction of "big" research? '\s I have indicated, the structure of both education and research in these countries is such that it is not realistic to
expect that they will resemble the American pattern of growth. Nevertheless growth tends to generate some common problems, even though
the solutions may be expected to be as diverse as the social, cultural and
political conditions in the societies in which these probleins develop.
Rather than attempt to suggest any detailed policy solutions on the basis
of the past and anticipated American experience, let me conclude by
itemizing a number of policy-related issues which have proven to be
sensitive in the American experience, and to which policy-makers from
other societies might well be alerted.
- Serious dislocations in the research-education complex may occur if too rigid a link is maintained among the various functions
of that complex. In the American experience this principle is
most vividly illustrated in the very close connection between
undergraduate education on the one hand and the research-andgraduate-training complex on the other; that is to say, that parts
(..f both industries are combil ed in the same firms (universities).
This link has contributed to tr. somewhat violent fluctuations in
the fortunes of the research-al -graduate-training enterprise,
surpluses of skilled profession, 3 and the like. (Similar observations might well be made for oth r functional links; for example,
if the "status-conferral" function of educational institutions is
inflated regardless of the current, realistic occupational needs
of a society, the prospect arises of a relatively "overtrained"
population. )
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This observation is ventured with some caution, however, and
should not be taken as a simple endorsement of the principle
that graduate education should be organisationally segregated
from undergraduate education, and that research should be isolated in separate organisations such as research academies.
Some have argued persuasively that the fusion of diverse functions in the American higher educational :iystion has played a
sik,milicant role in the considerable historical accomplishments
of that system.(l) caul certainly sone volcational costs would
be incurred by a too rigid separation of those who generate
knowledge from those who teach it. My suggestion is rather
that policy-makers be attuned to the kinds of dislocations that
are possible, and that the policies of financing and otherwise
supporting undergraduate education, graduate education and research he sufficiently independent and flexible to dampen the
extreme swings which have characterized the American experience with research.
- similarly, budgetary policies relating to basic research should
be tailored to avoid short-term fluctuations in patterns of support, which are damaging to the continuity of effort required to
generate basic research findings. This might he attained by
establishing policies that insulate the research budget, to some
degree, from the general swings of financial fortunes that affect
tutional governments, and to assure a certain steadiness or
"floor" of support for basic research that would not fluctuate to
the same degree as support for various kinds of applied research
- difficult as such policies would be to sustain politically.
The American experience (and more particularly, the American
prospects) have indicated that the institutional position of the
basic-research establishment is a particularly vulnerable one,
and cannot be expected to thrive, or even survive, if policymakers respond mainly to short-term political pressures without
assuring a long-term commitment to basic research. I refer in

particular to short-term political pressures to divert resources

to pressing social needs (which can always be demonstrated by
interested groups to be more "urgent" than these of lung-term
research) and by competition and status-striving among institutions that tend either to downgrade the research enterprise or
disperse it unduly.
The role of the research-involved academic is particularly sensitive to overburdening and fragmentation. This is espeically
true in rutopean cotuaries where the traditions of low acadCillic
salaries, moonlighting" and assuming consultative, governmental roles are even more pronounced than in America. Policymakers should be alerted to the need foe mechanisms to insulate
the research-involved academie and reduce his temptation to
enter these other roles sufficiently, so as to prevent erosion of

his research activit,es.
These are a few of the areas that may be subject to planning on the
part of those interested in the future of the research enterpn ie. As
such, they constitute a basis for a slightly more optimistic prognosis
than I have developed throughout this paper. ilowever I should stress that
these policy issues will surely not be resolved in the natural course of
events, but must be the subject of deliberate com.rn and deliberatt action ua the part of political and academic leaders.
ioseph I;e11-04vid, AnicriFati
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I

INTHODUCTIGN

The discussion of reforrn in education has entered a new phase as
the repercussions of the policy of expansion are felt in yet another institutional. complex - the university. Irrespective of their differences in
social organisation and historical background, the systems of higher
education in practically all the industrialized nations are faced with demands for reform. From without the pressure of numbers, an expression of equal rights to education, has reached the university and necessitates policy decisions.
For the first time the institution symbolizing elite education is affected by this development. In itself, this would be no more significant
than the changes which the entire educational system has undergone.
However, as long as the expansion of access was limited to the traditional school system, problems of curriculum reform rarely went beyond the
realm of standardized knowledge and its processes of transfer. In the
university, however, it is not only the function of knowledge transference
which is affected but also that of knowledge production, since the university is the principal institution in society combining both functions, and
representing at the same time the formal expression of the structure of
knowledge.

It is for this reason that the problems of mass higher education
cannot be adequately dealt with if they are defined simply in terms of
increasing numbers of students, lack of resources and inefficient institutional structures. They have to be put into the perspective of a general
crisis of the university and the science which it represents. The "quest
for relevance" of science, which is by no means a novel historical phenomenon, has its basis in a fundamental structural mismatch between the
organisation of science - that is, primarily the university - and the organmtion of society and the economy. When the relation between scientific
zathiksVtIllent and level of qualification on the one hand and economic productivity and social well-being on the other was not clearly visible and
the hierarchic social structure with the privilege of Iligher education for
the very few was not se tiously challenged, the system had different purposes, the main one being the provision of knowledge about the laws of
nature. With the professionalization of research and the fragmentation
of knowledge, science has grown increasingly independent of social concerns. Indeed, because there is no systematic interrelationship Letween
science cello society, science has contributed to the rising complexity of
social organisation and the problems emanating from it. The university,
because it reflects the fragmented structure of latow ledge, fails to transm't, through its teaching function, those qualifications necessary to
cope with this changing reality. The pressure on the university is a dual
one, namely to reflect in both teaching and research the needs and prob-

lems of sot iet.
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Though the formulations of such demands may be rather vague,
they signify the advent of a fundamental process of change in both the
social conception and the organisation of science. In this paper it will
be argued that the problems of mass higher education have to be considc red in this wider context since the contradictions between existing
structures of learning and research and perceived needs and reforms
cannot otherwise be satisfactorily resolved. Sonic models for restructuring studies in higher education will be examined and their shortcomings
pointed out. These models reveal an evolution in thinking which points
to radical changes both in the structure of knowledge and in its institutional setting, the university. An attempt will then be made to identify
the principles underlying these changes where they help to clarify issues
and facilitate choices.
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II
MODELS OF THE STRUCTURE OF STUDIES
AND THEIR INHERLZIT CONTRAD1 'TIONS

As an introduction to this part of the discussion the deficiencies
of the present structure of higher education and the new demands facing
it will be summarized. The end of elitist higher education is held to be
brought about by the following factors:
a) society's demand that higher education fulfill "a much larger
and varied number of functions than those assigned to it in
the past", implying a change in its value and goal structure;
b) a "change in the clientele of higher education'', implying a
greater variety and heterogeneity of abilities, aptitudes,
motivations and expectations with respect to future professional careers and life in general;
c) the increasing importance of higher education for the economy,
and, it should be added, for the management of society in general;
d) an increasing political weight (and responsibility ) given the
amount of resources required. (1)
Missing in this list is a fifth point at least equally as important:
c) the growing demand for equal opportunities in acquiring life
charr'es to determine political processes and the fate of society
in gene ral.

Given thist factors, the following deficiencies of existing structures
are identified:
a) first and foremost an insufficient diversity as far as possibilities
of access, patterns and fields of study are concerned;
b) a lack of flexibility, I. e. of the capacity for change;
c) an incapacity "to respond to the quest of new generations for
'self-fulfillment''', or, as it should be termed, for relevance
of studies and research. (2)
A number of contradictions may be seen in this list of demands on,
and inefficiencies of, the present structure of higher education. Each of
them presents a problem of integration of existing and/or supposed structural conditions. In terms of the institutional structure of learning they
are the dichotomies of unity and diversity in general; more specifically,
those of long and short cycle education, generativo,and receptive processes
I.

"Towards New Structures of Post-Secondary Education". t)ECI) document, Paris, 1971. p.27.
"Towards New structures of Post-secondary Education ', ibid.. pp2s-3l, financial difficulties
are excluded from this list as they arc not structural deficiencies but rather external constraints which may
add to them.
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of learning.

In terms of the structure of knowledge to be produced or
learned, they are the dichotomies of disciplinary and interdisciplinary
content, theoretical and practical content (the latter pertaining to vocational training), general and specialized laiowledge.
In the following discussion of various models for the structure of
studies, it will be shown that all the models attempt to integrate contradicting institutional and curricular aspects. The conditions under which
such integration may be successful are thus revealed.
THE AMERICAN CREDIT SYSTEM

The traditional American credit system, although to be distinguished from more recently developed European models of units and modules
(e. g. unaukastensystem"), shares some points in common with them.
As it is well known and has been sufficiently criticized, a few remarks
may serve the present purpose,
'flue credit system is essentially an instrument by which learning
experiences can be divided and measured in terms of time and quantity.
It depends on a very clear conception of the goal of learning (what is to
be learned) and on the type of knowledge involved. (1) If flexibility is
to be preserved, such a conception must encompass a multitude of goals
and possibilities of application as well as interdependent relations between disciplines. Otherwise the flexibility of the system remains tied
to the disciplinary structure of knowledge. Experience has shown that
this is in fact the case and that the credit system has contributed to the
fragmentation of laiouledge. (2)
ily definition, the credit system is only applicable in the realm of
standa,-lized knowledge and therefore can only be used in receptive
learnini processes. Combined with an elective system it has a potential
for in&vidualiz.ation if various course of study could be mapped out.
Its purely instrumental character accounts for the fact that it is basically
indifferent to institutional structure and to the generality or specialization of contents.
Ti

"IMUKASTENSYSTEM"

The "Baukastensystem" ("Ilimkasten-Gesamthochschuk") shares
the idea of standardized learning modules with the American credit systm but goes beyond it. Again, the system will not be described ul detail. CO only some of the principles guiding the curriculum of the
"Ilaukastengesamthochsehule" need to be summarized. The most MIportant in the preseat context are:
"adoption of new functions such as provision of short cycle higher education and of permanent education within a multi-functionhigher education institution:
piovision of interdisciplinary curricula for every conceivable
cumbination of fields;
..trt..tra
...41.d IV.
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- "education for a world of rapid scientific development and changing occupational demands
- "provision of both interdisciplinary and conventional research
facilities for university teachers and students".
1s tar as the central element, the learning-module, is concerned,
the "Baukasten"-system faces very much the same difficulties as the
credit system. First of all the units are defined on the basis of the
existing disciplinary structure and are limited by it. A transition from
such "conventional° units to interdisciplinary project-oriented and more
variable kinds is hoped for but is not theoretically or systematically
pl:uuted. (1) One crucial question, then, is the planning level at which
new content could be generated. It is true that the content of new units
may be developed in working groups of students, but the finaldecision
rests with departmental de institute committees made up of professors,
assistants and students. Since mechanisms which would guarantee a
continuous feedback to society at large arc not apparent, the hope for a
change in twit content becomes somewhat unrealistic.
The difficulty mentioned concerning the credit system, namely that
it necessitates weft defined concepts about goals for learning, the pertinent subject matter of disciplines and about the structure of knowledge,
is accentuated by two other factors. One pertains to the problem of
prerequisite or compulsory knowledge. Here the principle of the open
curriculum is abandoned insofar as roughly six fundamental aspects (2)
charactei.ing a discipline are chosen and assigned to different classes
of units. The advantage is that modules of necessary fundamental knowledge are embedded in different contexts which may themselves reveal
their relevance. It seems, however, that the choice of these basic units
is made pragmatically with reference to the development of the discipline
or with an eve to the unemployment situation (3) and not in relation to a
problem definition or to an overall goal. This is also reflected in the
tact that the desirability of interdisciplinar. learning and research is
stressed but that there is no mention of a mechanism for the systematic
identification of problem areas or "systems". The role of "learning by
discovery" in this system (which will be dealt with in another context)
consequently remains on a declamatory level whereas in fact it seems to
be a precondition both for Cie working groups generating new learning
modules and for the student who is to select the modules and determine
his course of study.
11;th respect to the freedom of choice of modules there is an awareness of the dangers of disorientation. For the hierarchically-structured
discipiins, prescribed sequences of study are thought necessary. For
this aspect of the model it may be interesting to wait for further experknees in order to compare them with those of the American combination
of the elective and credit systems.
\s a principle of organisation the "Baukastensystem" promises to
integrate short and long-cycle courses, theoretical and pacti,:al content
(although vocationally and theoretically oriented courses remain distinct
in the model) and it allows for the association of permanent education.
However, it must be taken into account that the ultimate success of these
tasks is dependent on solutions in the two crucial areas which remain
probentat;cal: the relationship between receptive and generative learning
processes and between disciplinary and interdisciplinary content.
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BINARY, COMBINED, FIRST-CYCLE MULTI-PURPOSE COLLEGE
AND INTEGRATED COMPREHENSIVE UNIVERSITY MODELS

The binary, combined and first-cycle multi-purpose college models,
as emerging institutional forms, together with the integrated comprehensive university model (1) may be considered in view of what has been said
about the "Baukastengesamthochschule". All these models except the last
retain the distinction between a theoretical (academic) and a practical
(vocational) orientation of teaching and learning, which is unlikely to
disappear even if, as for instance in the British case, research possibilities are provided for teachers. The da....ger here is that the evaluative
distinction between "noble" and "less noble" forms of higher education
wil! remain unchanged. This, in turn, automatically limits flexibility
with respect both to access and to change of course content.
How real this danger is can be seen in the political and academic
conflicts over the internal structure of the German comprehensive university. Two models are in competition, the co-operative and the integrated "Gesamthoschschule", the former probably resembling the combined model. While the co-operative model may lead to rationalization
of administration and be cost-saving, the structural gaps between short
and long-cycle education and between academically and vocationally
oriented education are, in fact, institutionalized in the same way as before. The integration under one roof is of mere technical relevance, if
any. It is, above all, an organisational solution which leaves the structures of knowledge and learning entirely untouched.
1. E:\ RNING BY DISCOVERY

Althouvh they should be clearly distinguished one from the other,
learning by oiscovery ("Forschendes Lernen") and project-studies
("I'rojektstuclium ") have common elements and in fact result from a
common critique of the organisation of science and learning. Neither,
is a clear cut model for the structure of studies in a comprehensive systemic sense (this is particularly true of the former). They are rather
modes of organisation for learning and research. Because of their integrating nature, however, they seem not only applicable to practically all
forms of studies but they also probably represent the most promising
approaches to the problem.
It should be made clear that both concepts originated in Germany
in the wake of student ,:ontestaLion of the existing university system and
are influenced considerably by arguments of a socialist critique of the
organisation of science in the capitalist societies. This critique was
principally directed against the university and its training function and
consequently the emerging models arc primarily designed for the university. The principal elements of this .:ritique should be restated as the
conclusions seem to be valid. rilie critique states that the gap between
the demands of a complex society and technological progress on the one
hand, and an educational system providing insufficient qualifications on
the other, is being dealt with by government action on the basis of concepts
which imply an overall funetionalization of the education sector. These
1.

1..ir..ar(s `.ew

tructl:reS of Post -Secondar) Education *, op.cit.. p.
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concepts remain linked to the inherent contradictions of the capitalist
organisation of society. For this reason
the functionalization has two

particular characteristics.
Firstly, specialization and differentiation in the division of labour
and academic processes of learning
prevent any possibility of
upon society as a whole, thus leading to a "de-politicization" ofreflecting
education.

Secondly, the type of technically utilisable knowledge associated
with the rise of empirical-analytical sciences
represents a model of
pure, value-free science leading to a "de-politicization"
The separation of disciplines precludes a unifying interestofofresearch.
ing ("Erkenntnisusteresse") and, conversely. the liberation ofunderstandscience as
a productive force from partial and destructive interests can only
succeed if the conditions of utilization of science and trained manpower
themselves become an object of the scientific process, (1) The most
important conclusion derived from this analytical approach is that it
reflects the relation between perception,
and practical action.
The organisation of research and trainingknowledge
must
provide
experiences
showing how theory can be applied in practice to influence
individual and
collective behaviour, and vice versa, how behaviour can lead
to new
experiences which productively change theory. (2) Both "Forschendes
Lernen" and the "Projektstudium" can be said to result more or less
directly from this analysis.
The organisational concept thus derived is the integrated comprehensive university. Learning by discovery is purported to be the
basic
didactical unit. (3) It is devised to overcome two difficulties, namely
the distinction between necessary preparatory or introductory courses
which arc, by definition, receptive processes of learning and generative
processes such as research. Thus the goals of learning are prevente'
from becoming an end in themselves, and preparatory courses from becoming institutionalized and possibly separated
off as short-cycle courses
either in oth-v types of schools or in other departments of the comprehensive university. (4)
Th.? decisive criterion for the structuring of the learning process
is not the production of objectively new results but the exploration
of,
as yet, unstructured fields and the activities characteristic of this exploration, such 's the discovery or rediscovery of problems and their increasirgly precise definition, the formulation of hypotheses and strategies, the choice or invention of methods, the test of alternatives and
critical evaluation of results and, above all, independence in all thesethe
steps, (3) The principle of learning by discovery accepts the need to
tain information and Imowledge receptively but denies the possibility ofobdefining indispensable Imowledge and abilities without having to refer to
the specific problem area in which they are to be applied. (6)
One difficulty with which learning by discovery is faced is the necessary motivation to carry out the intended tasks independently (i, o. iri
I.
stiidebtische
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groups). It is prithlematical to assume, as is implied, zui intrinsic
motivation to explore the unIciown. This assumption ignores the fact

that the soviet,. at large, with its emphasis on conspicuous achievement,
puts a premium on the usefulness of knowledge and on success. '1'1i.,se
values are anticipated by the student preparing himself for vocational
thilv those oriented to :in academic career would meet such motivational. requirements probably not by chance but because the academic
career promises specific advantages of social status and self-fulfillmont.

The most severe difficulty of learning by discovery is that of how
to achieve the relation between the choice of problems and the determination of their practical relevance. The common Inc:is of the structuring
of !earning processes is the definition of fundamental types of performance
transcnd both the traditional disciplines
and professional career patterns. Not only is this term insufficiently
defined and subject to diverging interpretations, probably bevause it is
rarety substantiated by empirical inforneition, but it is also acki-low ledget! that one cannot safely make predictions about a constantly changing

Ilexibilit and the capavity for innovation the-

t ntployment

fore become the central goals of learning.

It is indicative of the inherent
difficulties that the definition of "projects" or "research project groups'',
and the determination of the relation between them and "information" or
"learning units could apparently not be achieved. (1)
This leads to the actual institutionali..ation of "learning by discovery'
in tlw form of the "Projektstudium" as a Structural principle of orgtutisation.
far only the University of Bremen ainl to some extent the Universit. Centre uf Iskild have been organised according to this principle.
ul Ilremen three genera; criteria are gkin for the constitution of pro..
jects:
The project problems !mist be related to rue future vocational
praet:ce of students. This guarantees that isolated problems
researchers who are not involved are not selected. This

represents the reflexive structure of learning pro-

The proje.s must deal with a si.c ittlly relevant problem and he
legitimated i.ceoriling!. This is related to the attempt to transcend the immediate e\p...riel,c of a vocation and to reveal the
objective conflicts in societ. The student is supposed to digcf)vor the Sit Auld uig structures of soviet. and therb the social
fr.mi 0: reference in Which his futui..- professional life is to be
sAnated.

l'ia projects are supposed to trail::-nd the
or 1,,tibjeut
And 111.111)(101i)gle;t1
Tile problems are the references
Ow the selection of relevant theoretical approaches, mignon:- :inn
act:mutilated seientifie results. (2)

IItt crucial element supporting projecl-sttalies is its institutionalin the organisational structure 4,1* ihl univvrsif,.., %%hid' ill the ils
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to dist-iplinary dipartiliats add pni,j(a..t..ta-tilt.t.s. Divartiiii.lits and
ti-opi.l.at the
is contt.ptualim.il and
urganist.il h the project-centre. The departments still have the task
of piiltieing knowledge ut their traditional ways. Study projects apart,
project-centres do their own research in analysing, for Lust:nice, "melts
of (vocational) perform:Inc" as i task of curriculum research. (1 )
Gken this concept, primacy ill the organisational structure is given to
the poject-centres (fo instance tt ith respect to resource allocation).
The mapping out of courses of stuil cannot be generalized as it
differs itceionling to the different vileationat areas zutd disc ipline:; involved. For teacher training a project-study course is ,:aid to comprise
of the following: ;ut orientation phase during which the future vocational
practice is anticip.itd and the professional role of a teacher in sm:it.t>evaluate.t. This phase ma:, tot- organised as an exploratory project,
Following this is a plu..t. during %chid( kalowletlge about a chosen subject

art-. is acquit II ul pOjvctS, i, e, , nut M aid!)
illtt11111, SttlletUrc.
This phast, i11 tt is followed b% a terminating project w ith the help
of which, starting from a genonall relevant social problem, an attempt

is made to systemati,.t. ;mow ledge acqaied in the social sciences ill
otic to 111.tve thk pobit'ill:Itit.'Lli aspects of the 1)r)ft.ssion:(1 role of tilt
t..-icher in a wider social context. 1 fourth and last phase is devoted
ton eontinuation of stud., either ill
Ot interdisciplinary
social science projtcts.
The model of project - studies seems to he the 11Io St OtiValltcti of
tS kind, Lit it :1St
f:tt' .tS the f)1.111:0 principles of organisation are
concerned, and superior to otilc Illutlel5 oil 11Io St cOttlltS. It bridges
the gap between theuretieal and practical kilow loge 1).%. nialiing vocational. training anti the vocational mole itself an object of investigation; it
overcomes the disc iplinar -interdisciplinary dichotom :Ind escapes
the dangers of a rigid institutional division livt,V, vt.,o rietptivo and genet.ilt:vt. processes of
Lt.., of ros( arch and learning. No explicit

pro\ isions are tood for the intgratiiia of shijrt

haritt'S lirtvillt Stil
or to
cv;tillati011 as "more' or "less noble . However,
there are some funiktmental problems 'itherent ul tilt lilt ttliI 01111 it!-;
must be discussed.
One diffieult pertains to the relation between this 'yarning process
vocational practice. l'he fundamental problem which is botuid
confront an c\periatent such :Is project-studies is th-it 'ti meeting the
demands of the emp':o.iiient structure. Planners artaluts, ledge that the
projects tkotthl inis:s their mark,
tile IA
to transmit
ur List
prrsnt souia! and tcununtic
,,iruunistonci:.... () It is characteristic of the principle of learning Ir.
, how eter, to Ill:'' down the importance of the acquisition of
requisite know lodge and to stres! rather the transfer of abstract ottitialhut ti,trt! ark:1.1111,
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ical and theoretical analyses of the various vocational requirements.
More specifically, with reference to the fundamental criteria of projectstudies, vocational practice must be analysed in its wider social context.
The university will also have to institutionalize efforts that guarantee
the innovative flow from the university into practice. Otherwise the
relation to practice would remain purely academic in nature and would
merely follow am: rationalize developments taking place outside. (An
attempt in this direction by the university it Bremen takes the form of
a contract of co-operation with the local "board of labour" ("Arbeitskammer"), a unique institution in that city. One will have to wait for
concrete results, )
It has been said, not without some justification, that the model in
Bremen, in the field of the natural sciences, must necessarily limit the
built-in reference to practice to a very abstract consideration of the
relation between science and society and the theoretical analysis of the
role of the natural scientist in this context. This im2lies that there is
a danger that the project problems will be of marginal relevance' not
only within the disciplines concerned, but also for the actual vocational
practice to be performed later, and this may result in a deficit of
qualification. In addition the student, while working in projects at the'
university, experiences the role of ar independent researcher (learning
by discovery) but not the' social reality of being subject to orders faLl
strategies developed elsewhere. It is therefore suggested that the' reference to practice be established by focussing on the social reality of tat
respective' vocational practice itself. (1) This is not a fundamental objection to the model but it does reveal additional difficulties and gives
added emphasis to what has been said in the previous paragraph.
The necessary reconciliation of the two aspects mentioned above
is particularly difficult for the natural sciences and it is no surprise
that most of the problems arise ;11 that field. The problems posed under
the criterion of social rele%ance or relation to practice are not the problems of the natural sciences. It may happen, therefore, that the problems
defined in the interdisciplinary process as being socially relevant draw
on problems and information from the natural sciences which, with reference to their mutual structure, are only of marginal importance. This
shows clearly that the institutional overlapping of disciplinary departments and project-centres has its correlate in the (epistemological)
conflict between an "internal" and an "external" set of standards to determine the importance of problems, or, as one might say, two diverging
structures of relevance.
This inherent conflict is at the core of the model and part of the
intention emanating frean the theoretical background explained above. As
the project-centres are granted primacy over the oiscipl'mary departments
this constellation must lead, in the long run, to the introduction of external
regulative mechanisms into the evolutionary process of the natural sciences
which hitherto have demonstrated, in contrast to the social sciences, a
remarkable indedendence in their development. This demands, on the one
hand, a clarification of the immensely important question of which epistemoLigial and evolutionary conditions are requisite for such a fanetionalization
of science. Instead of the disciplinary departments gradually becoming
obsolete, as is implied, the project-centres may become stagnant, merely
applying knowledge without initiating innovative processes of theory construction. On tae other hand, the overriding importance of the "external
!,
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structure of relevance" - its theoretical basis and constitutive principles
- becomes apparent.
These problems lead to the most fundamental difficulty.
replacement of the "internal" regulative mechanisms of scientific The
evolution,
which, in fact, have not operated satisfactorily enough to retain the unity
of science, by a notion of a social relevance will only be an improvement
if the latter proves capable of re-establishing this unity by an overall
interest, linking scientific and social evolution in mutual interdependence.
Unless the criteria of relevance guiding the choice of problems as a
starting point for scientific innovation and learning can be legitimately
placed within some consistent frame of reference, these choices will be
accidental and lead to an even more disa.:trous fragmentation of knowledge with no hope for any cumulation. The anarchic pattern of growth
of tilt first kind would E imply bo replaced by an anarchic growth
of another kind. According to accounts of experiences in Bremenpattern
choice of "socially relevant problems" reflects the latter. (1) Thisthehas
led to the realisation that the project-oriented organisation of studies
can only be possible and successful if it takes
and is guided by, a general theory of society. place in the context of,
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III
TO%% ARDS N IM CONCEPTS or ScIENcE .\NI) 1.:1)ITCATION
PR4)I31.1:NI IN PERSPECTIVE

Looking back upon the discussion of new ino(k.ls of structures of
study, one can it
a certain pattern both of similarities and evolving
differences. L'learly, all the models responding to societal demands on,
and structural inefficiencies of, the system Of ttiticiltiOil :Usti re5earc1l

have the ftdiOUing points in common:
they reflect the need fun more education:
then aim at overcinning tin' division between academic_ theoretical

:nu! Vocational. practical studies with respect both to curricula
content and institutional organisation:
they zittcropt to bridge the gap between receptive and generative
processes, i. e. , between learning and research:
they aim at transcending the division between disciplinary rseach and learning and interdisciplinary ..pplication a!ld practie:
they tend to see production, transfer :old appliation ut I:114M ledge as Uzteel:..ted fun( thins,
The 11init'is
ilavt been disclISSt'd du not reveal tiltSt
tit's ill tin' Saint' et ay but rather as a developing trend. There is reason
to believe that this trend is not an accidental coincidence of national
I It.. ipnWiltS US perially as it starts from a fairly lietrugous set of

institutions, curio-cultural traditions anti circumstances. Instead, the
thesis is put forward here, that there is a common point trwiscending
these differences and explaining this trend. This vomnion characteristic
embraces all those Sdt.-letit's U1 %%Mull 111041(4'11 illdUStrialization and

o-

dern science have flourished, both being linked through a technology based
on the universality of scientific laws.
The conflict between societal demands on, and the structural pro%isions of, the educational system as well as the structure of knowledge
of which it is the institutional expression, must be viewed in a more
general perspective. .1.11V11 it becomes apparent that it is the conflict
bet,Acen what toutd ;K. termed an ''integrated multi-purpose structure"
of the anp!iation of kilow ledge and a "segregated mono-purptis structure'Zlic generation and transfer of knowledge. This means that the
demands on higher education (and for that matter on the educational sy.item as a A !Wit), unspecified as they are, seem to reflect the realisa-

tion of a tlivrsl titilit anti neeessity of knowledge for coping with all

poblm:, pised b social l'tiity and, moreover, that the structure of
know ledge :Ind the ways it is being transferred, art somehow inadequate.
The reasoi.-: tor this disparity -, I belite, are to be seen in a new stage
istorica: development.

t

9 30 5

Earlier forms of social organisathm were bused on the direct
interelnutge Of man with nature, science ueing an effort to discover the
laws of nature, Experience (learning by doing) play an important part.
This however, is gradually being replaced by scientific knowledge. In
this process society inerasingly assumes the characteristics of a second
nature created In man and consequently insight into and reflection upon
those principles and knowledge necessary for social organisation become
increasingly important, even essential. :\n indication of this widely
aeknowledged phenomenon is, of course, the change in the type of produetion - front primary to secondary and tertiary industries e, administative and services) and the consecutive development of education
from transmission of experience and skills to one " .in-a-lifetime
education in basic capacities to the present idea of permanent and recurrent
education adapting to social and technological change throughout a lifetime.
On the other hand the institutional structures of research and learning and the Stl*LICtla:. of Imo.% Ledge which they represent do not yet reflect
this need as they are still geared primarily to the discovery of the laws
of nature and not to reflection upon the principles of social organisation,
and the purposive generation and application of knowledge to the problems generated by social organisation itself. The social sciences, except
for Marxist schools, are hardly an exception. But theoretical efforts in
this direction are appearing. One is the (west for a general social systens' theory which is accompanieu by trends such as those of policy
sciences. The other is the revival and rejuvenation of the Marxist tradition of a rolitico-yeonomical theory of soeiet3,.. As pointed out above, the
most ally:weed models of a restructuring of the system of scientific
organisation Iad directly to a need fur, amt indeed entirely depend on such
a unif\ ing theory and it is a :natter of time to see whieh type of theory
proves to is the more fruitful, In e,-:snee, then, the trend displayed in
the discussion of structures of study in higher education should be seen
in relation to, and :is an xprssion of, the trend towards the normative
or:eta:Won of science, and so tioWardS all entil`tly different concept of
science.
Unless this fundamental disparity in the structure of knowledge,
:ts generation and train-:fcr on the one nand and the IV lOn tk.Nt of application
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tl'ailiti Ms, as is SliuM1 by the vo:ous models. Having said this, it is
ill no Uay Laill11 that it is possible to formulate the theory
app:irs to hi lacking. lint by putting contradictions an., obviously conflictMil assumptions into the more fundamental persoective, the principles by
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)n the institutional level there is a marked trend town tin the integration of the hitherto sp:,rated pt esses of rt.st.;11.01, 1,.;11ffing and

applieation o: knowledge. Greate.-.L emplii.sis is placed on the integration
of !earning and rescoic.11.
application or utilization of lo. %%ledge is
anticipated by reconciling the I...cessary spL.cializ.ation and the "process

values" of research, i,
gcncrativc rather titan receptive learning
"capacities rut. innovation", "learning U) learn"). This is
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synonynums with efforts to overcome the theoretical/practical, academic/
vocational and general/specialized dichotomies. Essentially the problem
is, as von Ilentig has put it, earlier specialization and extended general
education. (1)
An integration such as the one suggested in this scheme is the first
step in overcoming the rigid and irreversible termination of multidimensional learning for the sake of either specialization or application of
know ledge. However, the integration is limited to a certain phase in the
educational process. If what has been said above is valid, the real problem seems to lie in the fact that any specialized receptive learning processes are inadequate. They are bound to lack the social reality given
the refit etive nature of that reality, for which they arc Aupposed to
qualify people. Therefore, institutional provisions have to be found
which also allow learning processes to be r. flective. This
is essentially
the importance of the integration of learning and research, research not
being used in the traditional sense of the wo;1. While in the traditional
sense it suggests the division between discovery processes of subjectively
new know ledge (learning of standardized knowledge) and di3covery t,rocesses of objectively new knowledge (research), the sense in which it is
used in models such as the "Projektstueitun", pertains to reflective
processes of discovery which can be undertaken in interaction with th:.
social environment. Any kmowledge generated in reflective processes
is Ajectively new because it is situational and generated in reference
to a changing social reality. (Concretely., of course, research processes of the traditional type have not become obsolete and will continue
to exist. \\ hat 1.5 described here is a new structural development in analytical erms. ) An example of the structural difference between traditional and reflective processes of learning is given in Figures 1 and 2.
Figure 2 describes the properties of models such as "project
studies'. and the "13aukastengesamthochschule". It implies the transition from a system of laiowledge transmission to a system of knowledge
production'. (2) The generation of new knowledge in the course of refltive learning processes is the result of feedba .k processes from application. It is obvious that this institutional structure must have its
correlate the structure of knowledge.
THE STRUCTURE OF KNOWLEDGE LEVEL.

on the !eve! id' the structure of knowledge the indicated trend points
toward a dissolution of disciplinary boundaries and the replacement of
internal" regulative mechanisms in the evolution of science (laws of
nature) by "external" regulative mechanisms (normative purposes), The
disciplines were developed in the historical phase of the it entificati.m of
the laws of nature. They suggest an a_priori structure of the universe of
knowledge ,.ith which man ..annot interfere. There is a systematic relation between this pattern of scientific development and the distinction
between basic and applied research as well as the philosophy that (basic)
science cannot be planned, and this has shaped the entire institutional
framework in which both the production and the transmission of knowledge
are enileshled. In this franwork the relevance of research (i, c. objectively new kliowledge) is judged in terms of its contribution to the extension
!.
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of certified knowledge, i. e, , about the laws of nature, and not in terms
of its applicability for practical purposes. If the autonomy of scientific
development as a historical phenomenon was ever true in this sense, it
has come to an end with the realization that the parallelism of an unplanned, self-regulated process of growth of science and an equally unplanned
process of economic growth and exploitation of science has led to severe
structural, social and ecological crises. (1)
"The crucial question'', writes Erich Jantsch,
(is) whether
science and its internal system (...) or relationships is independent
from human and social purpose, or whether there is a feedback link
tying them together ...". This question can nowadays be answered to
the effect that the !ink does exist. To quote him further: "Science, education and butovation", therefore, may be considered as "Instances of
purposeful human activity". "Organization for a purpose implies the
introduction of normative and pragmatic principles which arc beyond the
traditional notion of empirical and empirical/conceptual science." And
most important: "Scientific disciplines become organized in such a system in a particular vay which depends on the normative orientation of
science, education and innovation. The boundaries of disciplines, their
interfaces and interrelationships no longer correspond to an n priori
system of science, This is the human action model approach, as distinct
from approaches based on a mechanistic model, with which man does not
interfere, "(2) In these sentences the most advanced position of thinking
with respect to clninge in the concept of science is recorded, In Jantsch's
model of a transdisciplinary university this trend has found what is probably a premature expression, The model of project-studies described
above, although based on entirely different ideological principles, reveals remarkable
to it. It is interesting to note tin t "enlightened teclumratie" thinking joins the Marxist social analysis in
diagnosing the deficiencies of social organisation and the ideological
nature of the self-conception of science, despite their different principles. (3)

Given that the -1'rojektstudium", as the constitutive principle of

a

%%hole unive sit,,, is it realty and disregarding the difficulties it neces-

sarily faces in a social, Political and economic environment not yet attuned to the cognitive changes the model implies, it may also be pointed
out that there are other developments which suggest that neither this,
ner the car more revolutionary model proposed by Jantsch, are entirely
unrealistic. The trnnsformation of the existing structure of lalowledge
into it type implied by these models will certainly 1w a lung historical
process in %%Inch the lotoiedge of the [mos of nature will not become
iiii.;)itt. ;Mid the
fer such knot-ledge v, ill not completely subside,
cir-tge in the principles of its production is, limo ever, likely. AS this
iii!to separate
ton, it must suffice to give an exit/111AP of
i'olV
pc of science %%Inch oleyaoly implies that such notions as
the division between basic and applied research or between theoretical
and practical lcutwledge w ill be replaced, This type of structure is still
in it transitiintai_ form, It corroborates the conviction that science can
be plonnetl and, thus supports the basic premises of the proposed models
for education. It includes the touts of a new principle of organisation
and therefore of the structure of knm% ledge.
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Disregarding disciplinary differences and isolated historical exceptions one can differentiate between two historical phases in the relation
between science and society. Traditionally scientific and social(parti.
cularly technological and economic) development have proceeded in a
parallel fashion, while being contingently interrelated. This means that
economic exigencies or technological inventions have often triggered off
scientific endeavours which have subsequently developed into "independent"
evolutions of a disciplinary nature (e. g. hydrodynamics and thermodynamics). On the other hand, both these and scientific developments other.
wise stimulated, led to a stockpiling of knowledge, the utility and the
application of which depended on a specific period of economic development. In other words the production of knowledge and its application
were not linked by a common rationale.
This parallelism is changing increasingly to a different pattern
which, although limited to areas of "big sciences", could be exemplified
as follows. economic or political pressure, combined with a certain
scientific potential, may lead to the solution of a given problem through
the initiation of a scientific research programme (e. g. nuclear fission
and fusion, and energy shortage). Since in such cases an immediate ap.
plication of scientific knowledge is not possible, scientific activity is
oriented towards a specifically selected goal. In the course of the attain.
ment of this goal a large number of %able" problems have to be solved
as well as problems of development. Although final success is by no
means assured (e. g. fusion-oriented plasma physics) the evolving research activity is directed by an "external" problem and planned in that
sense. It draws on other disciplines, possibly initiating new research
programmes in them as well, wherever their accumulated lolowledge
seems to be relevant to the problem at hand (e. g. environmental re.
search). These disciplines would not be drawn upon if the evolution were
directed by "internal" criteria of relevance. Although this pattern still
depends on a realization of needs and potentials and does not, in the strict
sense, represent a situation of "planned" scientific development, it is
obviously different from the classic distinction between "basic" and "applied" research being, as they are, consecutive and largely unrelated
processes. In this sense it represents a transitory stage on the way
towards the functionalization of science.
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IV
CONCLUDING REMARKS ON POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The above analysis is hardly of direct help in deducing practical
policy applications, more especially since it is bas ' on the diagnosis
of a historical development. Political decree will nu. change the conception of science nor achieve a general theory of society. Moreover,
the different interpretations of the relevance of science and differences
in its concrete utilization are the result of basic social conflicts, differences in power, interests and in perception of reality which cannot
be eliminated and harmonized by political decree either. Purely in terms
of analytical deduction it seems safe, however, to make the following
remarks about some of the implications for policy making.
The influence to policy making bodies on processes of knowledge
production is necessarily limited to institutional measures and resource
allocation. Also, they are inclined to submit to immediate pressures
on the principle of crisis prevention and management. More generally,
from the above analysis it is clear that the crisis of higher education
cannot be prevented if it is viewed only in terms of pressures of numbers
and deficient institutional structures. A wider view implies that all attempts, leading to institutional changes which would affect the structure
of knowledge production and transfer in the outlined direction, must be
supported where they are most likely to be fruitful. This entails in
particular:
- that a rigid separation of research and learning especially on
the level of higher education be prevented. This tendency, prevalent particularly in Germany, namely that research emigrates
from the university into separate research institutions, contributes to the separation of knowledge production and transfer processes;
that attempts by universities and other higher education institutions to establish democratic political decision-making mechanisms, however insufficient and experimental they may be for
the time being, be encouraged because they represent the precondition for making research and learning processes responsive
to external problems. In the long run they must be enabled to
achieve a planning function in the true sense of the word with
respect to both institutional science and curricula policy;
- that attempts in universities and other higher education institutions to set up interdisciplinary or interdepartmental research
and teaching units be defended against resistance by departments
and supported by legal provisions so as to ensure their development. By putting such units in a competitive position with departments, a pre-requisite situation is created in which purposes
other than those pre-determined by the disciplinary structure can
be achieved;
111
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that the assumption of certain service functions by universities
or other institutions of higher education be actively endorsed
or that such service functions be deliberately assigned to these
institutions. The tradition of the American Land Grant College
may serve as an example. Service functions could range from
Immediate community services such as adult education courses,
televised educational programmes (of which there are already
many examples) to services which combine research, application and Information activities pertinent to both community and
national problems, such as Michigan State University's Water
Quality Management Project and similar enterprises. The assumption of such service functions by what may have to be a
comprehensive university system would be a pragmatic first step
in bringing the institution into closer contact with problems of
practice and application of research as well as forcing it to provide practice-oriented teaching and information distribution.
This would not only render the university more susceptible to
practical problems in general, it %could also strengthen central
university planning of research and teaching and prevent individual contracting out by its members. In addition, while the traditional research activity would not have to be abandoned university programmes of "applied" research would be institutionalized.
In this way the educational function would shift automatically
from a strong emphasis on "basic" research and recruitment
reflecting this situation (primarily academic), to a more realistic
emphasis reflecting an employment situation which is characterized by the vast majority of academically trained people occupying
positions where scientific knowledge is applied.
These are but a few cautious suggestions for policy applications
derived from the above analysis and deliberately focused on the introduction of immediate institutional pre-requisites. They are entirely directed
at structural change as they are considered to be at the heart of the probhaat of the structure of studies in mass higher education. For this reason,
they may seem somewhat remote from the urgent problems of reconciling
the pressure of Lumbers with present structures. It is believed, however, that these Laid other seemingly long term measures are essential
for the solution of these very problems.
The difficulties inherent in the tendencies underlying discussion
about the structure of studies are no fewer than those with which the
present system is plagued. Although an option has been chosen and its
superiority over other models justified, there is no doubt that the possibilities of political realization are few. But it seems legitimate to
believe that innovation is hampered not only by political resistance but
equally by perceptions of reality. This paper is conceived of as an attemp to show that the very structure of knowledge through which our
perception is determined prevents us above all from imagining that the
constitutive principles of knowledge and the institutions through which
knowledge is generated and transmitted may undergo revolutionary
changes. Discussion about the structure of studies and the role of research is, I believe, an expression of just such change and not merely
a problem of reconciling mass higher education with maladjusted institutions of learning and lack of resources.
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I
INTRODUCTION

Abraham Flexner, analysing higher education in the-United States
some forty rears ago, characterized
the American academic credit
scheme as "an abominable system, destructive
of disinterested and
protracted intellectual effort'', (1)
Flexner was not the first to attack the credit system
in recent
years especially its critics have multiplied. Furthermore,and
the
definition of a credit - theoretically a precis) unit for measuring
higher education - has lost much of its precision, and at a growing number
of colleges and universities in the United States the credit
system has been

modified almost beyond recognition and in some
instances abandoned altogether. Whether some other system might be devised
would
enable students to acquire a higher education, through thewhich
accumulation
of educational experiences that eventually add up to a degree, and thus
would provide both the diversity in curricular programmes and possibilities for inter-institutional transfer of students which the credit system
offers, remains to be seen.
Despite recent trends to modify the credit system, in general the
following definition of the credit hour, the unit on which the
system is
based, still remains:
"The unit by which an institution may measure its course work.
The number of credit hours assigned to course is usually defined
by the number of hours per week in classa and
the number of weeks
in the session. One credit hour is usually assigned
to a class that
meets fifty minutes a week over a period of a semester,
quarter

or term; in laboratory, field work, drawing, music, practical arts,
physical education or similar type of instruction, one credit hour
:s assigned for a session that meets one or three hours a week for
a semester, quarter or term. Quarter credit
hours and bemester
credit hours are the most common systems of measuring
course
work. Institutions on the trimester
plan
generally
use
the
semester
credit hour system. Courses offered in a calendar other than
semester or quarter, including summer sessions, may be measured
in term credit hours or stated in semester credit hours or quarter
hours." (2)
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How the credit system was launched in the United States may throw
some light on the aims which, at least initially, it was devised to
fulfill. (1)

For background on the devellopment of the credit system in higher education the writer recommeods Dietrich Gerhard's "The Emergence of the Credit System ill American Education considered
as a Problem of Social and Intellectual Histori". American Association of University Professors Bulletin.
1.

Vol. 41 (Winter 1955). pp. 641-668.
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II
ORIGIN OF THE CREDIT SYSTEM

The American system of academic credit had somewhat separate
though related origins, in the secondary schools and in higher education.
Up to the 1870's higher education institutions tended to follow the relatively fixed curricular etterns common to most European higher educa-

tion systems. As Chat. s W. Eliot, President of Harvard University
1869-1909, phrased it, students in the same subject advanced together,
"like soldiers on parade". Within a given course of study the student
had almost no choice. There was little need to measure more than the

end product of the system, the student on the threshold of obtaining his
degree.
In the 1870's this system underwent rapid change. In 1872 President Eliot initiated the elective system at Harvard University, replacing
the system of fixed curricula with an increasingly wide choice of courses
for students. Starting with electives for senior students only, by 1884
it offered almost complete freedom of choice to students in all class
years, and shifted in the 1890's to measuring progress towards a degree
on the basis of the accumulation of individual courses rather than the
completion of a total course of study. Other colleges and universities
quickly followed Harvard's example if they had not already preceded it.
Thus, by 1877 the University of Michigan was requiring 24-26 courses
for a degree, a course being defined as five exercises a week during
a semester.
The credit system emerged as a corollary to electives. Towards
the end of the 19th century and in the early 1900's it became increasingly common practice for colleges and universities to list in their catalogues
the number of credits offered by each course, the number being determined by the hours of classroom or laboratory work devoted to the course
per week. Degree requirements were stated in terms of numbers of
required credits. Finally, in the early 1900's the credit system was
extended beyond undergraduate study to include postgraduate programmes
as well.
Some of the forces behind the introduction of the elective and credit
systems in th., United States close to a century ago may have pertinence
in countries which today may be contemplating a comparable structuring
of their higher education systems. Among these forces was not a demand
on the part of students and/or institutions to facilitrte the transfer of
students between institutions. This only anerged as a force much later,
entrenching as well as complicating the operation of the credit system.
A critical factor was the pressure to replace the uniform classical
curricula with something more flexible and suited to contemporary needs.
American higher education should no longer have as its major emphasis
the production of cultivated, pious gentlemen. The concepts of student-
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centred learning and of the self-realization of the student achieved through
study fitting his individual interests, which were advocated by the philosopher John Dewey and his followers, began to infiltrate thinking on higher
as well as elementary and secondary education. The public demanded
more selection and variety in courses at colleges and universities and,
especially, more courses of a practical nature. The institutions them.
selves, struggling to recruit students, felt impelled to offer student4
more curricular choices in order to expand or even maintain their enrolments, and to shift s'rom their historic religious orientation towards
secularism.
With industrialization the colleges and universities were called
upon to provide new kinds of scientific and professional education. This
new mandate was made explicit in the ease of the Land-Grant Colleges
(its impact extended beyond them) established under the Morrill LandGrant Act of 1862. This Act had as its aim "to promote the liberal and
practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and
professions in life". Thus, towards the end of the 19th century higher
education was beginning to shift Its emphasis from general to professional - and even utilitarian - education, to move away from its traditional elitism and to serve new kinds of students and new social needs.
At the same time as the new elective and credit systems enabled
American higher education to reflect better the new economic and social
forces in the United States and to respond to the needs of modernization,
they were also seen as a vehicle for introducing into American higher
education a fundamental feature of the science-oriented German higher
education system, "Lernfreiheit ". The German system was regarded by
President Eliot and many other American educational leaders cf a century ago as a model of excellence, and the elective system was considered a means of importing Lernfreiheit to the American scene, even
if totally out of context. The elective system was also regarded as a
means of permitting greater specialization in curriculum, another feature of the German system held in high regard. And in the face of the
increasing curricular variety at colleges and universities, the credit
system offered a way of measuring the common progress of students
towards a degree.
Paralleling and re-enforcing the introduction of the credit system
In higher education was its introduction in secondary schools, where it
was instituted for somewhat different reasons than at the higher education level. In the last few decades of the 1800's secondary schools multiplied in numbers and total enrolments, new kinds of courses were
introduced in their curricula, and the problem of setting somewhat
consistent college and university admissions standards became acute.
Often the distinction between secondary and post-secondary education
was blurred as higher education institutions lowered or waived their
admissions standards in the interest of recruiting students, and even
operated their own secondary schools. It became increasingly recognized that the growing diversity in curricula and quality among secondary
establishments called for nationally accepted norms for admission to
higher education.
Stepping into the breach in 1909 (after groundwork had been laid
through the activities of a variety of bodies), the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching, with Charles W. Eliot as head of its
board of trustees, prescribed that for college and university teachers to
be eligible for new retirement allowances from the Foundation, their
institutions had to fit the definition of higher education institutions set
forth by the Foundation. A critical element in this definition was that
admission requirements include the satisfactory completion by pupils of
14 "standard units", a unit being defined as "study pursued for one year
120

with recitations five times weekly". To obtain retirement allowances
for their teachers, colleges and universities quickly fell into line, imposing what came to be known as the Carnegie unit" system on secondary education. Sonic had in fact followed such a system well before
the Carnegie Foundation's intervention.
The credit system at the secondary school level has persisted
over the years with relatively little change. It is at the higher education level that the credit system has come under the most fire and that
efforts have been made to reform if not elimitiate It. A review of its
evolution since its inception illuminates some of its more controversial
features.
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III

EVOLUTION OF THE CREDIT SYSTEM
IN THE UNITED STATES

The history of the credit system in the United States since it was
first launched is chiefly a record of efforts to counteract its deficiencies,
especially the fragmentation of knowledge and the underlying assumption
that learning can be equated with time spent in the classroom. Most
recently the focus has been to make "creditable" towards a degree various
kinds of learning experiences which are measured by other criteria than
the time invested in them.
Because the credit system tends to be identified with the elective
system but in fact could be used with a prescribed curriculum, the following sub-section discusses the characteristics and commonalities of
the two systems. The next two sub-sections review efforts to counteract the deficiencies of the credit system in terms of fragmentation of
knowledge and of equating learning with classroom time. As will be
seen, these deficiencies should not be attributed solely to the credit system, but the credit system as it has been combined
with electives in
American higher education.
THE CREDIT AND ELECTIVE SYSTEMS

Underlying the debate on the American credit system has been the
question of what constitutes an undergraduate education. (The role of
the credit system in graduate education has been less controversial because at this level its alliance with electives has been limited; the freedom of the student to select his courses obviously has far less applicability when the goal is to train specialists.) At the undergraduate level the
credit system raises the questions of whether a degree should be defined
in terms of the kind of knowledge obtained or rather of the quantity of
knowledge acquired, or both, and how the knowledge gained is to be evaluated for these two different approaches.
In the American experience the elective and credit systems have
sometimes been confused and should be distinguished from each other.
What kind of knowledge or subject content is requir'd for a degree is a
question pertaining to the elective system; how much knowledge is required and how it is measured quantitatively relates to the credit system.
In so far as the credit system is often viewed as a means of achieving
more student-centred higher education, implying that it g,ves more choice
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to students of the content of their college or university peogramme, the
public has tended to see the elective and the credit s)stenis as largely
identical. This sharNI identity has been misleading.
The relative freedom of the student to choose his individual courses
or subjects is tne crux of the elective system, but ib not essential to a
credit system. Essential to the credit system is tut arrangement whereby separate learning experiences can be measured quantitatively so that
by accumulating a series of these experiences the student eventually
earns a degree. Common to both the elective and credit systems is the
division of higher education into a number of pieces so that the student
in the elective system can select among different learning experiences
as he progresses towards a degree, and the student in the credit system can add up a number of learning experiences, whether of his choosing or prescribed by some authority, to acquire the degree. Thus, both
systems share the assumption that fields of lotoledge can be broken
down into small components and the pieces reassembled in a variety of
ways; by the student in the elective system or .ccording to prescriptions
of the authorities concerned in a credit system (unless it is also elective),
!low small the components should be and how they can most effectively
be assembled into larger learning patterns are que:Jtions, in the American experience, to which the answers become increasingly, not less,
elusive.
Another assumption shared by both the elective and credit systems
relates to the aims of higher education. Both implicitly admit that the
notion of prciset defining the ^urricu' tin for a degree recipient in any
given field is obsolete and futile. There is 111.` longer any wisdom from
on high - or from academe - hick authoritatively prescribes what students ought to learn. Lacking this, and with no clear guidelines on the

kinds of educational experiences %%Welt the future employment situation
w ill require of college and university graduates, both the elective and
credit s stems put a premium On flexibility. The elective system therefore enables students to determine the content of their higher education
experience %%Idle the credit system makes possible more varied combinations of learning experiences, whether the combinations are prescribed
or elective.
The disappearzutee of a precise definition of the university graduate
has been accompanied by a subtle erosion of the conventional wisdom
that only the professors arc qu: lified to determine the content of a degree
programme, to teach or at least prescribe it, and to evaluate it. Thus,
the ultiraate conclusion of student-centred higher education, whether
through the credit or elective systems or both, ma. be the eventual dethronement of the professoriate, or, more likety, a gradual diminution
of the academics' nilnlOpot over degree certification.

FRAGMENT2.TiON ()I.' KNOWLEDGE

OM' of the chief -Leaknesses attributed to the credit system - that
it fragments Ictim ledge - can only he attributed to it in part. More to
blame perhaps is the fact that the basic course, as it has evolved in the
United States, typically lasts for one semester only, and that the normal
course load fora student in a semester is four to five courses. Consequently students take as much as forty different courses in the process
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of earning the first degree. (1) Clearly, if the typical course lasted n
full academic year instea0 of a semester, and If the normal semester
course load v;ere three rather than as many as five courses, knowledge
would be chopped in larger blocks and a student would take twelve, not
forty courses to complete his degree. The fragmentation of knowledge
alleged to result from the' credit system is thus, in large measure, the
product of the size of the building blocks into which the degree has been
divided.

Exacerbating the credit system's effect of fragmenting knowledge
is the elective system. When students are totally free to select their
courses according to their individual interests, a state which really
existed hardly at all or only very briefly in the United States, whatever
underlying unity or pattern is to be found in the student's total educational
experience depends upon the individual student's rationale in selecting
his total programme. It may afford him the opportunity to achieve an
in-depth knowledge of a particular field, or It may equally produce an

individual with smatterings of knowledge about a multitude of disparate
subjects. Joseph Ben-David of Hebrew University pointed out this dilemma in summarizing the strengths and weaknesses of the elective system
in its early stages in American higher education:
"By granting academic freedom to both teachers and students, it
made it possible for teachers who had easily identifiable specialized knowledge and skills, and for students interested in acquiring
those things, to find each other and to develop the relevant fields
of study rapidly and without s"rious problems concerning the emits
and the means of education. "(2)

"There was a large group of students, those interested mainly in
having a good time in the company of their peers and acquiring
social contacts and habits useful for their future careers, who had
no congenial counterparts among the teachers, and whose needs
were not (and perhaps could not be) catered to even in the most
liberally elective curriculum. "(3)
In short the credit system may be a boon to the student seeking
specialization. a boondoggle for the student lacking direction and focus
in his pursuit of higher education - assuming it is linked with course
electives.
Related to the problem of fragmentation is the insidious effect the
American credit system has had in causing students to look at the attainment. of a degree as the accumulation of academic credits rather
than the mastery of knowledge. Earning a degree becomes an arithmetic
exercise rather than a means of learning. Writing in 1917, Abbot L.
Lowell, successor to Charles Eliot as President of Harvard University,
commented on this:
!. i his fra-mcntation was 2.raphically described iu a pamphlet produced he a student activist at
the : riersity of 'air:on:LI. i;crkeley, as follows: "As an imdergradilate 011 receo.e a four-year-lom.;
series o: charlstacca of: ei..ht ic!nestcts, fort, courses, one hundred twenty or more units, fif!ecit hundred
to two thousand impersonal lecture> and user three hundred oversized -discussion- meetings .,, sIver a
period o: tour years ot. recei%e close to fifty .Mblio4raphies, ranging in lem;th from one to eight pages.
are exa".Ill:Cl: on more Man one hundred occasions, and you are eNpet.:4.1 to write forty to seventy-five
Iosepii
papers
ai.11:%ati et al.. The Student
Education, The I lazen Foundation. New Haven.
ber.-11,Rid. American lit:her Education: Directions Old and New. I 'arnegie commis:LAI 01: Iii 4:Ier Gl cation. %!ci.;rau -Hill rook co., New York,
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"One of the most serious evils of American education in school and
college is counting by courses - the habit of regarding the school
or college as an educational savings bank where credits are deposited to make up the balance required for graduation, or for admission to more advanced study. "(1)
OVERCOMING THE FRAGMENTATION:
CONCENTRATION AND DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS

To bring some unity and integration into the learning process,
President Lowell replaced Eliot's free - elective curriculum with a system requiring "concentration" and "distribution". Instead of having almost total freedom in selecting their courses, the concentration and
distribution system requires students to focus part of their work in one
field, their so-called "major", and to so c'ioose other courses that they
achieve some understanding of (exposure to) the natural sciences, the
social sciences ar,%1 the humanities. Further limiting the elective system is the con,....pt of course prerequisites and sequences; differences
in the content and degree of complexity of courses in a given discipline
require that less advanced courses by taken before those which are more
advanced or specialized. These kinds of requirements continue to characterize the curricula of most American higher education institutions
today, although they are eroding in the face of student - and sometimes
staff - pressure against curricular prescriptions in general.
The concentration and distribution system, while addressed in
part to the p-..oblem of the fragmentation of knowledge, was actually
also an attempt to reconcile curricular choice with the American notion
of the liberally educated person. Since American higher education began
to break away from the fixed curriculum tradition through the introduction of electives, it has sought a balance between breadth and depth in
education, between general education which seeks "to introduce the
undergraduate to the rudiments of the whole of man's intellectual heritage"(2) and specialized education in the best 13th century German tradition of Wissenschaft.
In the absence of a precise definition of general education, the
insistence that students be exposed to the three main branches of knowledge, through distribution requirements coupled with their relative
freedom to choose among courses satisfying these requirements, has,
in the view of critics of the system, tended to confirm rather than to
counteract the fragmentation of knowledge. A potpourri of social science,
natural science and humanities courses, sometimes selected by the
student with an eye co what will be least demanding among the array
available, frequently fails either to produce "the whole man" or to integrate a scatteration.
Re-enforcing the notion of concentration and distribution requirements are the traditional criteria for membership in
Beta Kappa,
the most prestigious academic honour society in the United States which
dates back to 1776. Dedicated to "the ideal of excellence in scholarship
in the liberal arts and sciences", eligibility for membership requires
I.

Abbot L. Lowell, At War with Academic Traditions in America. Greenwood. 1934, p.
Eric Ashby, Any Person, Any Study. An Essay oti Higher Education in the United States.
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. N1cGraw -Hill Book Co.. New York, 19'74 p.7.
.
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that in addition to having a superior academic record a student must
take at least 90 of his 120 total semester hours in "liberal work" and
no more than 42 in his major. Given that, not only is the credit system
in the United States undergoing significant change but also that the practice of assigning grades to students' work is being reassessed and even
abandoned in some institutions, it should come as no surprise that Phi
Beta Kappa is actively rethinking its basic assumptions concerning a
liberal education and excellence and its role in helping to define academic
values in American higher education.
HONOURS PROGRAMMES

As the distribution and concentration programme provided only a

partial cure to the credit disease, other remedies have been sought
over the years. One of the earliest and per4aps most significant efforts
to counteract the fragmentation of knowledge by the credit system has
been the "honours" programme. Frank Aydelotte, a former distinguished President of Swarthmore College, instituted an honours programme
there in the early 1920's. His critique of the credit system indicates

what the honours programme sought to avoid:
"The academic credit system as ordinarily administered is for
these better and more ambitious students a kind of lock step; it
holds them back, wastes their time, and blunts their interest by
subjecting them to a slow-moving routine which they do not need.
It causes, furthermore, the atrophy of the qualities of independence and initiative in more gifted individuals by furnishing too
little opportunity for their exercise. "(1)
The honours programme at Swarthmore - and the model established
there has been common to honours programmes elsewhere - gave to the
more able and motivated students the option of participating in special
honours seminars and tutorials instead of following regular courses
during their last two years at college. Course and hour requirements
and compulsory class attendance were waived for honours students.
Student achievement was measured through examinations, written and
oral, conducted by external examiners at the end of the senior year.
This was a major departure from semester courses and course terminal
examinations. : \s Aydelotte put it, honours programmes in the United
States have been more akin to those of English universities which do not
tell the honours man "what he must do in order to get an education: they
tell him what he must know". (2) As at the British universities, generous
faculty resources were needed to staff honours programmes.
Current developments in honours programmes reflect a shift in
goals. While a chief aim continues to be to offer more flexibility to students in their course work and to meet the needs of students who wish to
commit themselves more intensely and fully to the learning experience,
the concept that honours programmes should be only for students of proven

Frank Aydelotte, !;reakip.ithe_Acatiemic Lock mep: The 1)0elopment of honors Work to
American r.olleies and niversities, Harper and Urothers Publishers. New loth and London. 1.144. p.14.
. p.15.
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exceptional ability is breaking down. It is being attacked as elitist.
Pressures are mounting to provide the kinds of extra teaching resources
common to honours programmes to disadvantaged rather than superior
students. Also, the "monopoly" of honours programmes over experimentation in individualized learning is fast disappearing with the burgeoning of many other new experimental programmes. A trend now is
to define an Honours programme by the level of work which it offers its
students rather than on the basis of some pre-judgement of their academic
ability: to shift from selection by the professors to self-selection by the
students. Ali students, regardless of ability, should, it is argued, be
entitled to alternatives to the fragmentation of laiowledge allegedly produced by the credit system,
CURRENT EFFORTS TOWARDS MORE INTEGRATED

AN!) SELF-inntx"r D STUDY

Other recent efforts comparable to honours programmes to "break
the academic lock step" include programmes of independent study, field
study, off- and on-campus intenships, travel and study abroad, parti.
cipation in community projects, and a range of other kinds of learning
experiences which depart radically from the notion of acquiring a higher
education bit by bit through the aocumulntion of small chunks of blowledge in semester courses. A primary aim of these relatively recent
innovations in American higher iducation is to give the student more
independence and responsibility in determining the content of his educational experience and achieving coherence within it. Another aim, also
relevant to alleged deficiencies in the credit system, is to redefine the
experience which is "creditable" towards a higher degree away from
the tradition that learning can only take place in a classroom and hence
is measured by the number of hours spent in class.
To illustrate these more recent efforts, at some American colleges
and universities a student may, with the agreement of the faculty member concerned, enrol in a course and complete the work for it without
eve attending class. Thus, a student in renaissance art may with his
professor's approval spend the semester in Europe rather than on-campus, and demonstrate his mastery of the subject matter through writing
journals, reports and such other papers as the professor may r.ssign.
A student in history may devote a semester to living in, and studying
the archives and other records of, a small town and writing up its history, and gain a full semester's worth of academic credit for this experienc. Facilitating this trend is the fact that an increasing number of
American colleges and universities are offering semester courses in
independent study" or "special problems", the syllabuses of which are not
define:. Students gain credit in such courses on the basis of the understandaig they establish with their professors on %%int they will accomplish the course and how it will be evaluated for credit.
Internship, apprentice and related experiences enable students to
gain credit, again with the approval of a faculty member, for such activities as working for a welfare agency, a member of a state ur national
legislative body, ur a unit of the tuaversity itself. For example, every
semester one hundred or so students at the Yak, University Law School
earn one or two credits towards their law degree for researching and
drafting legislation for state legislators in Connecticut and elsewhere.
°ace .igain, the underling Ir-nothesis is that education should not be
1 28
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equated to the t:nte spent in a classroom, that the credit system of parcelling out education .e.rustrates serious learning, and that the experiences which add up to a degree in higher education cannot be defined
only in terms of time and place. Students should not merely add up
classroom experiences defined by the professors which may or may
not cohere, but should have the opportunity for self-directed, intensive and integrated study.

NIM DEPARTURES FRON1 THE CREDIT
AC.ADEXIIC ASSESSMI:NT

sysTit

.1 few American colleges have taken the ultimate step in overcoming
the fragmentation of imowledge through the credit system which is to
eliminate credits altogether. Hampshire College in western Massachusetts, which admitted its first students in 1970, is one example. Instead
of determining a student's readiness for advanced work or for the Bachelor's degree by how many courses and credits he has accumulated,
Hampshire mikes this decision on the basis of examinations administered
when the student and his tutors agree on the student's readiness to be
examined on his learning experience thus far. Because every student's

academic programme, is different and their rates of progress vary,
each student is examined individually and even joins with staff in deciding
how he should be examined on what he has learned. Hampshire's educational offerings include a whole gamut of independent study, field experience, student-taught courses, self-instruction using the new technology,
tutorials and seminars.
Manhattanville College outside New York City is another college
seeking to break the academic lock step by downplaying courses and
credits, It has instituted a "portfolio" system of academic assessment
whereby a student's work is recorded, not just in the conventional transcript which counts up the courses and credits he completed, but through
an
of evidence describing and evaluating what he has done. The
faculty proposal for this new system stated that an acceptable portfolio
shoald include:
. grades or written evaluations for all
courses taken; examples
of the student's best work, at least one of which represents the
results of independent study: certification of completion of the
major bv a department, or by faculty, directing independent concentration: evidence of the attempt on the part of the student to relate
his own field of special interest to a wider intellectual and human
context: and :uutua I written evaluations prepared by the student
and his adviser and signed by both, "(1)
These flew experiments which depart radically from the traditional
credit system may be pitnicering new directions in American higher
educat:on. However, it remains to be seen whether they really represent 1)r:tette:II altrnatiV(S to the credit system. As regards both academi programme and student evaluation, the new, more individualized,
student-oriented, ;aid student-directed model would appear to require a
much Ltrgt. investment of faculty time than the traditional regimented
I r.tt:ition to liktio%Attoli
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course credit system (although a basic assumption of Hampshire College is that it can implement its new approaches to teaching and evaluation with the 1:1 6 staff student ratio typical to large public universities).
In a mass higher education system which is rapidly moving towards
universal higher education, it is questionable whether many institutions
:ui muster the faculty and other resources required to offer what might
be regarded as an honours-type programme to all students rather than

to only a few.
Still another problem which this new model may pose involves the

evaluation of students' undergraduate records for jobs and for admission
:lostgraduate study. 111. 11 employers or the admissions officers in law
schools, medical schools Laid graduate schools, beseiged by applications
as they arc, be able to study and digest a student's record when it is a
voluminous portfolio instead of a single transcript of courses and credits
(admittedly accompanied by several personal letters of reforence)? An
alternative is to evaluate undergraduate performance using the results
of graduate admissions examinations. Such examinations already exist;
for example, the Graduate Retort! Examinations which are administered
011 a national level Ii the Educational Testing Service. From being only
one element in the student's graduate application, scores on such tests
ina acquire more weight in admissions decisions, although there is no
such trend in this direction as yet. Should this happen, there would be
a certain irony if efforts to overcome the fragmentation of imowledge
caused b the credit system through shifting to more individualized undergraduate education, were to eventuate in a system of external examinations, somewhat akin to European models, as a means to measure undergraduate performance. : \t present, however, such development appears
unlikely even though other expeditious means of evaluating individualized
undergraduate education to replace the erect!: system have yet to be found.
A \\ ANE\C; ASSMIPTION: THE l:QUIVALINCE
111-:
1.1: RNMG AND CLASSROOM TIME

Paralleling efforts to counteract the fragmentation of loiowledge
allegedly caused by the credit system have been efforts to reinterpret
what the credit hour stands for and to revise the operation of the credit
stein. Three developments have made such efforts nocessary. First,
the number of hours :t student spends in a classroom per course has becomt more varied among American colleges and universities, thus vitiating the notion of a fixed equivalence between classroom hours and learning. Second, there has been an increasing realization that a person who
masters the content of a college course should be awarded credit for it
rego..1 to when or miler,. the learning occurred, further underot:ning t. .e not:on of an equivalence between classroom hours and learnLILL
\nd third, the amount of learning which a credit hour represents,
and tilt extent to which credit hours can be added up for a degree, has
hecoin, much move of an issue with the dramatic expansion of junior or
com:nunit. o!:et4es in the United States and of student transfer from
m to four- e it :nstitutions.
I)-sptt whatcvev wealinesses the credit system may have, it has
r: :1% !wen regarded as a useful, stamlardized device for recording
and eountint!, student progre,-;s. Consequently, even though at only at few

in-7t1!.utions does :t Ilaehelor's degree still represent a fixed number of
,Ahleh the student has spent in the elas:--rtnnn, the general practice
L,
p.,rt
elucationo! experience as if this were so, rile fictitious1:30
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ness of this approach is obvious from the fact that compulsory classroom
attendance is a vanishing practice among American institutions of higher
education.

Furthermore, institutions are tinkering more and more .vith the
academic calendar as a means of encouraging new kinds of learning experience.; for example, replacing the two semester calendar with the
quarter system (three quarters roughly equal two semesters) or with
the "4-1-4" calendar (commonly four months-one month-four months).
These recent changes challenge the basic assumptions of the credit system because, as noted by the Registrar at Amherst College, Robert F.
Grose, "this increased ,:ariation in calendars has already made fuzzy
the standard number of weeks or contact hours for a credit". (1) Nonetheless, the formula of contact hours for earning credits and their accumulation for eligibility for a degree continues to be adhered to because of the relative simplicity it affords to academic book-keeping and
flexibility of curriculum progress.
Recent deveiopments in grading or marking student performance
are also undermining the formula which equates eligibility for a degree
ith classroom hours. Tradition..11y, students have been awarded grades
or marks in each course they took at college or university and their total
academic record showed credit hours and grades for every course. This
practice is changing fast. In many American colleges and universities
students are now given the option of taking at least one course per semester or quarter on a "pass-fail" basis. The aim is to encourage students to select courses which they would shun if not freed from excessive concern over grades. In a study 13,, toe United Chapters of Phi Beta
Kappa two years ago, 91 of 121 chapters replying to a questionnaire on
whether their college or university offered pass-fail options responded
affirmatively, although 64 limited students to taking only one pass-fail
course per semester.
Not only are American colleges and universities moving away
from recording how a stuuent performs in a course, they are also modifying their grading systems so that a student's enrolment in a course is
not recorded at all if he fails. This system is known as "pass-no credit".
Yale University now follows this pattern, as do many others. The underlying rationale for this new non-traditional grading system is that "letter
or numerical designations are often unfair and subjective, discriminatory
towards students from minority backgrounds, the sources of unwarranted
competition, a deterrent to students who might like to take courses in
which they arc unsure of themselves and, generally, not conducive to
learning". (2)
Through the new non-traditional grading a double fiction is emerging. On the one hand a student's performance is recorded for courses
where classroom attendance may be non-e!.:istent or have little corres
pondence to the learning experience involved. On the other hand even if
classroom attendance is an integral part of the course, his performance
and in ct his presence may not be recorded if he fails the course. Just
as the ( intent of higher education is adapting to new ideas of what students should learn and how, so is the means for recording it being modified to reflect new value judgments emerging in the system.
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CREDIT FOR LEARN aG ACQUIRED OUTSIDE TIIE CLASSROOM

Leaving aside grades, the credit system measures higher eclucati "n on the basis of two main elements: time and place. Changes in the
academic calendar have brought reinterpretations of the credit hour
chiefly in terms of time; how much Way is required and the units into
which it is divided. The new pass-no credit approach to grading is
changing traditional formulae on how much of a student's performance
measured by time is in.:hided in his total evaluation, by excluding from
his record courses giver a failing grade. Reinterpretations of the credit hour in terms of place accord recognition to the fact that work for a
degree can be pursued in . range of higher education institutions and
even outside them. Advance Placement and "CLEF" (the College-Level
Examination Program', developed in the last decade or two, offer credit by examination for learning experiences ()inside regular college and
university course work. Inter-institutional transfer enables students to
work towards a degree at more than one post-secondary institutal.
Credit by examination dates from 194:3 when the United States
armed forces experimented with college e auvalency tests. So many
young Americans were drafted into military service and hence missed
out on college and university at the aor. when young people are normnity
admitted to higher education that the armed services sought to minimize
the relative disadvantag' of these young men in seeking higher education. Their object; -0 was to have it recognized that members of the
armed services could achieve competences through their military service equivalent to what they would have gained in certain college or university courses and should therefore he granted higher education credits
for this experience creditable towards a degree.
Altheugh the college equivalency tests tried out by the armed sort ices during 11 ()rid War rwo were not widely used, the principle behind
them, explored with the post-war veterans' bulge In enrolments, caught
on. In 1947 the testing activities of the College Entrance Examination
Boal the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and
the \merican Council on Education were merged in the new Educational
Testing Service (ETS). Building on the experienc, of the armed services the General Educp`ional Development Test was developed to measure secondary school ane college equivalent learning experiences. It is
partly from this experience that the Advance Placement tests of the College Entrance Examination Board emerged. Students successfully passing these tests in subjects commonly required in the first year of college. or university are excused from taking them, and may receive up
to a year of academie credit towards their baccalaureate. Many secondary schools now offer Advance Placement courses which in effect are
post-secon.lare level courses preparing for and evaluated ly the Advance
Placement
Paralleling this has been the development of time Colle;e Level
Examination Program of ETS which by now has an impressive battery
of tests in a host of subjects. At many, though not all, `aerican colleges and universities students successfully passing these tests g, in
academic credit in initial courses in their major and distribu'ion require.nts, Incidentally, by decreasing the time required towards the first
degree, these tests reduce the total cost of degree studies for the students
and the institutions.
Adv:mee Placement and C1.I.:P tests may be more pertinent to higher
education in the United States titan in countries abroad. They are useful
in the \merie-n college awl university context because of its focus on
getting general education and distribution requirements out of the way
.
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before students can specialize in their major field. Advance Placement
and CLEP enable Atnerican students to bypass the more routine courses
at college or university, avoid repetition of previous study and move
more rapidly to individualized advanced level courses. There may not
be a comparable need in the university systems of other countries. However, where such tests might be most valuable abroad is in evaluating
students wanting to transfer from non-university to university institutions within a given foreign higher education system.
MODULAR CREDIT: FRAGMENTATION OR INTEGRATION

The most recent alteration in the credit system which involves
both time and place is the initiation at a few institutions, primarily within the School of Education of the University of Massachusetts, of what is
known as "modular credit". Its purpose is to
break down the
that learning should be compartmentalized into a given numbertradition
of separate courses, each requiring a fixed numb( r of student-faculty contact
hours per week in a classroom or laboratory for a pre-determined
number of weeks. Under the modular credit system one credit hour is
broken down into 100 modules, a three-credit course thus requiring 300
modules. A credit module is earned for a learning experience requiring
at least one hour. Modular credit cin be offered for a single all day
class, or for a single course lasting several semesters or more, or
lasting for only one hour per month for several months. Modular cred.c
can also be earned through independent study as agreed to by the student
with his professor in an "individualized study contract".
The modular credit system is still so new in the United States that
judgments on whether it is a practical alternative to the traditional credit system cannot yet be made. On the one hand by chopping the credit
hour into a hundred smaller units, it may be more vulnerable to the
criticism of fragmenting knowledge than the credit system, On the other
hand its very flexibility may offer new opportunities for achieving greater
integration in learning experiences. In any case, it seems probable that
the modular credit system will be complicated to administer and to record.

ENTER-INSTITUTIONAL PER)IEABILITY:
BACKGROUND AND FUNCTIONING

k here the credit system has most come into its own in the United
Stales is in providing measures which are to an increasing degree interchangeable among colleges and universities in the recording and evaluating of student progress towards a degree.
is in this area thz.Z the
An rican credit system may offer a modelItfor
facilitating more interin-.iitutional linkages within the higher education systems in other coun-

tries.

As noted earlier, the credit system was not developed in the United
States tG facilitate the inter-institutional transfer of students. This only
became a significant phenomenon after World War Two when veterans of
the armed services resumed in large numbers their college and university studies interrupted by the war years, at institutions other than those
where they had commenced their studies. Two phenomena which h..ve
733
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come to the fore more recently - the dramatic growth in junior colleges
and the quest by stu,,ents for greater variety in their undergraduate
education through spending a semester or year at another institution,
often abroad - have made inter-institutional transfer an accepted rather
than exceni tonal mode of pursuing the first degree. These developments
have put essure on higher educ ition institutions to redefine and strengthen their procedures for admitting transfer students without depriving
them unfairly of credits earned at other colleges or universities.
In general American colleges and universities now tend to grant
undergraduate academic credit towards the Bachelor's degree for work
undertaken at other institutions, provided this work can be considered
as equivalent to degree level work at the receiving institution. Not surprisingly, the criteria used to evaluate this vary among institutions.
TI e more elitist are likely to look at the transfer applicant's previous
wol% on a course by course basis to see if it measures up in quality and
content to what they offer at that level in their own programmes. The
public four-year institutions which typically hay' 1 major commitment
to public education and student access are now beg. fining to grant "block
credit" to the transfer student for work accomplished elsewhere, and
only to require the student to do extra course ..f.ork if necessary to make
up deficiencies in his major field. In general a student's desire to transfer from me institution to another is being regarded increasingly as
evidence of his academic earnestness rather than of an absence of serious
goals or of a tender oy to drift.

A critical pnlem relating to the inter-institutional transfer of

students is how to reconcile diversity among institutions with the maintenance of standards of excellence. The quality of students and of teaching vary among American institutions. Hence, if colleges and universities admit transfer applicants merely on the basis of numbers of credits
and grades earned in courses, this could produce an influx of less capable
and less well prepared transfer students into the higher quality institutions and precipitate a decline in their standards. Quality might be sacrificed to diversity. However, if transfer is possible only if the sending
institutions have the same admissions criteria and teaching programmes
as the colleges and universities admitting their transfer students, and
admission is based not on the number of credits earned but on what kind
of student at what kind of institution earned the credits and in what ktnds
of subjects, diversity might be sacrificed to quality.
Essentially, the problem is how to give students mho began their
studies in the less selective institutions, whether for reasons of inadequate secondary preparation, disadvantaged family background, weak
motivatioli or other reasons, the opportunity to transfer to more challenging institutions if they show academic promise but ;ire deficient in
academic preparation. To state the problem differently, ham' can the
better qualit: colleges and universities maintain their superior academic
standards and aomit transfer students on the basis of academic credits
cind grades earned and yet avoid dictating carricular programmes and
admissions standards to institutions from which they admit transfer
students?
The history of junior college transfer to the State University of
California indicates how a partial approach towards solving these problems has evolved in the United States. In 1913 the University of California aeopted the policy that transfer students eligible for admission upon
graduation from secondary school were admissable at the university and
were provisionally given full academic credit: other transfer applicants
were considered on an individual basis. In the early 1920's certain junior
colleges became affiliated with the University of California (and let it
control their faculty and courses); the University agreed to admit transfer
1 :3 4
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students from these colleges with full academic credit. In 1 931 policy
shifted to allow the admission of transfer students on the basis of grades
and credits; the fewer credits a transfer student had earned, the higher
the grade average required. The current practice in public higher education generally is to base admissions mainly on grade average. Also, to
enable the expanding number of junior college graduates to work towards
the baccalaureate, the public four-year institutions tend to give such
students some priority in admissions. Considering that at least 35% of
total undergraduate enrolments in 1980 are expected to be in the junior
colleges, this priority seems amply justified (even though only about
two-thirds of junior college students are in programmes which arc credit-031e towards the baccalaureate degree).
A number of impediments to the inter-institutional transfer of
academic credits still exist. Few people would argue for their total
elimination. A student transferring from a liberal arts to a technical
college is unlikely to obtain transfer credit for courses taken in the
former, such as fine arts courses, which have course equivalent in
the latt,r. Colleges and universities generally no
do not grant transfer
credit for courses in which the student received a barely passing grade
ur only if this grade is balanced off by a cuperior grade in another
course. Nor is transfer credit normally counted towards the number of
credits required tG be taken "in residence" at the receiving instlution
(usually between one-third to one-half of all credits) thus restricting the
total number of transfer credits accepted towards the baccalaureate.
Academic credit may also have a limited period of validity; some colleges and universities will only accept transfer credit if earned within
a certain period. In general the qualifications for acce,Aing credit require that the institution be accredited, that the credits be at least one
grade allme pass, and that courses accepted for transfer credit correspond to courses offered by the institution to which the student transfers.
Whether or not a college or university is "accredited" is only one
of a variety of factors in credit transfer. In principle if an institution
has been accredited by one of the various regional accrediting agencies
in the United States (and interestingly enough these agencies do not derine the work required for a unit of academic credit), work at that institution is deemed acceptable by all members of that or other regional accrediting associations. However, colleges and universities are only
rarely obliged to accept transfer students from another institution because it is accredited. Most exercise discretion. In arriving at transfer
admissions decisions, they take into account their own estimates of the
quality of the "sending" institutions, estimates made possible by the lively though informal communication network among American academics
which in turn is facilitated by their high degree of employment mobility.
The inter-Institutional transfer of students is thus founded only
partly on the credit system. To preserve the diversity
among colleges
and universities z-inci to protect their institutional autonomy, when admitting transfer students each institution generally works out its own
compromises between student access and standards of excellence in
light of its particular traditions, needs and commitments.
THE ACADENIIC CREDIT SYSTEM:
STItl:NGTHS AND \\ EAICCESSES

The credit system as it has developed in the United States is closely linked zind often confused with the system of course electives. The so-
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called fragmentation of knowledge in American higher education is a
product of the combination of the two systems. An even more important
factor may be the fact that t higher education degree is typically broken
down into four to five courses per semester for a total of eight semesters.
As has been pointed out, however, this arrangement is not essential to
the credit system and is being challenged and modified in a number of
colleges and universities.
A typical feature of the credit system is that the performance of
students is measured separately for each course rather than on the basis
of other measures such as en(I -of-year or "comprehensive" examinations. The evaluation of the student on a course by course basis is probably the chief offender In fragmenting knowledge as it requires no interrelation between what students learn in individual courses. It has been
shown, however, that the credit system can be combined with comprehensive examinations oriented to a discipline rather than individual
course examinations, us in honours programmes.
In assessing the credit system its disadvantages must be weighed
against its advantages. On the debit side the following can be listed:
a) Depending upon how small the pieces are into which higher
education is broken clown, the credit system may produce a
fragmentation of Imowledge.
b) The primary responsibility for integrating what is learned
rests with the student and many students are incapable of
handling this responsibility.
c) The assumption that learning experiences are interchangeable
and that different learning experiences offering the same number of credits have equal validity denigrates the value of serious
scholarly work.
d)

e)

The credit system implies that time-serving is the basic requiremont for a degree, and fails to take account of the fact
that what students learn may have little correlation with class
attendance: learning may even be enhanced when classroom attendance requirements are reduced.
Another implicit assumption of the credit system, that students

learn at the same rate, ignores the realities, namely, that

f)

g)
It)

i)

j)

some students master a given body of knowledge much faster
than others.
Related to the foregoing is the implicit assumption of the credit system that there is no variation in the teaching skills of
faculty members: it ignores the fact that students may learn
more front A superior than from an inferior teacher %%WI the
sante investment of student-teacher contact hours.
:\leasuring a higher education by a fdirnmla which ut principle
focuses on time spent in the classroom or laboratory gives an
midlue emphasis to form over content.
The credit system distorts student motivation in the learning
process: students tend to look at higlwr education as the accumulation of course credits and not at learning as an end in
itself.
The emphasis of the credit system on contact hours offers
re%ardls to the student who is inclined to absorb what the teacher to:whes in order to get a good grade rather than to the studc n,. mho may be more genuinely engaged in the learning process ond alile to learn rapidly primarily through his own efforts
a.:ttl the a ss stance rz.ther titan direction of professors.
The u red it system's tsumhas is on classroom attendance is incompati:e Y ith the new non-traditional forms of higher educa1:h;

tion which have as a premise that valuable learning can take
place outside the classroom, as in independent study, workstudy, internships and other experiences.
k) The credit system is unnecessarily expensive in time and
energy. Higher education is defined only in terms of numbers
of classroom hours over a predetermined number of semesters
and years to meet degree requirements.
1)
If learning is measured by credits, if each course has its own
terminal examination, and if the credit system permits interinstitutional transfer of students, the end result of the credit
system may be a wider range in quality among students certified by the system, whether through degrees, diplomas,
certificates or other qualifications. The existing predictability regarding the product of a given higher education system
may diminish and thereby reduce job predictabilities for graduates and dilute the whole notion of a 'gold standard" of higher
education. The system pertaining in some countries, which
ties civil service and other positions to university degrees
and to traditional standards of student performance within
them, may have to give way to competency tests administered
by future employers, both in the public and private sectors.
m) Assuming that the credit system widens opportunities for earning higher degrees, and that, as a consequence, the demand
for degrees spreads, the role of higher education institutions
certifying educational experience may come to dominate that
of providing it.
The chief advantage of the credit system is that it breaks down the
learning experience into standard units, in theory having equal weight,
which can be accumulated towards a degree in a variety of combinations
and at different times and places. To be specific the credit system permits the following possibilities:
a) Because a student's performance is judged in the credit system on a course by course basis, if he fails one of his courses
in a given year, this failure is not treated as failing the full
year, thus requiring him to repeat the full year's work.
b) The credit system makes it possible to offer higher education
in a variety of units by assigning varying amounts of credit

to different courses, for example, year, semester, three

week or even one meek courses, thus eliminating the myth that
regardless of subject matter all courses are of equal weight.
c) By the same token the credit system offers more variety in
the academic calendar as it can be broken up into a range of
segments corresponding to the different amounts of acaden.ie
credit offered. This feature of the credit system facilitates
the ear-round operation of higher education institutions as it
permits summer sessions to become an integral pan; of higher
education offerings.
d)
The credit system provides a mechanism to enable students to
%ork towards a degree at their on pace by pursuing higher
education on a part-time basis, alternating periods of work
and study, and stopping in and out of higher education as this
fits their personal and professional goals and life situations.
The credit system ran thus integrate degree study with continuing or recurrent education.
e)
If the credit system is combined with awarding credit by examination, it enables the student to apply towards a degree learning experience obtained outside the higher education system and
thereby reduces the time and cost required for a degree.
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f)

Assuming that credit can be awarded for educational experience
which takes pine? outside the classroom by assigning credits
on an "as if" basis, the credit system makes it possible for
independent study and a variety of non-traditional learning
experiences to be creditable towards a degree, thus significantly broadening the range of educational experiences open
to students.
g) The credit system offers greater flexibility to students to
change their major field in mid-stream; instead of requiring
the student to begin his programme anew, it counts his previous work towards his degree, requiring only such additional
work as is necessary to fulfil major and related requirements.
h) Because in a credit system the initiation of new courses tends
to be easier than in a system having a fixed curriculum, the
credit system enables higher education institutions to be more
responsive in adapting curricula to new needs and interests.
i) If the credit system is combined with course electives, as in
the United States, it enables higher education to be more student-oriented and individualized than is possible with a relatively fixed curriculum.
j) Assuming that course rather than comprehensive examinations are chara'teristic of the credit system, it gives considerable independet..:e to teachers in determining what they teach
k)

and how.

Probably the chief strength of the credit system is that it permits inter-institutional transfer of students, enabling each
individual to develop to the limit of his capabilities by permitting him to move from one institution to another in accordance
with his aspirations and ability.
1)
Finally in connection with inter-institutional transfer the credit system preserves the curricular autonomy of higher education institutions, many of whose students typically transfer to
university because it does not require the "sending" institutions
to duplicate the basic curricula of the institutions admitting
transfer students.
From the foregoing summary of the pros and cons of the credit system, it is apparent that the system does not lend itself to easy assessment. It has its supporters and its critics, and recently in the United
States it has had its adjustors, as individuals and institutions have devised
ways to modify it in order to remedy sonic of its rigidities.
In evaluating the credit system it may be useful to identify the basic
premises, concerning higher education, of its critics and its supporters.
The former tend to assume that one can define an "educated man' and
hence can identify the essential components of a higher education, particularly in the non-professional fields. By chopping up higher education
into fragments, not necessarily inter-related (assuming again that the
credit system is coupled with course electives),
the credit system often
frs.ils to produce the ' educated man". The supporters of the credit system,
tae other hand, admit the impossibility of defining the educated MP
reject the notion of such a definition as rigid. and even obsolete, and ,
student curricula choice and student-oriented higher education as more
appropriate to an era characterized by dramatic technological change,

the democratization of higher education, and inc. t.asingly varied and unpredictable career patterns.
The above comments illustrate a problem, already touched upon in
earlier sections, of differentiating between the credit system and the
elective and transfer systems with which it is closely identified. Those
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outside the United States who advocate the adoption of the American
credit system in their own higher education systems sometimes assume
that by attaching credits to learning experiences, educational opportunity
will be widened through inter-faculty and inter-institutional transfer,
course offerings can be more diversified, higher education will become
more student-oriented and recurrent education will be strengthened and
integrated into the higher education system.
The adoption of the American credit system cannot assure such
changes. All that the credit system can do is assign a numerical value
to individual courses so that progress towards a degree can be quaptified.
In the United States the operation of the academic credit system rests
on a series of assumptions which are not readily exportable and in fact
may have few counterparts in higher education systems abroad. Now
that over half of all secondary school graduates in the United States enrol
in post-secondary education and beca se wide access has become a priority, the credit system is viewed as a iechanism to enhance the opportunity for higher education. However, in er-institutional transfer does not
flow automatically from the credit system. No one assumes that English
101 is the same in "Podunk, Iowa", as at Harvard. The flexibility in
higher education opportunity associated with the United States depends
upon how individual disciplines, faculties and institutions rank each other
and each other's students.
In conclusion, the advantages that adoption of the American credit
system may appear to offer to foreign higher education systems should
be carefully assessed. In the United States these benefits are probably
related more to the underlying premises on which the credit system
operates than to the credit system itself. The American credit system
could therefore only be usefully exported to foreign higher education
systems if these systems were founded on or moving towards values
similar to those which the American credit system tries to implement.
And if the foreign higher education system is already committed to these
values - IA ide access, inter- faculty and inter-institutional transfer, curricula choice, the integration of recurrent education with the degree
system, student-oriented higher education, applying external experience

towards a degree, etc. - then the credit s-stem may be superfluous.
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IV
THE FUTURE OF THE CREDIT SYSTEM
IN AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION

The foreign observer of current trends in higher education in the
'United States is probably bemused if not bewildered to see that while
traditional formulae for measuring academic progress on the basis of
hours spent in the classroom are rapidly eroding, almost all colleges
and universities continue to adhere to the academic credit system even
though in theory it assumes a correlation between "chair-sitting" and
the acquisition of a college or university education. On rational grounds
the academic credit system would appear to be fast becoming irrelevant.
More specifically, two important trends may be hastening this development; a shortening of first degree programmes and the emergence of
non-traditional studies.
The Carnegie Corporation of New York, one of the major philanthropic foundations supporting higher education in the United States, is
encouraging the first trend. As stated in its 1972 Annual Report:
"The Corporation's program in higher education in recent years has
reflected the country's growing interest in alternatives to the traditional four -year college degree. Grants have been made to a
number of institutions awarding degrees or credits based on examination and on flexible independent courses of study. Many of the
programs are built around the concept of the time-shortened, or
accelerated, degree - a concept which has implications both for
improvement in the quality of higher education and for economy of
operation, and a challenge which is considered well within the capabilities of today's more sophisticated and better prepared generation of students. Four basic approaches to the time-shortened
degree receiving Corporation support this year are being tried on
various campuses: credit-by-examination; year-round enrolment;
the omission of one high school year; and design of a three-year
curriculum. "(1)
With more than half the eighteen year olds now entering c)11ege or
university, the pressure of mounting higher education costs as %yell as
the need to improve quality suggest that the time-shortened degree will
become increasingly significant in the future. Although not necessarily
incompatible with the credit system, the shortened degree period is forcing adaptations in the system.
Non-traditional study, also looked at to some extent as a potential
means to limit higher education costs, constitutes another major force
1,
caruegle tbrporation of New York. Annual Report for the Fiscal Year ended September .311.
11,7'.2. New York Cit... 1972. p.16.
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for the modification of the credit system in the United States. The Commission on Non-Traditional Study, set up two years ago by the Educational
Testing Service and the College Entrance Examination Board, described
non-traditional study in a report issued in February 1973 as follows:
"It is an attitude that puts the student first and the institution second,
concentrates more on the former's need than the latter's convenience, encourages diversity of individual opportunity and de-emphasizes time and space or even course requirements in favor of
competence and, where applicable, performance. It is not a new
attitude; it is simply a more prevalent one than before." (1)
In terms of recent secondary school graduates the United States
now has mass higher education and is moving towards "universal". Nontraditional study offers the opportunity for post-secondary education to
new kinds of student populations regardless of age, thus achieving a more
genuinely universal post-secondary education system. It enrols older
persons who dropped out of college or university or never entered,
housewives and working people in ninny kinds and levels of employment.
Rather than requiring them to fit into traditional four-year full-time programmes, non-traditional study offers the possibility of part-time study,
of acquiring skills and L. )wledge towards a degree without ever setting
foot on a campus, and of having significant prior learning achieved outside a higher education institution, counted towards degree requirements.
Two of the leading American institutions in non-traditional study, Minnesota Metropolitan State College and Empire State College of the State
University of New 'York do not even have a campus. Britain's Open
University is yet another model, and variations of it are fast developing
in the United States.
The Comm'ssion on Non-traditional
has not urged the abandonment of the credit system as a corollary ofStudy
non-traditional study. However, in one of its recommendations the Commission implied that rigid
adherence to the traditional credit system may be an obstacle to the
enierpnice of non-traditional study. The Commission recommended
that there should be continued experimentation with forms of non-traditional stud which inininii.e the traditional rigidities of campus life:time
(rescribed years of study): space (residence on campus): and systems
if academie accounting (credits or honour points earned)",
The need for more flexibility in education and new ways to evaluate
cin.petency have been stressed by K. Patricia Cross, senior research
psy t'iologist at Educational Testing Service and research educator at the
ente for Research and Development in Higher Education at the Universits of California. Berkeley:
"N( one can put forth a very strong argument that four years, chopped
into 120 credit hours delivered to people, who can present themselves
physically in a room set aside for "classes", makes much sense as
the major strategy of education. A concept of education for all the
peorle requires new methods of delivery to take education into prisons, homes and industrial plants. We need new measures of compter.m that acknowledge that what is learned rather than how it is
learned is the true measure of education. And we need new flexibilities that vim begin to make lifelong learning a reality. "(3)
rue I, Marro
Experiment with New Wa)s tor horkers Anti Housewives to Pursue
sti.diec , New I rk I Imes, 1.1th Fetbf..dt!.
p.:1
Patti. la t fuss, !he Sew Leathers-. t
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Federal legislation on higher education adopted in 1972 seems to
aim at giving increased priority to non-traditional study and to widening access to post-secondary education to all ages, implying possible
further erosion or adaptation of the credit system. The Educational
Amendments of 1972 to the higher Education Act of 1965 set forth the
follow ing aims for federal support to improve post-secondary education:
"Encouraging the reform, innovation and improvement of postsecondary education and providing equal educational opportunity

for all; ...

"The introduction of institutional reforms designed to expand individual opportunities for entering and re-entering institutions and
pursuing programs of study tailored to individual needs; ...
"The creation of new institutions and programs for examining and
awarding credentials to individuals, and the introduction of reforms
in current educational practices related thereto. "(1)
The Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education, a
newl established body within the US Department of Health, Education
coal Vs elfare, u ill encourage the implementation of these and other aims.
Congress has authorized ill() million for the Fund for the current fiscal
year. Although it is too early to predict what kinds of programmes and
innovations this new federal agency will support and what impact, if any,
they will have on the academic credit system, it seems likely that nontraditional study of many kinds will gain the Fund's support and accelerate present trends towards modifying the credit system.
It is difficult to predict whether or not the credit system will be
abandoned in the face of the foregoing trends and developments. Experience up to now, and especially in the last few years, shows that despite
the system's alleged rigidities, colleges and universities have found
ways to reinterpret credit constraints to achieve the greater flexibility
in curricular programmes required by changing !weds. A variety of
learning experiences regardless of where and when they occur can now
be accumulated towards a degree although, of course, practices differ
idel.- among institutions.
New approaches are being developed for evaluating educational
experience for degree purposes; for example, the portfolio approach
mentioned earlier used by Manhattanville College. The study contract,
yet another approach which is being increasingly widely adopted, is a
variation on independent study, allowing students to carry out individualized study programmes which are evaluated on the basis of the student
accomplishing the contract goals initially worked out with a faculty adviser. ilowevee, no single model for evaluating non-traditional study
dominates, and the very heterogeneity of approaches, some new, many
vintage, reflects present dilemmas in finding appropriate means of
academic assessment for new kinds of learning experiences.
Not to be ignored in projecting the future of the credit system are
the increasing doubts cast on its alleged usefulness in assessing the
workload of staff, the time tlie indivhlual teacher spends in class. Notions
of standard staff teaching loads have assumed a correlation between the
number of credits taught by a teacher and the time he:she spends in the
elas:;room. however, various studies have tended to invalidate this assumpi:.,n, . \s rising higher education costs require more sophisticated
approaches for relating the allocation of resources to outputs, the utilisation of ti't. credit system as a measure of output may give way to more
ay. .: :!
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refined analyses: for example Program Planning and Budgeting Systems.
Thus, whatever past support the credit system has had for its use as a
faculty workload index would seem likely to diminish. (1)
Finally, intangible and speculative as it is, the possibility that
the need for academic degrees may receive less emphasis in the future
may emerge as one of the major factors in further diluting or even abol
ishing the credit system. The subjects of accreditation and credentialling are being increasingly debated in the United States. Present trends
suggest that adult education frets of credit will be accorded substantial
priority in the decades ahead. Given the necessity to find alternative
ways to measure educational progress, to provide post-secondary education to adults, to abandon the old constraints which define higher education in terms of where and when it takes phiee, to assure a more efficient
utilization of faculty and other resources, tint' to provide increased educational opportunity outside as well as within the academic system, the
credit system may give way to new and as yet undefined approaches to
providing and evaluating education.
As an accounting system facilitating individualized education and
inter-institutional permeability, the credit system has made an importimt
contribution to American higher education. It has demonstrated surprising adaptability. Whether or not its adaptability will extend to the new
needs now emerging is one of the imponderables of higher education in
the United States today.
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